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Micro/nano-fabrication of polymers and micro-processing of real human tissues 

via plasma-mediated ablation were investigated using an ultra-short pulsed (USP) laser of 

900 fs pulse duration and 1552 nm center wavelength. For the PDMS polymer micro-

fabrication, the ablation threshold for the single spot and the single line scanning ablation 

features were studied at first. The single pulse ablation threshold is determined to be 4.62 

J/cm2 and the incubation factor for the multi-pulse ablation is found to be 0.52. The 

influences of pulse overlap rate and irradiation pulse energy on the ablation line width, 

internal ablation interface depth, and ablation surface quality were scrutinized. Then the 

thin layer PDMS separation was completed with thickness controllable via adjusting the 

laser focus spot position. For the three tests with a target thickness of 20 μm, the 
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averaged thickness of the separated thin layers is 20.6± 1.7 μm. And a multi-width micro-

channel interconnected network was fabricated and the size of the channels varies from 

50 to 400 μm. For the real tissue ablation, the fundamental ablation features were 

investigated. It is found that the threshold of the single pulse ablation for the freeze-dried 

dermis (8.32±0.37 J/cm2) is slightly smaller than that of the wet dermis (9.65±1.21 J/cm2) 

due to the light absorption of water in wet tissues. Histological examinations were 

performed to evaluate the thermal damage and to find appropriate laser parameters for 

tissue micro-processing with minimal thermal damage. An analytical solution based on 

the heat conduction equation was derived to analyze the temperature distributions and to 

obtain the heat affected zones in materials ablated by USP laser line scanning. The 

analytical results were compared with the experimental measurements and a good 

agreement was found. Both results show that the thermal damage can be confined in a 

small zone about 10 µm with proper pulse energy and overlap rate. Pulse energy and 

pulse overlap rate were the key parameters for the generation and severity of thermal 

damage. In vitro wet tissue separation into layers by the USP laser ablation was 

demonstrated with thickness ranging from 200 to 600 μm. The unevenness of the 

separated layers is under 10%. Freeze-dried tissue stripping was also demonstrated with 

the stripped thickness in the range of 20 - 40 μm. No sign of visible thermal damage was 

found for both types of tissues. This study has provided an effective method that can 

precisely and non-intrusively process polymers and tissues with minimized thermal 

damage.  
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction 

1.1. Literature Review & Motivation 

Although conventional machining has undergone miniaturization efforts, modern 

micromachining technologies like sawing, cutting, drilling, or grinding are only capable 

of producing structures in the range of a few 10 μm and have their limitations in the 

course of the progressing miniaturization. For instance, when separating natural tissues 

into thin layers and for precisely cutting and shaping tissues, techniques using a surgical 

knife to separate a tissue into multiple layers or cut the tissue into portions are often 

limited in precision, resulting in a large amount of waste [1]. For the removal of a few 

defined cubic micrometers of silicon from the surface of a delicate sensor, there are no 

mechanical tools available that might be able to handle with this precision.  

Micro-fabrication technologies originated from the microelectronics industry and 

are used to produce devices with dimensions of micrometer sizes and smaller. Micro-

fabrication processes can be effectively applied to yield a single device or thousands of 

devices, the so-called batch processing. This does not only lead to a tremendous cost 

reduction, but also enables the production of array structure or large device series with 

minute fabrication tolerances. Micro-fabrication processes hence significantly differ from 

conventional machining processes. However, for microelectronics-originated micro-

fabrication, many processes are needed, one after the other, many time repeatedly. These 
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processes typically include deposition of thin film, patterning or etching with desired 

micro features, and removing the rest of the film. These processes make micro-

fabrication very complex and expensive.  

Micro-fabricated devices include integrated circuits, micro-electro-mechanical 

systems (MEMS), laser diodes, flat panel displays and micro-sensors. Micro-fabricated 

devices are not generally freestanding devices but are usually formed over or in a thicker 

support substrate. For electronic applications, semi-conducting substrates such as silicon 

wafers can be used; for optical devices or flat panel displays, transparent substrates such 

as glass or quartz are common; for life science applications, polymer substrates can be 

used. Polymers micro-fabrication has become a quickly growing field of micro-fluidic 

systems for tissue engineering and life sciences because they show a high compatibility 

to many biologically active molecules and living cells. Current polymer micro-fabrication 

techniques include replica molding [2], sterolithography [3], and electro-spinning [4], etc. 

Replica molding is low-cost, but requires multiple processing steps and has issues like 

chemical biotoxicity to the polymers [2]; Stereolithography can fabricate high aspect 

ratios and a wide variety of functional materials, but it builds up the structure slowly and 

allows only limited device volumes [3]; Electro-spinning techniques can produce 

continuous nano-fibers from various polymers, but require high voltage and a collecting 

substrate [4].  

Recently, considerable efforts have been devoted to utilizing laser micro/nano-

fabrication techniques [5, 6] because lasers can create complex micro structures 
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resembling a natural tissue environment and have many advantages such as clean, non-

invasive, and precise processing. In addition, only an optical lens is needed to focus a 

laser beam to the micro level for realization of micro-fabrication in laser direct writing 

techniques [7]. Laser processing of materials has become a field of growing importance 

with applications in mechanical engineering, such as drilling, cutting, bending, welding, 

cleaning, hardening, alloying and surface treatment; in electrical engineering and 

materials science, such as photolithography, ablation, thin film deposition, doping, 

annealing, recrystallization, defect scanning and mapping; in chemical engineering such 

as laser induced reaction, dissociation, photo-ionization; and in bioengineering, such as 

tissue cleaning and tissue removal. At low laser flux, the material is heated by the 

absorbed laser energy and evaporates or sublimates. At high laser flux, the material is 

typically converted to plasmas. One describes the effect as a strong local ionization of the 

medium, where the plasma reaches density beyond a critical value. Laser ablation that 

takes great advantages in precise material removal is a promising method in processing 

and treatment of metal [8-10], biological tissues [11-14], polymers [15-17], collagen gels 

[18], dental implants [19], glasses [20], etc. 

Meanwhile, surgical treatment is frequently restricted by the scarcity of adequate 

donor tissues available for reconstruction in medical implantation field. Separation of a 

donor soft tissue such as human skin into two or multiple layers leads to augmented 

usages of the limited tissues, doubling or even tripling the harvest of donor tissues. 

Moreover, a tissue may have to be separated into layers, as the tissue in its entirety may 

not be necessary or appropriate for implantation. The use of these natural biomaterials 
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typically requires chemical or physical pretreatment for sterilization and immunogenicity 

reduction and other processing, such as preparing the tissue by cutting and shaping the 

tissue into an appropriate form before being transplanted into a patient or subject [1, 21-

24]. However, there lack effective and efficient methods for separating natural tissues 

into thin layers and for precisely cutting and shaping tissues without collateral damage 

[1], saying by experts in the Musculoskeletal Transplant Foundation (MTF), the largest 

tissue bank in USA. Techniques using a mechanical tool or surgical knife to separate or 

cut the tissue are often limited in precision. It is noticed that those mechanical tools can 

cause damage to the underlying layers and surrounding tissues to the range of 0.1 to 1 

mm. For chemical method, it is time-consuming and the residues at the tissue sample 

could be hard to remove and is harmful for the safety of further usage. Thus, it would be 

very useful to develop an effective method that can precisely and non-intrusively modify 

tissues without collateral damage. 

Since the invention in the 1960, laser has been of great interests in medical 

diagnosis, treatment and therapy. It was greatly anticipated that laser would enable 

manipulation and destruction of biological tissue with unprecedented precision and 

selectivity. Considerable efforts have been devoted into the medical applications of lasers 

and it has become one of the most important and rapidly growing areas of modern laser 

physics, such as laser eye surgery and tumor removal. However, a clinically viable 

application of laser ablation was delayed mainly due to a lack of understanding of the 

fundamental mechanisms of laser-tissue interactions. In practice unacceptable local tissue 

damage and slow material removal rates have inhibited the real clinic applications of 
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lasers in many areas. Fundamental investigations with different types of tissue have been 

conducted with different types of lasers. Typically, treatment by a conventional pulsed 

laser (nanoseconds to microseconds pulse width) leads to cracking, melting, charring of 

the surrounding materials [25]. Sasaki et al. [26] conducted bone tissue ablation with a 

200 ms Er:YAG laser and a continuous-wave CO2 laser and revealed that the thermal 

damage layer of  the CO2 laser was much severe than the ablation by the Er:YAG laser; 

Walsh et al. [27] studied tissue removal by an infrared laser pulsed CO2 laser and the 

zone of thermal damage increased from 50 μm to 750 μm when the pulse duration 

increases from 2 μs to 50 ms. Trauner et al. [28] used a near-infrared pulsed holmium 

laser (400 μs pulse duration and 2.1 μm wavelength) to ablate bovine tissue with 550 μm 

thermal damage zone from ablation sites. 

More than a decade ago, intensive research in short pulsed laser micromachining 

of inorganic and biological samples has been initiated and this opens a wide range of 

industrial and medical laser applications since they can provide higher precision and less 

thermal damage than long-pulsed laser or continuous wave (CW) laser [11-14]. The ultra-

short pulsed (USP) laser, which refers to lasers with a few picoseconds or down to 

femtoseconds pulse duration, has opened a new era especially for micro-fabrication of 

polymer and micro-processing of tissues. 

Neev et al. [29] conducted preliminary studies of 350 fs and 1053 nm pulse 

interactions with hard tissue (dentin, nail, and enamel) and compared their results to the 

nanosecond ablation regime; Rode et al. [30] studied the laser ablation of dental enamel 
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using 95 and 150 fs pulses without collateral damage and the materials removal rates of 

dental enamel were compared with other techniques; Kim et al. [31] investigated the 

influence of pulse duration on ultrashort laser ablation of dental hard tissue and water and 

found that there was a transition occurs between 1 and 5 ps for both materials; Sun et al. 

[32] experimentally confirmed the corneal ablation threshold as a square-root dependence 

function of the laser pulse width 800 fs to 20 ps pulse duration range; Fischer et al. [12] 

performed brain tissue ablation using 35 ps and 1053 nm laser pulses and no thermal 

damage was induced, while microsecond pulse induced 20 μm lateral damage zone due to 

the longer pulse durations and the higher pulse energies; Göetz et al. [33] conducted in 

vitro ablation experiments with a 20 ps Nd:YLF laser at 1053 nm to investigate the 

effects of liquid media (distilled water and physiological saline) on the ablation efficiency 

and quality; Loesel et al. [14] conducted non-thermal in vitro ablation of bovine neural 

tissue with 100 fs to 35 ps pulse duration laser with wavelengths ranging from 630 to 

1053 nm and no sign of significant thermal damage was observed by histopathological 

examinations; More experimental studies with different types of materials and laser 

parameters are listed in Table 1.1, with ablation threshold and incubation factor indicated 

for comparison. 

For USP laser ablation, its precision, high peak power, flexibility, non-thermal 

interaction, and non-clean room operation provide many advantages in micro-fabrication 

for many applications. USP lasers have been widely used for micromachining because 

collateral damage is mostly eliminated in materials and heat affected zones in target 

materials can be smaller. The main characteristic of ultra-short laser pulses is the very 
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high peak intensity and the rapid deposition of energy into the material. At this high 

intensity, the onset of optical breakdown that initiates ablation can be more deterministic 

and a wide range of materials can be machined.  

However, the understanding of USP laser-material interaction mechanism has not 

been fully established and especially for laser tissue interaction in order to produce the 

desired processing results. The thermal damage check of ablation to the surrounding area 

is also desired for applications in laser tissue micro-processing. The purposes and 

motivations of this dissertation work are to experimentally investigate the USP laser 

application of polymer micro/nano-fabrication and real tissue micro-processing, such as 

separation and cut. The ablation on a variety of sample materials are to be carried out, 

including polymer and biological tissue materials. The significant applications of USP 

laser in polymer micro/nano-fabrication and tissue micro-processing are to be 

demonstrated. This study is to try to answer these questions: (1) what are the ablation 

thresholds and incubation factors for polymer (PDMS) and human dermis tissue? (2) 

What are the proper laser parameters for PDMS separation and what is the minimum 

thickness for the separated layer? (3) How USP laser can be applied to real tissue micro-

processing with high precision and minimized thermal damage, such as separation and 

cut? (4) How much is the thermal damage for the USP laser micro-processing of tissues 

and what is the analytical formulation between the laser parameters and the thermal 

damage zone? What are the key parameters and relationship to induce the thermal 

damage? (5) What is near-field enhancement and what are the key factors for the USP 

laser nano-fabrication by near-field effect, especially for nano-line fabrication. 
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A review of studies of USP laser-material interaction for various materials above 

the laser damage threshold has already been presented as shown in Table 1.1. This 

chapter will also give a brief review of the literature of the laser-material interaction 

process especially for laser-tissue interaction and a review of the laser ablation models. 

Finally, research objectives and the outline of this dissertation are discussed.  

1.2. Laser Beam Characteristics 

In most laser related applications, laser beam propagation should be considered. 

Focusing by objective lens is sometimes necessary to shape the laser beam. In general, 

laser beam can be assumed to have an ideal Gaussian intensity profile, which corresponds 

to the theoretical TEM00 mode. Unfortunately, the output from real-life lasers is not truly 

Gaussian. To accommodate this variance, a quality factor - M2 factor, has been defined to 

describe the deviation of the laser beam from a theoretical Gaussian. A low M2 value 

indicates good beam quality and ability to be focused to a tight spot. In this study, the M2 

of the USP laser beam used is very small (<1.3), and thus the beam can be approximated 

as a Gaussian profile. 

To specify and discuss the beam propagation characteristics, the diameter of the 

laser beam should be defined at first. The beam width is the single most important 

characteristic of a laser beam profile. The 1/e2 definition is in common use for beam 

width. The 1/e2 width is equal to the distance between the two points on the marginal 

distribution that are 1/e2 = 0.135 times the maximum value. The laser beam diameter can 

be measured by the knife-edge measurement technique as follows: slice a laser beam with 
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a razor and measure the power of the clipped beam as a function of the razor position. 

The measured curve is the integral of the marginal distribution, and starts at the total 

beam power and decreases monotonically to zero power. The width of the beam is 

defined as the distance between the intensity points at 13.5% (1/e2) of the peak which 

were calculated to be 2.3% and 97.7% for the integrated power levels at the intensity 

points. 

As a light source, a laser beam offers several unique features for material 

processing. Monochromaticity is one of the unique characteristic of laser light and laser 

light is many times more monochromatic than the light from any other source. Since the 

absorption coefficient of different materials is highly wavelength dependent, by selecting 

the laser beam wavelength from deep ultra-violet to infrared, one can precisely control 

the material processing. Laser light is generated coherent and all the light waves travel in 

the same direction at the same frequency and in phase. This allows one to focus the laser 

beam very tightly down to micron level and this provides the means for precise laser 

processing. Another important characteristic of the laser beam is its very small 

divergence. The beam divergence determines the spot size. Higher the divergence, higher 

is the spot size and vice versa. 

The ability to optimize the lens design with computers and machine the optic 

products to better specifications is somewhat helpful in focusing the laser beam to 

smaller spot sizes. However, even with acceptably overcoming spherical and chromatic 

aberrations in lens systems, the diffraction limit still restricts higher resolutions. The 
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diffraction limit, no matter how good the optical system is will still limit the ability to 

resolve small objects. This limit arises from the wave nature of light. Light waves 

interfere and this causes diffraction of light. The diffraction-limit focal spot size can be 

obtained by: 

                                               min 2.44 1.22
. .

fd
N A
λλ

φ
= × × = × , (1.1) 

where λ  is the wavelength of the laser; f  is the focus length of the lens in free space; φ  

is the diameter of the incident laser beam, . .N A  is the numerical aperture of the lens. 

Thus, when viewed through an aperture or a lens with a finite collection angle, the 

resolvable feature separation is limited by the wavelength of light and the solid angle of 

light collected. Although the introduction of light sources with shorter-wavelength 

techniques is helpful to maintain the current rate of device miniaturization, a point will be 

reached at which the traditional approaches of shortening the exposure wavelength will 

no longer be able to produce the required feature sizes. The other approach to improve 

the diffraction limited resolution of focused light is to increase the index of refraction at 

the focus. With an oil immersion lens [34], the space between the lens and sample can be 

filled with oil, and this shrinks the focused spot size. However, this technique is limited 

by the refractive index of the oil.  

In general, if the focused laser energy flux is in excess of 1011 W/cm2, it will 

result in an optical breakdown in solids and the excitation of plasma-induced ablation. 

Thus ablation can be easily achieved for a μJ level ultra-short pulse with a focal spot size 

less than 10 μm. The energy flux in the beam focus can be calculated by 
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t rπ
× −

=
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, (1.2) 

where  ''q  is the energy flux for the laser pulse, E is the pulse energy,  pt is the pulse 

duration, r  is the radius of the focused laser beam spot and R  is the percentage of the 

total beam energy loss in the optical system. For example, in the PDMS separation 

experiment, the laser beam is focused about 1 mm inside the PDMS. The pulse energy 

( E ) is preset as 5 μJ and the pulse duration ( pt ) is 0.9 ps. The PDMS is semi-transparent, 

and the optical transmission can be calculated by Beer-Lambert’s law as shown in Eq. 

(1.3) 

0
lI I e μ−= ,                                                (1.3) 

 where 0I  and I are the intensity of the incident light and the transmitted light, 

respectively; μ  is the attenuation coefficient and l  is the path length in the material. The 

attenuation is about 15% for a piece of PDMS with 1 mm thickness. The total losses of 

beam energy include the energy loss in the optical system (50%) and the energy loss 

inside the PDMS (15%), so totally R =1-50%×85%=57.5% when focusing 1 mm inside 

the PDMS. Considering the calculated focal spot diameter (7.6 μm) in free space, the 

refractive index of PDMS is 1.45 and the focal spot size 1 mm inside the PDMS after 

refraction will be about 3% larger than that in free space because of the refractive index 

discontinuity. So considering all the energy losses and the focal spot diameter change, the 

energy flux in the focus area 1 mm inside the PDMS can be calculated by Eq. (1.2) and it 

is about 5.2×1012 W/cm2, which is enough for optical breakdown of PDMS materials and 
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excitation of ablation. 

1.3. Mechanism of Laser Ablation 

The variety of interaction mechanisms that may occur when applying laser to 

materials is manifold. There are specific material characteristics as well as laser 

parameters that can contribute to the diversity. For material characteristics, the refractive 

index, surface roughness, absorption and scattering are the most important properties. For 

laser parameters, pulse duration, wavelength, focal spot size, pulse energy and exposure 

time are the most important features, and especially pulse duration is a very crucial 

parameter to determine the type of interaction and mechanism.  

The spatial distribution of volumetric energy density generated by laser irradiation 

is controlled by the incident energy flux and the optical absorption and scattering 

properties of the materials. Both optical absorption and scattering play important roles in 

determining the spatial distribution of volumetric energy density deposited in the target. 

When absorption is dominant over scattering, the optical penetration depth of the incident 

radiation is given by the reciprocal of the absorption coefficient, and the Beer-Lambert 

law as shown in Eq. (1.3) can be applied accurately to describing the spatial distribution 

of absorbed laser energy in the target. When scattering is dominant comparable to 

absorption, one must resort to more detailed models of radiative transport to obtain the 

distribution of the absorbed radiation [35].  

In this study, three different materials have been used for the laser ablation - 
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polymer, wet human dermis tissue and freeze-dried human dermis tissue. For the polymer 

material (PDMS), it is optical transparent against the laser light (1552 nm wavelength) 

and its absorption and scattering of the USP laser wavelength range is small when the 

laser beam is focused inside the polymer; for the wet dermis tissue, water is the most 

important chromophore in the infrared and it contributes significantly to tissue absorption 

when the wavelength is above 900 nm. There are absorption peaks located at 0.96, 1.44, 

1.95, 2.94, 4.68, and 6.1 μm wavelengths for water [36]. The optical absorption of water 

in the near-infrared is initially weak but rises quite rapidly with wavelength. From the 

visible spectral region, the absorption of water increases by nearly 6 orders of magnitude 

and reaches a maximum at 2.94 μm wavelength, where the absorption coefficient is 

12,000 cm-1 [37]. Meanwhile, optical scattering for collagen-based dermis is also very 

strong because it possesses collagen fibrils with a significant variability in diameter, 

orientation, and spacing. This variability produces significant refractive index variation 

over spatial scales. From experimentally measured results by Troy et al. [38], the optical 

scattering of human skin is in the same order of optical absorption for 1552 nm 

wavelength. So both scattering and absorption are important for the attenuation of laser 

light in the study of wet tissue ablation; for freeze-dried dermis tissue, since it is dry, 

water absorption is not a concern and optical scattering is the major concern for the laser 

energy transfer. The measurement of tissue optical properties is typically done under 

room conditions. However, the thermal and mechanical transients generated in the 

ablation processes are substantial and can result in significant alteration of the tissue 

optical properties, which are not discussed in this study. 
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 For laser tissue interaction, there are mainly five categories of interaction types: 

photochemical interaction, thermal interaction, photoablation, plasma-mediated ablation, 

and photodisruption. However, most interactions do not fall clearly into one of these 

categories, and often multiple processes are competing with each other [39].  

Photochemical interaction stems from empirical observations that light can induce 

chemical effects and reactions within macromolecules or tissues. Photochemical 

interaction takes place at very low power densities (typically 1 W/cm2) and long exposure 

time (1 second to CW). In the field of medical laser physics, photochemical interaction 

mechanisms play a significant role during photodynamic therapy (PDT) and the main 

idea is to use a chromophore receptor acting as a catalyst. Therefore, this type of 

interaction is also called photosensitized oxidation. [39] 

Thermal interactions usually happen for pulse duration of µs or higher and they 

include a large group of interaction types and different effects like coagulation, 

vaporization, carbonization and melting, which can be distinguished from the duration 

and peak value of the tissue temperature achieved. Compared with photochemical 

interactions, thermal interactions do not need to be governed by a specific reaction 

pathway. Coagulation occurs when the temperature reaches at least 60ºC and can be 

illustrated by histological check and the coagulated area appears obviously darker than 

normal tissue. Vaporization is often attributed by the water absorption and it is sometimes 

referred to thermo-mechanical effect due to the pressure build-up involved. 

Carbonization happens at temperature above about 150ºC and will lead to a blackening in 
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color. Melting usually occurs in hard tissue when the temperature reaches a few hundred 

degrees Celsius [39].  

Temperature is the governing parameter for all thermal interactions. And the 

temperature rises and thermal diffusion generates significant thermal and mechanical 

transients. In biological tissues, absorption is mainly due to the presence of water 

molecules or macromolecules such as proteins and pigments. The heat generation is 

determined by the linear absorption, and laser parameters and optical tissue properties 

should be considered, such as exposure time, absorption coefficient and irradiance. Heat 

transport is characterized by heat conduction, heat convection and heat irradiation.  One 

typical example of heat convection in tissue is heat transfer due to blood flow. Due to the 

low perfusivity of most tissues, heat convection is negligible. Heat radiation is described 

by Stefan-Boltzmann’s law which states that the radiated power is related to the fourth 

power of temperature. Due to the moderate temperature achieved in most laser-tissue 

interactions, heat radiation can often be neglected. The final heat effects depend on the 

tissue type and the temperature distribution [40, 41]. Rapid heating of tissue by pulsed 

laser radiation leads to the generation and propagation of thermo elastic stresses as the 

heated tissue volume reconfigures to its new equilibrium state. The competition of the 

rate of the energy deposition with characteristic times needed for thermodynamic and 

mechanical response to the fast laser heating determines the character and the relative 

importance of photothermal and photomechanical processes in the ablation. Phase 

transitions processes, such as normal vaporization, normal boiling, and phase explosions 

drive the formation of an ablation plume that consists of material removed from the 
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ablation site [42-44]. 

Photoablation is kind of UV light-induced ablation for nanosecond lasers and the 

material is decomposed when exposed to high intense laser irradiation (107-108 W/cm2). 

If a UV photon is absorbed, the energy gain is usually high enough to access an 

electronic state which exceeds the bond energy and atoms are promoted to repulsive 

excited state, then the dissociation of chemical bonds happen and fragments are ejected. 

Because of the relatively higher photo energy for UV lights, photoablation interaction is 

limited to UV lasers - typically excimer lasers which can provide an energy level 

sufficient for dissociating the bonds. Moreover, it was observed that certain threshold 

intensity must be applied to achieve photoablation. Above this threshold intensity, a well 

defined depth is ablated, depending on the absorption coefficient and the incident 

intensity. At the same time, an audible report is heard and visible fluorescence is 

observed at the impact site. Photoablation can be differentiated from thermal interaction 

by the photon energy or laser wavelength [45, 46]. Photoablation can induce very clean 

ablation without appearance of thermal damage. 

The mechanism of USP laser ablation is totally different from the ablation 

mechanism of the longer pulsed lasers (order of ns or higher) and CW lasers. Typical 

interactions, such as thermal interactions and photoablation, rely on linear photon 

absorption, while USP laser ablation is governed by laser induced plasma-mediated 

ablation, also known as laser induced ablation, when the intensities of the pulses are high 

enough (1011 W/cm2 for solids and fluids) [39]. For linear absorption by longer pulsed 
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laser, the energy of a single photon is usually smaller than the band gap needed to ionize 

an electron. For USP laser, the extremely high intensity of powerful pulses leads to a 

saturated photon flux, causing multi-photon ionization and tunneling photo ionization in 

the materials. Multi-photon ionization can be realized when an electron absorbs two or 

more photons simultaneously to gain enough energy to cross the band gap at very high 

laser intensity and is thereby excited to the conduction band. On the other hand, in an 

intense electric field, the potential barrier of an atom (molecule) is distorted drastically. 

Therefore, the length of the barrier that electrons have to pass decreases and electrons can 

escape from the atom (molecule) easily. Tunnel ionization is a process in which electrons 

in an atom (or a molecule) pass through the potential barrier and escape from the atom (or 

molecule) [42, 47, 48].  

These effects result in the ionization of some atoms and molecules, thereby 

providing initial free electrons for the laser induced optical breakdown. Once one starting 

free electron has been generated, it can absorb photons and accelerates via “inverse 

Bremsstrahlung absorption” (IBA) in the course of collisions with other charged particles. 

The absorption of the photon increases the kinetic energy of the free electron. After 

several events, the kinetic energy of the electron exceeds the band gap energy and the 

accelerated electron strikes another atom and ionizes it by impact ionization, resulting in 

two free electrons each with less individual energy. These two free electrons, in turn, 

absorb more photons, accelerate, strike other atoms, and release two more electrons, and 

the recurring sequences of avalanche ionization lead to a rapid growth in the number of 

free electrons [49, 50]. For plasma to grow, the irradiance must be intense enough to 
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cause rapid ionization, such that losses do not quench the electron avalanche. 

Recombination and free-electron diffusion from the focal volume are the main loss 

mechanisms during avalanche ionization. When the density of the free electron reaches to 

a critical value (1021 or 1022 cm-3 for USP laser), optical breakdown happens. 

At the breakdown threshold, plasma formation is restricted to the focal region of 

the laser beam. Due to the expansion of the plasma, ablation fragments are ejected out of 

the interaction zone and ablation is achieved. When the pulse energy exceeds 

significantly the breakdown threshold, the originally formed plasma is characterized by a 

growth of the plasma from the beam waist toward the incoming laser beam by absorbing 

and scattering incident light.  

1.4. Ablation Models 

Meanwhile, to provide rough predictions for the amount of material removal 

based on knowledge of the laser parameters, ablation models have been developed to 

determine the ablation threshold and ablation efficiency for comparison with 

experimental studies. Especially for laser tissue interaction, considering the complexity of 

the phenomena involved (phase transition, plume dynamics, bond - breaking, etc.) and 

the variety of laser and tissue parameters, it is quite difficult to devise a single model that 

represents the physics of the processes involved and yields predictions for quantities such 

as the amount of material ablated, the ablation threshold, and the zone of the residual 

thermal damage within the tissue bulk.  
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Two early ablation models that were heuristic in nature were first developed - 

blow-off model and steady-state model. These two models were not designed with any 

particular ablation mechanism and the goal of them was to provide rough predictions for 

the amount of material removal based on knowledge of the laser parameters. The blow-

off model was first developed to predict the etch depth resulting from pulsed UV laser 

ablation of polymers [45, 51] and has also been applied to tissue ablation data. In this 

model it is assumed that the total pulse energy is absorbed by the irradiated material and 

no material is removed during the laser pulse. Finite threshold fluence thF  is required to 

initiate ablation and fluences below the threshold result only in heating of the target. 

These conditions are nearly always satisfied when performing laser ablation using pulse 

durations on the time scale of 100 ns or less. For an incident laser fluence, 0F , larger than 

the threshold radiant exposure, thF , material will be removed up to an etch depth δ . This 

results in the following relationship between the etch depth, δ , and the incident radiant 

exposure: 

 01 ln( )
a th

F
F

δ
μ

=     (1.4) 

Similar to the blow-off model the steady-state model requires the delivery of a 

threshold radiant exposure to the target to initiate material removal. For laser pulses in 

the microsecond domain, material removal typically occurs concurrently with the 

irradiation of the target. A generic description of such processes is provided by models 

that assume that a fixed energy density, ablh , is required for the removal of a unit mass of 

tissue. This assumption is adequate to describe a continuous ablation process because it 
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results in a rate of material removal that balances the irradiance delivered to the tissue. It 

is also assumed that material removal begins soon after the beginning of laser irradiation 

and proceeds during the entire laser pulse. Once this threshold is exceeded, such a model 

predicts a linear dependence between the etch depth and incident radiant exposure. The 

slope of the etch depth versus radiant exposure curve depends solely on the assumed 

value for the ablation enthalpy, ablh , as [42, 52] 

 0

ablh *
thF Fδ
ρ

−
=  (1.5) 

Note that in the steady-state model, there is no explicit dependence of the etch 

depth on absorption coefficient and there is a direct relationship between the threshold 

radiant exposure and ablation enthalpy. The steady-state model is valid only for 

microsecond (or longer) pulse durations and is not valid if the ablation process is 

characterized by a succession of stages with different ablation enthalpies [42]. 

The applicability of the blow-off and steady-state models to ablation data is often 

not evident. This arises because the assumptions made in the heuristic models are often 

not satisfied. For example, although the steady-state model is expected to be valid at high 

fluence, it is at these radiant exposures that shielding effects by the ablation plume or by 

plasma formation become most prominent and are not accounted for by the simple 

assumption of a constant ablation enthalpy. Another characteristic limiting the 

applicability of the steady-state model is that at low radiant exposures, material removal 

may consist of various distinct phases; and thus possesses an unsteady character  [42, 47]. 
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Due to the significant limitations of the heuristic models, many researchers have 

developed different models by considering the mechanisms underlying the ablation 

process or by considering the dynamics of groups of molecules. However, to understand 

the mechanisms underneath, it is very difficult when dealing with the complexity of 

phase transition processes and the significant dynamic changes of tissue properties in the 

ablation process. For simplicity, the initial mechanistic models – the steady-state 

vaporization models - ignored the explosive characteristics of the material removal 

process and instead treated ablation as rapid laser vaporization or boiling of tissue. Later 

thermomechanical models were developed to consider the dynamics of the ablation 

process as well as the impact of mechanical tissue properties. 

Early models for the laser ablation process in tissue were inspired by treatments 

developed to describe the ablation of metals. These models treated ablation as a rapid 

vaporization process and reduced the process to a moving boundary problem, during 

which the metal surface possessed a fixed vaporization temperature. The first 

comprehensive model developed specifically for tissue ablation was presented by 

McKenzie [53-55]. He developed a general relationship between the laser parameters 

used to create a laser excision and both the temperature profile developed inside the 

tissue and the resulting extent of thermal injury. But the thermal diffusions following the 

laser pulse has not been considered. Other investigators developed models to include the 

thermal diffusion effect and provided predictions for threshold radiant exposure and 

material removal consistent with the vaporization enthalpy of water modified by losses 

associated with thermal diffusion. However, these predictions typically do not fare very 
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well when compared to experimental measurements. This is because of the prominence 

of phase explosions, confined boiling, and the effects of photomechanical transients and 

the tissue matrix on the ablation process. These limitations stimulated the construction of 

thermomechanical models that integrate the effects of photomechanical processes and 

tissue mechanical properties on the material removal process.  

Similar to the steady-state vaporization model, the first comprehensive attempt at 

integrating mechanical effects into a steady-state model of the tissue ablation process 

drew upon models developed for the ablation of metals [56]. And later this approach was 

continued in tissue ablation [57-59]. In this model, tissue is considered to be capable of 

undergoing two phase transition processes - one from solid to liquid phase and one from 

liquid to vapor phase. The solid-liquid phase transition is postulated to occur upon 

thermal denaturation, at which point the tissue is thought to lack mechanical integrity and 

“flows” under the action of a shear stress or pressure gradient. This opens the possibility 

that recoil pressures produced by tissue vaporization would provide for the ejection of 

denatured tissue “liquid”, and enables material removal with ablation enthalpies lower 

than the vaporization enthalpy for water. The model treated the thermodynamics of the 

vaporization process rigorously to describe the relationship between the recoil pressure 

and temperature at the tissue surface. The dynamics associated with the liquid ejection 

was modeled using the Navier-Stokes equations. However, the model does not consider 

phase explosions or confined boiling as driving the ablation process and liquid or 

material ejection acts as a byproduct of the recoil forces produced by surface vaporization 

[42]. In a more realistic approach, the process of confined boiling is modeled by 
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considering the thermodynamic behavior of tissue water when it is heated within an 

elastic tissue extracellular martrix [60]. This was the first attempt at modeling explosive 

material removal as the primary process of tissue ablation. The model accurately predicts 

that explosive material removal can be initiated without supplying the entire enthalpy of 

vaporization. However, the model considers only the initiation of explosive material 

removal and does not consider the ablation process at fluence larger than the ablation 

threshold. These advances notwithstanding, significant work remains for the development 

of a mechanistic ablation model. As a result, assessment of the ablation threshold, 

enthalpy, and efficiency, within the context of the heuristic models, is still valuable and 

remains in prevalent use. 

In the situation where the analytical description of the laser ablation of tissue is 

hindered by the complexity and diversity of the processes involved in the phenomenon, 

molecular dynamic simulation can provide useful information and is becoming a viable 

complementary approach to model and understand ablation processes with the 

development and advances in computational power [44, 61-63]. Computation of 

molecular dynamics offers predictions of the motion of molecular units produced by the 

deposition of laser energy. In these computations, macroscopic thermodynamic 

constraints are not imposed explicitly. Instead, ablation arises as a natural consequence of 

molecular interactions governed by the implementation of the equations of motion, 

intermolecular interactions, energy transfer, and molecular excitation within the model 

system. The molecular dynamics approach yields a wealth of information regarding the 

time evolution of both the size and velocity distributions of the ablation products that is 
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difficult to obtain by other means. These simulations reveal the volumetric nature of the 

ablative material removal process, in which small and large clusters leave the material 

bulk from locations not limited to those on the material surface. This is quite distinct 

from evaporative and desorption processes, in which material removal tends to occur 

strictly from the surface of the bulk material and consists predominantly of single 

molecules. The molecular dynamics approach has already provided valuable insight into 

the microscopic dynamics of desorption/ablation of both homogeneous and 

heterogeneous materials and is thus well suited to provide insight into the ablation 

dynamics of biological tissues [42]. The advantage of this approach is that only details of 

microscopic interactions need to be specified, and no assumptions are made about the 

character of the processes under study. 

Several models have been proposed to explain the physical phenomena involved 

in plasma-mediated ablation [64-66]. Most of them focused on the main physical 

parameter at the very threshold of the breakdown, such as the electric field strength. The 

amplitude of the electric field, on the other hand, is related to the power density or 

intensity in the focus of the laser beam. For power densities far above the threshold value, 

most theories could fairly well describe the observed experimental results. However, at 

power densities close to the threshold value, none of them could give a detailed 

explanation of the influence of the laser pulse parameters. And a square root dependence 

of the threshold power density or pulse duration was observed when using picosecond or 

nanosecond laser pulses for inorganic materials [67-69] and various biological tissues 

[70-72].  
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Researchers later render a consistent theory to develop the optical breakdown 

model based on the Drude model to describe the temporal evolution of the volumetric 

density of free electrons, and to calculate breakdown thresholds for various laser 

parameters [73-77]. It starts with a basic rate equation, describing generation and losses 

of free electrons. The generic form of such a rate equation is  

 2
casc rec

mp ch

g
t t t
ρ ρ ρ η ρ ρ η ρ∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + − −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ,

 (1.6) 

where the free electron density ρ  is a function of time. The first three terms on the right 

hand side represent the production of free electrons through multiphoton, chromophore 

and cascade ionizations, respectively. The last two terms are the electron losses through 

diffusion out of the focal volume and recombination, respectively. The cascade ionization 

rate and the diffusion rate are proportional to the number of existing free electrons. The 

recombination rate is proportional to 2ρ , as it involves an interaction between two 

charged particles (an electron-hole pair). A detailed description of the individual terms of 

Eq. (1.6) was given by Noack and Vogel [77]. Several investigations based on the above 

rate equation have neglected multi-photon ionization, recombination, or diffusion, and 

only four terms of the rate equation were all considered in a few studies. While many of 

the early studies were focused on calculation of the breakdown thresholds, recent 

numerical simulations also include an analysis of the time evolution of the electron 

density during the laser pulse, the irradiance dependence of the free-electron density, the 

plasma absorption, and the volumetric energy density in the plasma. 
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However, the basic mechanisms underneath plasma-mediated ablation are still not 

conclusive. Plasma-mediated ablation occurs at very short temporal and spatial scales, 

involving complicated optical, thermodynamic, energy transfer, and mechanical 

processes which are closely coupled. Simultaneously, the target area could be heated to 

extremely high temperature and pressure, where the properties of the materials become 

unknown. The fundamental understanding of laser interaction with materials has been a 

goal of intense research for the last few decades. Though various researches on the 

mechanisms of laser multi-photon absorption, material excitation and plasma formation, 

as well as its removal and expansion, have been done, none of them can be considered 

exhaustive.  

1.5. Research Contributions 

The main contribution of this research is 

 The parametric experimental study of the USP laser ablation of polymer (PDMS) 

material with single spot and single line ablation and determination of the ablation 

threshold and incubation factor. 

 The development of proper ranges of laser parameters for PDMS separation and thin 

layer separation and 3-D micro-fabrication demonstration for potential applications 

in micro-fluidics and tissue engineering. 

 The parametric experimental study of wet human dermis and freeze-dried dermis 
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ablation characteristics and determination of the ablation thresholds and incubation 

factors. 

 The thermal damage investigation via experimental and analytical investigation for 

relation between thermal damage zone and laser parameters. 

 The development of proper ranges of laser parameters for tissue separation and 

micro-processing. 

 The innovations of using USP laser to separate wet dermis tissue and strip freeze-

dried dermis tissue with no visible thermal damage for tissue implantation and 

biomedical surgery applications. 

 The initial experiment development and modeling of near-field fabrication assisted 

by monolayer nano-particles. 

1.6. Overview of the Dissertation 

 The dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 1 reviews the mechanism of 

laser tissue interaction and introduces different models that represent the physics of the 

processes and predictions of quantities in the processes. The development and application 

of laser technique is briefly covered. Chapter 2 deals with the laser polymer ablation, thin 

layer separation and micro-fabrication. Chapter 3 describes the experimental work carried 

out to study the wet tissue ablation with USP laser, separation demonstration via the USP 
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laser ablation and the thermal damage check by histological analysis. Chapter 4 studies 

the ablation feature on freeze-dried dermis sample and thin layer stripping via the USP 

laser ablation. Chapter 5 presents the theoretical analysis with 1D model to obtain the 

analytical formulation between laser parameters and the thermal damage zone and the 

comparison with experimental results. Chapter 6 presents the experimental and 

simulation study of near-field nano-fabrication via spherical and cylindrical particle on 

substrates. Chapter 7 summarizes the work contained in this dissertation and comments 

on future directions where this research can be applied and developed. 
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Table 1.1. Ablation Threshold for Different Materials and Lasers Parameters. 

Material Laser 
Wavelength 

Laser Pulse 
Duration Ablation Threshold Remark 

Dielectrics 1053 nm 0.4 ps 

BaF2: 1.6 J/cm2 

CaF2: 2.0 J/cm2 

MgF2: 2.1 J/cm2 

LiF2: 2.6 J/cm2 

Single spot Damage 

threshold [78] 

0.7 J/cm2 (5.3 μm focus spot ) 

0.95 J/cm2 (10.6 μm focus 

spot) 

Single spot [79] 

Indium-tin-oxide 

film 
775 nm 150 fs 

0.76 J/cm2 (3.6 μm focus spot) 

0.71 J/cm2 (6.3 μm focus spot) 

0.82 J/cm2 (11 μm focus spot) 

Incubation factor: 

0.6469, 0.779, 0.7745 

Line scanning [79] 

Silicon carbide (3C-

SiC) 
800 nm 120 fs 

0.97 J/cm2 (low fluence) 

3.29 J/cm2(high fluence) 
Single spot [80] 

Sapphire 775 nm 150 fs 3.27 J/cm2 (single pulse) Single spot [81] 

Polyimide(PI) 800 nm 150 fs 
1.0 J/cm2 (single pulse) 

0.5 J/cm2 (100 pulses) 

Incubation factor: 0.87 

Single spot [82] 

Borosilicate glass 780 nm 200 fs 

4.1 J/cm2 (single pulse in 

vacuum) 

2.6 J/cm2 (single pulse in air) 

1.7 J/cm2 (multi pulse in vacuum 

and air) 

Single spot [83] 

Metals 775 nm 150 fs 

Stainless steel: 0.1600 J/cm2 

Niobium: 0.1460 J/cm2 

Titanium: 0.1021 J/cm2 

Copper: 0.3529 J/cm2 

Multi-shot [10] 
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Polycarbonate(PC) 

Poly(methylmethacr

ylate) (PMMA) 

400 nm 90 fs 
PC: 0.20 J/cm2 

PMMA: 0.57 J/cm2  

Incubation factor: 0.68 & 

0.61 

Single spot [84] 

Au film 775 nm 148 fs 

0.66 J/cm2 (single pulse) 

0.39 J/cm2 (5 pulses) 

0.30 J/cm2 (10 pulses) 

0.22 J/cm2 (100 pulses) 

Incubation factor: 0.765

Single spot [85] 

Brain tissue 1053 nm 35 ps 20 J/cm2 [12] 

Bovine neural tissue 630 nm 100 fs - 3 ps
1.5 J/cm2(100 fs) 

5.3 J/cm2(3 ps) 
Area scan [14] 

Dental enamel 
780 nm 

800 nm 

150 fs 

95 fs 

2.2 J/cm2 (same for 95 fs and 

150 fs) 

1.0 J/cm2 (95 fs & 400 nm) 

Area scan [30] 

Water 800 nm 130 fs - 10 ps
3.6 J/cm2(130 fs) 

10.9 J/cm2(10 ps) 
Single spot [31] 

Dentin 800 nm 130 fs - 20 ps
0.75 J/cm2(130fs) 

3.8 J/cm2(20ps) 
Single spot [31] 

Human skin 2940 nm 250μs 1.6 J/cm2 Single spot [86] 

Porcine cornea 1030 - 1041 nm 800 fs - 20 ps

0.73 J/cm2(800 fs) 

1.15 J/cm2(1.63 ps) 

1.57 J/cm2(2.86 ps) 

4.8 J/cm2(20 ps) 

Single spot [32] 

Fresh calf brain 

tissue 
1053 nm 20 ps 

20 J/cm2(in air) 

29 J/cm2(in distilled water and 

physiological saline) 

Area scan [33] 

Cortical bone 
820 nm 

1064 nm 

225 fs 

20 ps 

3.5 J/cm2(225 fs) 

80 J/cm2(20 ps) 
Single spot [87] 
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Human cornea and 

Hard and soft tissue 
620 nm 1 ps 

Human cornea:  2.2 J/cm2 (350 

fs), 40 J/cm2 (200 ps) 

Human enamel: 1.1 J/cm2 (100 

fs), 10 J/cm2 (35 ps) 

Bovine brain tissue: 1.5 J/cm2 

(100 fs), 20 J/cm2 (35 ps) 

[88] 

Corneal tissue and 

water 
620 nm 150 fs 

Human corneal tissue: 1.3 J/cm2 

Water: 0.87 J/cm2 
[89] 

Cortical bone 775 nm 200 fs 
0.69 J/cm2 (775nm) 

0.19 J/cm2 (387nm) 
Single spot [90] 

Neocortex of rat 760  nm 120 fs 3 J/cm2 
Single spot & line 

ablation [91] 
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Chapter 2. 

Polymer (PDMS) Thin Layer Separation and 3-D Micro-

fabrication by USP Laser Internal Ablation 

2.1. Introduction 

Recently, more interests have been gained in the field of micro-systems such as in 

the life sciences with applications like DNA sequencing or clinical diagnostics. In these 

micro-systems, disposable devices on a biocompatible substrate are in great demand. 

These devices often require large surface areas to allow either a massively parallel 

processing of samples or long micro-channel length for good analysis performance. In 

contrast to the substrates silicon, glass, or quartz, which is still used in most micro-fluidic 

systems, polymers offer a variety of advantages: the wide range of material properties 

and surface chemistries, normally low costs and low conductivity. Besides, biodegradable 

polymeric scaffolds have a significant impact on medical technology, greatly enhancing 

the efficacy of many existing drugs and enabling the construction of entirely new 

therapeutic modalities. The development of next generation drug delivery and tissue 

engineering devices based on biodegradable polymers are contingent on the fashioning of 

features analogous to the size of cells and organelles. 

Poly (dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) has been one of the most widely used silicon-

based polymers for MEMS, such as micro-fluidic systems [77, 92, 93]. It is also often 
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used as a base master material for nano-imprinting and soft lithography, which seems to 

be a rather promising technique for mass production of micro- or nano-scaled 

biodegradable polymer pattern for tissue engineering. Its applications range from contact 

lenses and medical devices to elastomers [94].  

The commercialization of micro-system technology requires low-cost micro-

fabrication methods with high-volume production capability. The current techniques for 

generating micro- and nano-patterns on polymeric materials such as soft lithography, 

stereolithography have many disadvantages as described in Chapter 1. Therefore, a low-

cost, minimally invasive and rapid technique for polymers micro-fabrication, where the 

integrity of the polymeric substrate can be maintained after processing is needed.  

Laser ablation has become a widely used technology for the fabrication of micro-

fluidic devices. However, general long pulsed or CW laser can not be used for polymer 

micro-fabrication since the absorption coefficient is small because the polymer is usually 

transparent or semi-transparent. The situation is totally different for USP laser system. 

Contrast to thermal ablation with general laser, plasma-mediated ablation by USP laser is 

a completely different process of  interaction when the power density is more than 1011 

W/cm2 (in liquids and solids), which can be achieved easily in the focal spot of the laser 

beam for USP lasers since the pulse duration is ultra short. The extremely high intensity 

of powerful ultra-short pulses will lead to the rapid generation of free electrons in a very 

short time and finally results in the transformation of the material into plasma that will 

continue to absorb energy from the laser pulses causing immediate vaporization. 
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Furthermore, plasma-mediated ablation is material-independent and it can ablate 

materials that are normally difficult to ablate by conventional lasers, such as transparent 

or low absorption materials like polymer (PDMS). Thus, material-dependent absorption 

usually seen with long pulsed laser is no longer a limitation and processing of almost any 

type of materials via the so-called USP laser plasma-mediated ablation is possible. 

Compared with the thermal interaction by general long pulsed or CW lasers, plasma-

mediated ablation by USP laser has great advantages to remove precise amount of 

materials with minimum thermal damage to the surrounding materials since the power 

duration is so short that the plasma expansion happens on a timescale smaller than the 

rate of energy transfers to the adjacent material, and thermal damages are reduced or 

eliminated. The so-called plasma-mediated ablation occurs when the incident energy flux 

is over the threshold for optical breakdown and the ablation threshold is usually defined 

as the minimum fluence at which the free electron density reaches the critical electron 

density.  

Although laser ablation of real tissues [14], glasses [20] and polymers [95, 96] 

have been extensively studied in recent years, studies on USP laser thin-layer separation 

and micro-fabrication of polymer materials such as PDMS have not been reported in the 

literature. Meanwhile USP laser micro-fabrication of polymer also shows the potential in 

developing artificial vasculature in tissue engineering, and such structures would be 

difficult to achieve by using conventional fabrication methods. The objectives of this 

research include: 1). a fundamental study of single spot ablation and single line surface 

scanning ablation of PDMS; 2). Parametric studies for PDMS separation and 
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demonstration of PDMS thin layer separation; 3). PDMS 3-D micro-fabrication by USP 

laser internal ablation. 

2.2. Materials and Methods 

2.2.1. Experimental Set up 

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 2.1 and it compromises four major 

systems: a commercial USP laser system, a beam delivery system, an automated motion 

system, and a whole control system. The UPS laser system is an erbium doped fiber laser 

(Raydiance, Inc.) consisting of a seed box, an amplifier box, and a chiller. Its lasing 

wavelength is centered at 1552 nm. The output pulses have a pulse width 900 fs. The 

pulse repetition rate is tunable between 1 Hz and 500 kHz.  The direct output pulse 

energy is adjustable between 1.0 and 5.0 μJ.   

The beam delivery system is made up of a beam blocker, an astigmatism 

correction periscope (mirror) and an objective lens (Mitutoyo M Plan Apo NIR 20X, 

NA= 0.40, f = 20 mm). The measured focal spot size for the current laser system is 

about 8.0 μm. A digital power meter was used to measure the laser power loss in the 

beam delivery system and found that the total loss is 50%. Such a loss has been 

accounted for in the irradiation pulse energy values stated hereafter.  
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Figure 2.1. Sketch of the Experimental Setup. 

 

Figure 2.2. Photos of Sample Fixture and Motion Stage Setup. 

The automated motion system (see Fig 2.2) is composed of a lab-made fixture for 

holding PDMS samples and a 3-axis motorized high-speed high-precision translation 

stage (VP-25XA, Newport) for adjusting the laser beam focusing position and for 
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performing line and area scanning. The whole control system is a commercial RayOSTM 

laptop interface for controlling laser output parameters and for programming the motion 

pattern of the 3-axis stage. All the experiments presented here were conducted in free 

space. During surface ablation processes an evacuator system (FX225, EDSYN) which is 

not shown in Fig. 1 was also employed to collect plasma plume residue and debris. 

2.2.2. Sample Preparation 

PDMS samples were prepared by Dow Corning Sylgard Elastomer 184 Kit.  

Proper amounts of PDMS base and curing agent were taken by weighing scale 10: 1 and 

mixed well to a milky color consistency. The mixture was put into a vacuum chamber to 

evacuate the bubbles generated during mixing. The degassed PDMS assembly was placed 

on a hotplate at 65 °C for 4 hours upon completion of the curing cycle. The refractive 

index of PDMS is determined by the curing time and temperature [97]. At wavelength 

1552 nm the current PDMS has a refractive index 1.45. Measurement of the laser beam 

passing through the PDMS 1 mm thick gave a 15% attenuation loss.  

2.2.3. Measurements 

The micro topography of the ablated PDMS lines, surfaces and channels were 

observed and characterized with an upright digital microscope (National Optical DC3-

156-S) and a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, AMRAY 1830I). A surface profiler 

(Dektak 3030) was also utilized to measure the thickness of the separated PDMS thin 

layers. 
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2.3. Results and Discussion 

2.3.1. Fundamental Study of PDMS Ablation 

The ablation threshold of the PDMS samples via the current experimental setup 

should be determined first. We have conducted both PDMS surface single spot ablation 

and single line ablation to obtain the ablation threshold. For single spot ablation, the laser 

beam was focused on the surface of PDMS and for each target spot, single or multiple 

laser pulses were incident on the spot with constant 1 Hz repetition rate. Figure 2.3 shows 

the microscopic view of an ablated PDMS surface craters array. For each spot the laser 

beam was normally focused onto a PDMS sample surface. The number in the array 

column represents the number of pulses deposited in a single spot with a pulse repetition 

rate 1 Hz. The irradiation pulse energy (50% of the laser direct output) in the array rows 

varies from 0.75 to 2.5 μJ. Ablation damage is defined as any visible permanent 

modification to the surface observed by the microscope at 400X magnification. From Fig. 

2.3 it is seen that a single pulse generates an ablation crater when the irradiation pulse 

energy is not less than 1.5 μJ. However, it needs two or four continuous pulses to 

generate a visible ablation crater when the irradiation pulse energy is 1.0 μJ or 0.75 μJ, 

respectively.  

Figure 2.4 shows the measured average ablation crater diameters for different 

irradiation pulse energies with different pulse numbers. It is found that the crater diameter 

enlarges as the pulse energy or pulse number increases. 
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Figure 2.3. Microscopic View (400X) of an Ablation Craters Array on PDMS Surface for Single Spot 
Ablation. 

For laser pulses with a Gaussian spatial beam profile, the maximum irradiation 

fluence 0F  can be calculated from the irradiation pulse energy E  and the beam focus 

radius r  as 

0 2

2EF
rπ

= .                                                          (2.1) 
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Figure 2.4. Effects of Pulse Number and Energy on Ablation Crater Diameter. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.5. (a) Square Diameter of the Single Pulse Ablation Crater versus the Incident Pulse Energy 
for Effective Focal Radius; (b) Square Diameter of the Single Pulse Ablation Crater versus the 
Irradiation Pulse Fluence for Ablation Threshold. 
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If the maximum fluence ( 0F ) exceeds the ablation threshold fluence ( thF ), then 

the squared diameter ( 2D ) of the ablation crater is correlated with 0F  by [82] 

2 2 02 ln( )
th

FD r
F

= .                                                   (2.2) 

Therefore, it is possible to determine the Gaussian beam radius and the ablation 

threshold by plotting the diameter of the single pulse ablation crater versus the incident 

pulse energy. This technique is well described in ref. [82]; and thus, not repeated here. As 

shown in Fig. 2.5, the focal beam radius in the ablation spot is determined to be r = 3.9 

μm and the ablation threshold of the PDMS with single pulse irradiation is calculated as 

thF = 4.62 J/cm2 for the current laser and optical system. This calculated beam focus 

diameter value (2 r = 7.8 μm) is close to the measured value (8.0 μm). Rubahn et al. [98] 

summarized the ablation thresholds of PDMS for various nanosecond lasers and found 

that the ablation threshold of PDMS increases with increasing ablation wavelength from 

ultraviolet (UV) to near-infrared. 

For ablation with multiple pulses, the effect of incubation attributed to increased 

absorption due to accumulation of damage or defects from individual pulses tends to 

reduce ablation threshold. A relationship between the multi-pulse ablation threshold 

( )thF N  and the single-pulse ablation threshold (1)thF  is given by the accumulation model 

[99] 

1( ) (1)th thF N F N ξ −= ,                                                  (2.3) 
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where N  is the number of irradiation pulses and the exponent ξ  is the so-called 

incubation factor. This factor depends on both the material and laser properties. Figure 

2.6 shows the experimental data for ln( ( ))thNF N  versus ln( )N  and a least squares fitting 

line from which the slope yields an incubation factor ξ  = 0.52 for the PDMS.   

 

Figure 2.6. Multi-pulse Incubation Effect on PDMS Single Spot Ablation. 

To enable practical thin-layer separation and micro-fabrication, the ablation 

features of line scanning must be understood because the continuity and quality of an 

ablation line depend on the overlap of many individual ablation craters. Meanwhile, 

surface single line scanning ablation test was also studied to compare and verify the 

ablation threshold results with single spot ablation. For each line scanning line, the stage 

moving speed is constant and the pulse energy and repetition rate vary. To this end, the 

pulse repetition rate and the moving speed of work stage are two key factors. These two 

factors can be combined into one parameter - pulse overlap rate, which is the ratio of the 
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pulse repetition rate - f  over the stage moving speed - s , and it represents the pulse 

number per unit moving distance. 

Figure 2.7 shows the single line scanning results at PDMS surface with different 

pulse overlap rates and various pulse energies. Each line was scanned only once. In Fig. 

2.7(a) where the pulse overlap rate is 0.2 pulse/μm, no continuous ablation line is 

observed. In the case with 1.0 μJ irradiation pulse energy, only about 30% of the line 

scanning area has been ablated. Even in the case with the maximum irradiation pulse 

energy (2.5 μJ) there is yet un-ablated area in the scanning line. In Fig. 2.7(b), the pulse 

overlap rate increases to 0.5 pulse/μm; then only one ablation line with low irradiation 

pulse energy (1.0 μJ) is broken. Further increasing the pulse overlap rate to 2 and 10 

pulses/μm, all the ablation lines are continuous as shown in Figs. 2.7(c) and (d), 

respectively. However, it is noticed that the ablation lines in Fig. 2.7 (d) are very dark, 

where thermal damage may be a concern. 

Figure 2.8 plots the measured average single ablation line width versus the 

irradiation pulse energy for three different pulse overlap rates. The line width uncertainty 

is due to two main factors: crater boundary and wavy motion (± 1 μm) of the translation 

stage. It is seen that the ablation line width increases as the irradiation pulse energy and 

overlap rate increase. The results in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 show that 2 pulses/μm is a proper 

pulse overlap rate for line ablation. 

Compared with the single spot ablation, an ablation line consists of continuously 
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ablated craters along the laser scanning direction. When the pulse overlap rate is so 

intense that no individual crater can be distinguished, the ablation line width is then 

equivalent to the diameter of the ablated crater ( D ) generated by N repeated pulses. The 

equivalent pulse number can be approximated by Eq. (2.4): 

 
Figure 2.7. Microscopic View (1000X) of Ablated Single Lines at PDMS Surface with Different Pulse 
Overlap Rates and Various Irradiation Pulse Energies. 

(a) 0.2 pulse/μm, (b) 0.5 pulse/μm, (c) 2 pulses/μm, and (d) 10 pulses/μm. 

(b) (a) 

(c) (d) 
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eff2 /N r f s= .                                                    (2.4) 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Plots of the Single Ablation Line Width versus the Irradiation Pulse Energy. 
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Figure 2.9. Incubation Effect on PDMS Single Line Ablation with Different Pulse Overlap Rate. 

For each scanning line, three samples were selected to obtain average ablation 

line width, which is equivalent to D . And therefore, it is possible to determine the 

Gaussian beam radius and the ablation threshold by plotting the ablation line width 

versus the incident pulse energy similar to the single spot ablation, as shown in Fig. 2.10. 

Table 2.1 lists the specific focal spot radii and ablation thresholds for different pulse 

overlap rates. Then the slope of least squares fitting line yields an incubation factor ξ  = 

0.56 as shown in Fig. 2.9 and the ablation threshold of the PDMS with single pulse 

irradiation is calculated as (1)thF = 4.33 J/cm2 from Eq. (2.3) for the surface single line 

ablation. 
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Figure 2.10. Ablation Line Widths versus Pulse Energy for Effective Spot Radius. 

Table 2.1. Specific Focal Spot Radius and Ablation Thresholds for Different Pulse Overlap Rates 

Pulse Overlap Rate (pulse/µm) 0.5 2.0 10 

Focal Spot Radius (µm) 3.4 5.7 6.7 

Accumulated Pulse Number ( N ) 4 23 134 

Threshold ( )thF N  (J/cm2) 2.24 1.17 0.47 

 

Comparing the incubation factor and (1)thF  for single spot and single line ablation 

experiments, both of them are close to each other and it means that both methods can be 

used to determine the ablation threshold and incubation factor. Which method is 

preferred depends on the laser energy level, the target material property and the difficulty 
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level for ablation feature measurement. For example for dermis tissue sample, because of 

the relatively high threshold, the tissue surface roughness and water content on the 

surface, it is hard to generate single spot crater and use the single spot ablation method, 

so single line ablation is preferred. 

2.3.2. PDMS Separation and 3-D Micro-fabrication 

Before the PDMS separation, the overlap intensity must be controlled in order to 

increase working efficiency or to avoid any possible thermal damage due to over-

deposition of energy. Hence, it is needed to find a proper pulse overlap rate for PDMS 

thin-layer separation and micro-fabrication. For separation tests, three big PDMS samples 

were prepared. Each sample was cut into 35 small blocks, with a similar dimension about 

8 mm long, 2 mm wide and 6 mm thick. Each block was separation (internal area) 

scanned with laser beam focused 1 mm below surface. The translation stage moved at a 

constant speed of 10 mm/s along the block length direction. The scanning lines are 

spaced 2 μm apart.  For different blocks, the pulse repetition rate varied from 2 to 500 

kHz, corresponding to a pulse overlap rate range between 0.2 and 50 pulses/μm. The 

surface irradiation pulse energy varied from 0.75 μJ to 2.5 μJ. Each test condition was 

repeated in three different sample blocks to minimize the impacts of performance 

fluctuation of the laser and the sample-to-sample variation. 
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Table 2.2.Test of Laser Parameters for PDMS Separation Focusing 1 mm Inside PDMS. 

Energy 

Overlap  
0.75μJ 1.0μJ 1.5μJ 2.0μJ 

0.2 pulse/μm ☆□ ☆□ ★□ ★□ 

0.5 pulse/μm ☆□ ★□ ★□ ★■◆● 

1.0 pulses/μm ☆□ ★■◆● ★■◆● ★■◆● 

2.0 pulses/μm ★□ ★■◆● ★■◆● ★■◆● 

5.0 pulses/μm ★■◆● ★■◆● ★■◇● ★■◇● 

10 pulses/μm ★■◆● ★■◇● ★■◇● ★■◇● 

50 pulses/μm ★■◇● ★■◇○ ★■◇○ ★■◇○ 

★: Ablation spark is observed.   ◆: Ablated surface looks normal. 
☆: No Ablation spark    : Ablated surface ◇ looks dark. 
■: Can be separated into two layers.  ●: No Obvious carbonized particle generated; 
□: Can not be separated.   ○: Obvious carbonized particle generated; 
 

Table 2.2 shows the test results for these blocks separation scanned with different 

sets of laser parameters. Comparisons are available with regard to the following aspects: 

(1) whether ablation sparks are observed during the laser scanning process; (2) whether 

the block can be separated by tweezers after the scanning; (3) whether the ablation 

surface looks normal or dark; and (4) whether obvious carbonization at the separation 

surface is observed. From Table 2.2, it seems that a wide range of pulse overlap rate 

between 0.5 pulse/μm and 10 pulses/μm is all right for the PDMS separation. However, 

the selection of a proper pulse overlap rate must be in combination with the irradiation 

pulse energy. When the irradiation pulse energy is 0.75 μJ, for example, the pulse overlap 

rate should be in the range of 5 to 10 pulses/μm. When the irradiation energy is increased 

to 2.5 μJ, the pulse overlap rate should drop to the range of 0.5 to 1 pulse/μm. In terms of 

fabrication efficiency, it is preferred to reduce pulse overlap rate; and thus, apply high 
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pulse energy.  

Figure 2.11 visualizes the separation scanned PDMS blocks with different sets of 

pulse repetition rate and irradiation pulse energy. The photos were taken immediately 

after the laser scanning, but before peeling off. Since PDMS is transparent against visible 

light, what visualized in the photos is the view of the separation interface. It is observed 

that the separation surface becomes darker and darker when the repetition rate increases 

from 20 to 500 kHz (i.e. pulse overlap rate from 2 to 50 pulses/μm) or when the 

irradiation pulse energy increases from 1.0 to 2.5 μJ.  In terms of minimization of 

possible thermal damage, it is more appropriate to operate at low laser pulse energy with 

a modest pulse overlap rate. 

 
Figure 2.11. Photos of the Separation Area Scanned PDMS Blocks. 

 (a) With a Constant Irradiation Pulse Energy 1.0 µJ, and (b) With a Constant Pulse Overlap Rate 2 
pulses/µm. 

(a)  (b) 
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Separation of PDMS layers is based on the area scanning with laser focusing in 

the target depth. Figure 2.12 (a) visualizes the cutting interface of a PDMS block that was 

area scanned with beam focusing 1 mm inside, pulse overlap rate at 1 pulse/µm and 

surface irradiation pulse energy at 1.0 µJ. The interface layer depth is measured to be 

about 20 ± 3µm. This value is exactly twice of the analyzed depth of the beam focus for 

this laser and lens system [100]: 20.32 / 10μmz rπ λΔ = ± = ± if we choose a typical spot 

size variation value 5%.  

Figure 2.12 (b) shows the cutting interfaces at different layers inside one PDMS 

block with the laser beam focusing into different positions. The depth of the focus 

position under the PDMS surface is 1, 1.6, 2.2 and 2.8 mm, respectively for the cutting 

interfaces from number 1 to number 4 shown in Fig. 2.12 (b). We actually generated 

another interface at layer 0.4mm deep as well. It is not shown in Fig. 2.12 (b) because of 

the view limit of the microscope used. Clear ablation occurred at all layers. The interface 

patterns for all layers are quite similar. Since the cuts at different layers were generated in 

the same block, it demonstrated the feasibility of performing three-dimensional micro-

fabrication.  

Figure 2.12 (c) shows the ablation interface layer depths for different beam 

focusing positions from 0.4 to 2.8 mm inside the PDMS block. It is seen that the beam 

focusing position has slight effect on the ablation interface layer, because the beam focal 

spot size and depth are very weak functions of beam length inside PDMS [101] when the 

same objective lens is used. This also implies that the ablation threshold at any depth is a 
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constant. It is worth mentioning that the laser intensity is attenuated with increasing depth 

because of light scattering and absorption in material. For PDMS, it is optical transparent; 

and thus, laser attenuation inside the PDMS is not a concern.  

Figure 2.13 displays the ablation layer depths with different pulse repetition rates 

and pulse energies at a constant stage moving speed 10 mm/s. The beam was focused at 

1mm deep in the block. It is seen that both the pulse energy and the repetition rate 

influence the ablation interface layer depth. The effect of pulse repetition rate is more 

pronounced when the repetition rate is over 40 kHz (i.e. pulse overlap rate 4 pulses/µm). 

The ablation layer depth increases substantially from about 20 to 170 μm as the pulse 

overlap rate increases from 4 to 25 pulses/μm.   

Figure 2.14 demonstrates PDMS layer separation after the laser scanning (2 

pulses/μm and 1 μJ), where a thin layer is completely peeled off from a PDMS block via 

tweezers. There is no visible thermal and mechanical damage to the two separated layers. 

The thin layer thickness was measured by a surface profiler (DEKTAK 3030) and it is 

20.3 μm thick on average. It has a very good uniformity with a fluctuation ± 0.5 μm over 

the entire area. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2.12. (a) Microscopic View (400X) of the Ablation Interface Across the Cross-section of a 
Separation Scanned PDMS Block (1 mm deep, 1 pulse/μm, and 1.0 μJ); (b) Microscopic View (40X) 
of Ablation Cuts at Different Depth Inside a PDMS Sample (1 pulse/μm and 1.0 μJ); and (c) A Plot of 
the Measured Ablation Interface Depth Versus the Laser Beam Focusing Depth Inside PDMS (1 
pulse/μm and 1.0 μJ). 
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Figure 2.13. Ablation Line Widths versus Pulse Energy for Effective Spot Radius. 

 
Figure 2.14. Demonstration of PDMS Thin Layer Separation (2 pulses/μm and 1.0 μJ). 

(a) Peeling by Tweezers, and (b) The Separated Layers. 

 (a)  (b) 
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Figure 2.15. Surface Profilometer Measurement of Thin Layer PDMS Separation Thickness. 

The thickness of the separated thin layer is controllable by adjusting the position 

of the laser beam focal spot under the PDMS sample surface as shown in Fig. 2.12 (b). 

The procedure consists of three steps: (1) the laser beam is aligned to be focused exactly 

on the PDMS sample surface, via the observation of optimal spark generation on the 

surface; (2) the sample on the translation stage is moved towards the lens (z-direction) for 

a distance identical to the target thickness; and (3) the sample is moved in the x-y plane 

to realize laser area scanning. Figure 2.15 shows one of the surface profilometer 

measurement results for the PDMS separation layer. Table 2.3 shows the measured 

thickness of the different tests. For the three tests with a target thickness of 20 μm, the 

averaged thickness of the three samples is analyzed as 20.6 ± 1.7 μm. Thus, the 

fabrication is very precise. 

Figure 2.16 shows the microscopy view of one PDMS separation surface with 5 
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pulses/μm and 1.0 μJ, and we can see that there are small particles on the separation 

surface and this is the ablation residue after the re-solidification of the ablated PDMS 

materials. 

2.4. Fabrication of Micro-channel Network 

Using the USP laser direct writing technique, a multi-width micro-channel 

network structure in PDMS was fabricated and illuminated in Fig. 2.17. Figure 2.17(a) 

shows the channel network after experiment and Fig. 2.17(b) shows that the fabricated 

channels are interconnected when the red dye flow was injected from left side of the 

network. Figure 2.17(c) shows the microscopy view of one of the junction of the channel 

network. The network is about 3.5 mm beneath the PDMS sample surface. The size of the 

channels varies from 50 to 400 μm.  The laser parameters used in the fabrication were 2 

pulses/μm and 1.0 μJ.  The line scanning space was 2 μm apart. The network structure 

could be significant for micro-fluidics. It also shows the potential of the current 

fabrication technique in developing artificial vasculature in tissue engineering. Such 

structures would be difficult to achieve by using conventional fabrication methods. For 

example, undercuts can not be directly done via the replication technology and use of a 

master is needed. However, the USP laser fabrication technique is simple and direct. It is 

also feasible to fabricate in three-dimension as demonstrated in Fig. 2.12 (b).  
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Table 2.3. Thickness of the Separated Thin PDMS Layers (Dimension: 10mm × 2mm). 

Sample No. Measured Thickness (μm) Target Thickness (μm) Fluctuation (%) 

1 18.7±0.8 20 6.5 

2 20.3±0.5 20 1.5 

3 22.8±0.6 20 14 

4 195.6±5.5 200 2.2 

5 212.5±6.7 200 6.3 

6 227.7±9.3 200 14 

7 330.2±10.4 300 10 

8 335.3±5.5 300 12 

9 315.8±8.4 300 5.3 

 

 

Figure 2.16. Microscopy View of a PDMS Separation Surface (5 pulses/μm and 1.0 μJ). 

The SEM images of the ablated network structure are exhibited in Figs. 2.18(a) 
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Figure 2.17. Multi-width Micro-channel Network Fabricated via the USP Laser Direct Writing (2 
pulses/μm and 1.0 μJ). 

(a) Multi-width Micro-channel Network Structure, (b) The Same Structure with Red Dye Flow, and 
(c) Microscopy View of a Junction of the Micro-channel Network. 

and (b) for an ablated surface in the largest channel and a junction connecting two 

channels, respectively. From the images the roughness of the ablated surface is estimated 

as 10 μm. Thus, the internal surface ablation roughness is close to the analytical value of 

the depth of focus. For taking the SEM image in Fig. 2.18 (b), the network structure was 

cut into two halves so that the inside of the channel can be visualized with a tilted angle. 

 (a)  (b) 

 (c) 
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It should be mentioned that the channel network results shown in Figs. 2.17 and 2.18 

have not been treated with any other method such as etching which can smoothen the 

ablation surface. 

And we have also fabricated a ‘V’ shape channel structure and an ‘R’ shape micro 

structure inside the PDMS block, as shown in Fig 2.19. Both of the structures were 

fabricated by one time scan. The dimension of the ‘V’ shape channel is about 10 mm 

long, 8 mm wide by 4 mm high. The dimension of the ‘R’ shape is about 10 mm high, 4 

mm wide and 4 mm thick. 

 
Figure 2.18. SEM Images of the Multi-width Micro-channel Network Structure. 

(a) An Ablated Channel Surface, and (b) A Junction with Tilted Angle. 

2.5. Summary 

The ablation features of single spots and continuous lines on PDMS surface via 

the USP laser direct writing are investigated. The ablation craters and lines are imaged 

for different irradiation pulse energies with various pulse numbers or pulse overlap rates. 

 (b)  (a) 
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The single pulse ablation threshold for single spot ablation and single line scanning 

ablation are determined to be 4.62 and 4.33 J/cm2; and the incubation factor for multi-

pulse ablation is found as 0.52 and 0.56. The results from both methods are close to each 

other. The ablation line width increases as pulse energy or overlap rate increases. For 

PDMS thin-layer separation and micro-fabrication using the present instrument, the pulse 

overlap rate can be chosen in a wide range between 0.5 pulse/μm and 10 pulses/μm. 

However, a proper pulse overlap rate should accommodate the irradiation pulse energy. 

When the irradiation pulse energy is 0.75 μJ, an appropriate pulse overlap rate should be 

in the range of 5 to 10 pulses/μm; while when the irradiation energy increases to 2.5 μJ, 

the pulse overlap rate should drop to the range of 0.5 to 1 pulse/μm. Use of lower pulse 

overlap rate will improve fabrication efficiency and minimize possible thermal damage; 

but may require higher pulse energy. Overall, 1-2 pulses/μm and 1-1.5 μJ are proper 

parametric ranges.  

Figure 2.19. Micro Structures Fabricated by USP Laser Internal Ablation. 

(a) A ‘V’ Shape Channel Inside PDMS Block, and (c) An ‘R’ Shape Structure. 

 (a)  (b)
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Separation of PDMS layers is based on the area scanning with laser ablation 

inside. The separation of various PDMS thin layers and fabrication of a micro-channel 

network structure by the USP laser system are presented. The thickness of the separated 

thin layer is controllable via adjusting the laser focus spot position. For the three tests 

with a target thickness of 20 μm, the averaged thickness of the separated thin layers is 

20.6 ± 1.7 μm. Both the pulse energy and the overlap rate influence the ablation interface 

layer depth. The effect of pulse overlap rate is more pronounced when the overlap rate 

goes above the value 4 pulses/µm. Below this value, the ablation layer depth is about 20 

μm for 1-1.5 μJ pulse energy, twice of the depth of focus. The fabricated network is 

shown to be interconnected. The roughness of the internal ablation surfaces in the 

network is close to the depth of focus 
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Chapter 3. 

Wet Human Dermis Tissue Separation via USP Laser 

Plasma-mediated Ablation 

3.1. Introduction 

Skin grafting originated from approximately 2500 to 3000 years ago has evolved 

over the last century into an option that is routinely and sometimes preferentially used 

during soft tissue reconstruction. The number of patients recovering from post-burn and 

post-traumatosis by graft tissue implantation is growing. Nowadays in USA over 900,000 

allografts are transplanted each year. Naturally derived materials such as allograft, 

xenograft, and autograft tissues have many biological, chemical and mechanical 

advantages over synthetic materials; and thus, hold tremendous potential for use in tissue 

transplantation and therapies. However, surgical treatment is frequently restricted by the 

scarcity of adequate tissues available for reconstruction. Separation of a tissue into two or 

multiple layers leads to augmented usages of the limited tissues, doubling or even tripling 

the harvest of donor tissues. Moreover, a tissue may have to be separated into layers, as 

the tissue in its entirety may not be necessary or appropriate for implantation [1]. In the 

treatment of burn wounds, for instance, in many cases it is necessary only to implant the 

epidermal layer of a skin allograft [21]. It is also known that in many cases only an 

acellular dermis is needed for facial soft tissue augmentation [22] or for breast 

reconstruction [23]. 
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Furthermore, the use of these natural biomaterials typically requires pretreatment 

such as cutting and shaping the tissue into an appropriate form before transplanted into a 

patient or subject and there lack effective and efficient methods for micro-processing of 

tissue without collateral damage. How to utilize a donor or artificial tissue as efficient as 

possible is still a big challenge, because techniques using a mechanical cutter or surgical 

knife to separate a tissue into layers or cut the tissue into portions are often imprecise and 

can result in damage to the underlying layers and/or surrounding tissue. Conventional 

pulsed laser ablation usually generates thermal damage to the surrounding tissue such as 

melting or charring. Chemical method is time-consuming and the residues at the tissue 

sample could be harmful for the safety of further usage. Thus, an effective method that 

can precisely and non-intrusively modify tissues with minimized damage is desired. 

Lasers have become irreplaceable tools of modern medicine, spanning a wide 

spectrum of applications from laser surgery [39] to optical imaging [102]. Laser ablation 

that takes great advantages in precise material removal is a promising method in 

processing and treatment of biological tissues [11-14], biodegradable polymers [15-17], 

collagen gels [18], dental implants [19], etc. If the rate of plasma formation is relatively 

slow, in the ns time regime (for ns excitation laser pulses) or longer, energy is transferred 

from the plasma to the lattice, and thermal damages like melting or charring of the 

surrounding tissue can occur.  

Contrast to thermal ablation, in vitro experiments on soft tissue have proved the 

absence of remarkable thermal damage to the surrounding materials via plasma-mediated 
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ablation by USP lasers. This important feature makes USP lasers very attractive for 

micro-processing of various tissues. The use of USP laser for tissue separation and cut 

provides a new method that can precisely and efficiently modify tissues with minimized 

damage. Although processing and treatment of biological tissues with USP laser have 

been investigated by many researches [11-14], the separation and cut of real human tissue 

has not been accomplished and reported. The objectives of this research project include: 1) 

Fundamental study for wet dermis tissue ablation threshold with USP laser; 2) Thermal 

damage investigation of USP laser wet dermis tissue ablation; 3) Wet dermis separation 

and micro-processing with minimized thermal damage demonstration via USP laser 

ablation. 

3.2. Materials and Methods 

3.2.1. Experimental Set up 

The experimental setup for USP laser tissue ablation is composed of the same 

four main parts as described in Chapter 2: a USP laser, a beam delivery system, a work 

stage and a whole control system. The commercial Erbium doped fiber laser (Raydiance, 

Inc.) has the same parameters as in the PDMS micro-fabrication described in Chapter 2. 

In the beam delivery system, the laser beam was focused to the target through the same 

objective lens as shown in Fig. 3.1. The diffraction-limit focal spot diameter 

( 2.44 /Lf Dλ ) in free space is estimated as 8 μm. The laser power loss in the beam 

delivery system was measured to be 50% by the digital power meter.  
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The work stage for mounting tissue samples was fixed to the 3-D automated 

translation stage through which the alignment of optics and laser scanning were realized. 

There are two designs for the work stage in this study. Figure 3.1(a) shows the schematic 

diagram of experimental setup I with a plate fixture for sample mounting. This setup is 

simple and was used for characterizing the single line scanning ablation features. 

However, it was time consuming to separate dermis. A wet tissue mounting on the 

simple plate fixture was apt to dehydrate and deform because of the stage movement. In 

order to avoid the deformation, a moisture chamber that keeps the tissue wet during the 

laser processing was utilized as sketched in Fig. 3.1(b). A tissue feeding and pulling 

scheme was also designed in experimental setup II as shown in Fig. 3.1(b) such that the 

separation interface was always exposed to the laser focal spot through the pulling of two 

opposite tension forces. Therefore, one does not have to focus the beam into deep tissue 

and the strong attenuation of biological tissues against light was not a concern. With laser 

ablation at the exposed interface, the two opposite tension forces pull and split the dermis 

into two separate layers. An evacuator system (FX225, EDSYN) which is not shown in 

Fig. 3.1 was also employed to collect plasma plume residue and debris during the laser 

processing. 
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Figure 3.1. Sketch of the Experimental Setup. 

(a) Experimental Setup I for Single Line Ablation, and (b) Experimental Setup II for Multi-line 
Ablation and Separation. 

3.2.2. Tissue Sample Preparation 

In this study, we used human dermal tissue samples, which were obtained post-

mortem from donated human allograft skin and were provided with package hydrated 

after processing by professionals from the project sponsor - MTF. The donor skin tissue 

was processed with a series of soak processing - sodium chloride, triton and finally 

disinfection soak. After processing, the epidermal and dermal cells were removed and the 

remaining components and extracellular matrix of the dermis were preserved. The dermal 

tissue samples are about 2 mm thick and precut from the original whole piece tissue 

samples. Figure 3.2 shows a precut wet dermal tissue sample with about 20 mm by 20 

mm dimension and 2 mm thickness. 

(a)  (b) 
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Figure 3.2. Photo of One Wet Dermis Sample before Experiment. 

3.2.3. Measurements 

Immediately following the ablation experiment, the micro topography and surface 

quality of the ablated tissue sample were examined by an upright digital microscope 

(National Optical DC3-156-S). Then the treated samples were fixed in 2% phosphate 

buffered Glutaraldehyde for 2 hrs, rinsed twice in Phosphate Buffer and dehydrated in 

ethanol. After critical point drying and metal coating, the tissue samples were checked by 

SEM (AMRAY 1830I). For the histological evaluation, the samples were routinely 

dehydrated in a series of graded ethanol. Then the samples were fixed in paraffin wax and 

sectioned into 10 μm-thick slices. After that, the slices were stained with Hemaoxylin and 

Eosin (H&E). Finally the samples were viewed and photographed by a Nikon Eclipse 

E600 microscope system. The thickness of the separated samples was measured by a 

vernier caliper. 
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3.3. Results and Discussion 

3.3.1. Fundamental Study of Single Line Surface Ablation 

First of all, the ablation threshold of the wet tissue samples via the current 

experimental setup should be determined. We have tried the single spot ablation on the 

wet tissue surface to obtain the ablation craters on the tissue sample surface. But two 

major problems were encountered in this process: firstly, the ablation crater on the wet 

tissue surface is very hard to check and measure because the tissue sample is easy to get 

dried and it is not transparent compared with PDMS; Secondly, the pulse energy of the 

current laser system is not high enough to generate single ablation crater on the sample 

surface and this is because the ablation threshold of tissue sample is higher than PDMS. 

Therefore single line surface scanning ablation was used for the fundamental study of the 

wet tissue ablation. 

To enable practical tissue separation, ablation features of the single line surface 

scanning has been studied to obtain the ablation threshold. The main parameters that 

affect the ablation include irradiation pulse energy and the pulse overlap rate which is 

equal to /f s . The irradiation pulse energy, E that is 50% of the laser output energy, 

determines whether the incident laser fluence is above the critical value that plasma-

mediated ablation occurs. The pulse overlap rate determines the pulse overlap intensity.  
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Figure 3.3. Microscope View of Wet Dermis Single Line Surface Ablation with Different Laser 
Paramters. 

(a) With Different Pulse Energies, and (b) With Different Pulse Overlap Rates. 

Multiple wet dermis samples have been chosen to investigate the single line 

scanning ablation features on sample surface with different laser parameters. After 

irradiation, a digital microscopy was used to inspect the ablated features of the tissue 

sample and the measurements of ablation line features are conducted by SEM. Figure 

3.3(a) shows the microscopic view (40X magnification) of several laser scanned lines on 

the wet dermis with different irradiation pulse energies (0.75 μJ - 2.5 μJ). The pulse 

repetition rate was 500 kHz and the moving speed of stage was 25 mm/s. Thus, the pulse 

overlap rate was 20 pulses/μm. Figure 3.3(b) shows the microscopic view (40X 

magnification) of laser scanned lines with different pulse overlap rates with the same 

pulse energy (2.5 μJ), and the stage moving speed was 25 mm/s and thus the pulse 

overlap rate changes from 1.25 - 20 pulses/μm. From Fig. 3.3, we can see that it is 

difficult to observe a clear ablation line at the wet dermis although ablation sparks were 

observed during the laser processing. This is quite different from the previous PDMS 

polymer ablation study in Chapter 2 [17] in which clear ablation lines were observable in 

(a) (b) 
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a single line scanning ablation. Thus, the ablation at wet dermis is very superficial. 

However, the generated imprints at the wet dermis are clearly shown in Fig. 3.3. It is 

worth mentioning that the imprint lines have a width about 30 - 40 μm. This width can be 

further reduced using a high numerical aperture lens.  

Further inspection and measurements from SEM show that the microscopy view 

of the wet soft tissue ablation can not provide accurate measurement results for ablation 

features because of the tissue deformation and the water evaporation in the processes. To 

obtain accurate measurement of ablation features, such as ablation line width or depth, 

SEM image view could be a proper way to check and measure the features. 

Figure 3.4 shows four representative SEM images for the four ablation lines 

generated with varying irradiation pulse energy 1.0 - 2.5 μJ, respectively. The pulse 

repetition rate was 500 kHz and the moving speed of the stage was 25 mm/s. Thus, the 

pulse overlap rate was 20 pulses/μm. From the SEM top view images such as Figs. 3.4(a) 

and 3.4(b), one can measure the average ablation line width as 18.5±1.3 μm and 15.6±0.7 

μm (based on three different ablated samples) for the cases of 2.5 and 2.0 μJ irradiation 

pulse energies, respectively. While the cut width using mechanical tools such as general 

surgical blade or scalpel is in the range from 100 μm to 1 mm [1]; so the USP laser 

ablation is more precise and results in less waste. Figures 3.4 (c) and (d) are 

representative views with a tilt angle for the ablation lines of 1.5 and 1.0 μJ irradiation 

pulse energies, respectively. It is seen that the dermis surface is not very flat and has a 

roughness about 5 μm. This roughness will certainly enhance light scattering on the 
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surface and affect the effective size of the beam focal spot at dermis surface. 

 
Figure 3.4. SEM Images of the Single Line Ablations with a Fixed Pulse Overlap Rate 20 pulses/μm 
and Different Irradiation Energies. 

(a) 2.5 μJ; (b) 2.0 μJ; (c) 1.5 μJ; and (d) 1.0 μJ. 

An ablation line consists of continuously ablated craters along the laser scanning 

direction. When the pulse overlap rate is so intense that no individual crater can be 

distinguished (such as displayed in Fig. 3.3), the ablation line width is then equivalent to 

the diameter of the ablated crater generated by N repeated pulses. The equivalent pulse 

number can be approximated by Eq. (2.4) in Chapter 2. In laser ablation, the effective 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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focal spot radius effr and the ablation threshold thF can be found by the slope and 

interception with the abscissa the Eq. (2.2) using the same method in Chapter 2.  

Figure 3.5 plots the relationship - the square of the ablation line width versus the 

logarithm of irradiation pulse energy for three different pulse overlap rates. As pointed 

out by Bonse et al. [103], the data at high fluence points should be excluded from linear 

fitting because the deviation of the intensity from the Gaussian distribution at the “edge” 

of high fluence beam will lead to nonlinearity. It should be mentioned that the 

accumulated fluence for the present ablation lines is very high because the equivalent 

pulse number N  is very large as calculated in Table 3.1. Thus, only low fluence points 

are adopted for the linear fitting to obtain the slopes of the three curves in Fig. 3.5, in 

particular for the curve with 20 pulses/µm pulse overlap rate. The calculated effective 

radii for the focal spots with different pulse overlap rates and the corresponding 

equivalent pulse number are listed in Table 3.1. It is seen that the effective spot size (9 - 

17 µm) is bigger than the diffraction-limit spot size (8 µm) in free space. This is 

consistent with the results of Mullan et al. [21] and Choi et al. [22] for polymers and can 

be attributed to the strong scattering of light on the rough dermis surface. When the pulse 

overlap rate is just 5 pulses/µm, it is seen that the calculated effective radius is close to 

the diffraction-limit prediction. With increasing pulse overlap rate, the accumulated 

fluence increases and the deviation between the calculated effective radius and the 

diffraction-limit prediction widens.  
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Figure 3.5. Square of Ablation Line Width versus Irradiation Pulse Energy for the Evaluation of 
Effective Focal Spot Size. 

Table 3.1.  Effective Focal Spot Radii and Ablation Thresholds for Different Pulse Overlap Rates. 

Pulse Overlap Rate (pulses/μm) 5 10 20  

Equivalent Pulse Number 45 110 336 

Effective Focal Spot Radius (μm) 4.5 5.5 8.4 

Ablation Threshold thF (J/cm2) 1.27 0.75 0.43 

 

Table 3.1 also lists the ablation thresholds for the three different pulse overlap 

rates. Clearly the ablation threshold decreases as the pulse overlap rate increases because 

of the incubation effect. Using the data in Table 3.1, a least-squares fitting line of 

thln( ( ))NF N  versus ln( )N  can be drawn (not presented here) and the slope yields an 

incubation factor ξ  = 0.46±0.03, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Therefore, the ablation threshold 
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for the wet human dermis is determined as th (1)F  = 9.65±1.21 J/cm2.  

 

Figure 3.6. Incubation Effect on Wet Dermis Single Line Ablation with Different Pulse Overlap Rate. 

 

Figure 3.7. Single Line Ablation Depths as a Function of Irradiation Pulse Energy. 
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Figure 3.7 shows the ablation depth changing with the irradiation pulse energy for 

different pulse overlap rates in the situation of single line scanning ablation. For each 

ablation depth datum, three samples were measured to obtain the average value and the 

uncertainty. It should be noticed that in the preparation of fixing and drying for the SEM 

examination, the samples may be somewhat distorted and the distortion affects the 

measurement accuracy as well. From Fig. 3.7 it is seen that the ablation depth increases 

with both the irradiation pulse energy and overlap rate. It is known that the pulse overlap 

rate increases with the pulse repetition rate but decreases with the scanning speed, and the 

ablation progress is linearly proportional to the scanning speed. For a fixed scanning 

speed, the ablation production efficiency increases with increasing pulse energy and 

repetition rate. 

3.3.2. Thermal Damage Investigation 

In order to examine the degree of thermal damage, the histology of some line 

scanning ablated samples was analyzed. Figure 3.8 shows the sectional view (200X 

magnification) of 12 H&E stained wet dermis samples ablated with single line surface 

scanning with different laser parameters. The selected pulse energies are 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 

μJ, respectively. The pulse overlap rates are 0.8, 5, 10 and 20 pulses/μm, respectively. 

The irradiation surface in the pictures faces up and the beam spot is around the middle in 

each picture. Thermal damaged zone is visualized by the dark shadow area, because the 

elastic fibers in the damaged zone are no longer apparent, having been converted into an 

amorphous, coagulated mass. As observed from Fig. 3.8, no thermal damage or structure 

change occurs in the dermis when the pulse overlap rate is 5 pulses/μm and below, even 
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in the case of high irradiation pulse energy (2.5 μJ). When the pulse overlap rate is 10 

pulses/μm and above, however, a clear thermal damage zone is observed, in particular 

when the pulse energy is 2.0 μJ and above. The higher the pulse overlap rate or the higher 

the pulse energy, the larger and the severer (darker) is the thermal damaged zone. Hence, 

the accumulation of irradiation fluence is the key factor for causing thermal damage. In 

order to minimize or eliminate thermal damage, operation with a lower pulse overlap rate 

is essential. For the cases studied here, a pulse overlap rate up to 5 pulses/μm is safe for 

single line ablation.  
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Figure 3.8. Histological Views of Single Line Ablation at Wet Tissue. 

The study by Suhm et al. [104] also showed no thermal damage signs in 

picosecond laser ablation of neural tissue. Kautek et al. [105] reported a damage zone 

less than 0.5 μm in the ablation of human corneas using a femtosecond pulsed laser. 

Girard et al. [90] claimed approximately 14 μm damage zone in the ablation of osseous 

tissues using a femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser. When long pulsed lasers are utilized, 

thermal damage zone is more profound. For example, Walsh et al. [27] found that the 

damage zone jumped from 50 to 750 μm when the pulse duration increased from 2 μs to 
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50 ms using CO2 lasers.  

 
Figure 3.9. Histological Views of Multi-line Ablation at Wet Tissue.                                                                                       
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From Fig. 3.7, it is obvious that ablation scanning of multiple lines is required in 

order to achieve practical tissue separation or cutting. Some representative histological 

results of multi-line ablation are available in Fig. 3.9 for evaluation and comparison, 

where the sectional views (200X magnification) of 16 ablation processed tissue samples 

with different laser parameters are illuminated. Each tissue sample was repeatedly line 

scanned for 100 times using experimental setup II. During the processing, the ablation 

interface was always renewed via the tension through the two opposite tension forces. 

The selected pulse energies are 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 μJ, respectively. The pulse overlap 

rates are 0.8, 5, 10 and 20 pulses/μm, respectively. The irradiation surface in each picture 

faces up and the beam focal spot is around the middle. Now clear cuts to a certain depth 

in all the samples are observed. Comparing Figs. 3.8 and 3.9, the underlying thermal 

damages in the cases of multi-line ablation are smaller than those in the cases of single 

line ablation, because the accumulation of the multi-line energy will take away the 

material in the underlining thermal damage zone. In practical tissue separation or cutting, 

the underlying damage is not a concern because the tissue has to be cut through. 

Table 3.2. Lateral Thermal Damage Zones Results from 100-line Ablation. 

f/s 
E 

20 pulses/μm 10 pulses/μm 5 pulses/μm 0.8 pulse/μm 

2.5 μJ 67±10 μm 40±8μm 8±3 μm 6±4 μm 

2.0 μJ 54±10 μm 38±8 μm 6±4 μm 4±4 μm 

1.5 μJ 52±8 μm 18±5 μm 3±2 μm 3±3 μm 

1.0 μJ 26±6 μm 3±2 μm 2±2 μm 2±2 μm 
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Table 3.2 summarizes the sizes of the lateral thermal damage zone around the cut 

edge for the laser parameter sets considered in Fig. 3.9. The thermal damage behavior for 

the multi-line scanning cases is very similar to that observed in the single line scanning 

results, even though the accumulated fluence in multi-line scanning is 100 times stronger 

than the single line scanning. The reason is that between two successive scans, the lateral 

accumulation of thermal energy is trivial because the energy has been dissipated into the 

surroundings. It should be noticed that in the cases of 100-line ablation with pulse 

overlap rate 5 pulses/μm, however, lateral thermal damage is observable within a 10 µm 

zone when the irradiation pulse energy is 2.0 μJ or above, and the damage is reduced to 

2-3 µm when the irradiation pulse energy is below 2.0 μJ.  This is because the 

accumulated energy between two successive scans has not been fully dissipated yet. This 

problem may be resolved by delaying the repeated scanning time. 

Apart from the qualitative examination, Fig. 3.9 also shows the cut (ablation) 

depths for different pulse overlap rates and pulse energies. It is seen that the ablation 

depth generally increases as the pulse energy and/or overlap rate increase. In the current 

experiments, two spring steel clips (SBC-78210) were used as the tension forces and the 

forces were not optimized in line with the single line ablation depth. Thus, the cutting 

depth due to multi-line ablation is not a simple multiplication of corresponding single line 

ablation depth. For example, the 100-line ablation depth for the picture in Fig. 3.9 with 

pulse overlap rate 5 pulses/μm and irradiation pulse energy 2.0 μJ is only 210 μm 

although its single line ablation depth from Fig. 3.7 reaches to 4.0 μm. Other reasons that 

could degrade the multi-line ablation depth include beam block by the edges of the prior 
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ablation grooves or by the generated residues and debris and beam alignment. It should 

also be mentioned that in the preparation of samples for the histological view, the 

samples might be somewhat distorted and this may affect the measurement accuracy as 

well  

Since the cutting efficiency is directly proportional to the ablation depth and 

scanning speed, it is desirable to operate the laser tissue processing system at high 

irradiation pulse energy, high pulse repetition rate and high speed of scanning. In the 

same time, the pulse overlap rate must be controlled to avoid thermal damage. In 

summary, an optimal set of operation parameters for wet dermis cutting and separation is 

recommended as follows: irradiation pulse energy = 1.5 μJ, stage moving speed = 25 

mm/s (the maximum of the current instrument), pulse repetition rate = 125 kHz, and 

pulse overlap rate = 5 pulses/μm.  

3.3.3. Wet Dermis Separation by USP Laser Ablation 

We have tried two different set ups to demonstrate the wet dermis tissue 

separation via USP laser ablation. The first set up is shown in Fig. 3.1(b) and this set up 

is the finally-adopted set up for the separation. Another set up we tried is shown in Fig. 

3.10, which is simple and easy to keep the tissue wet during the processing, but 

experiments show that it is very difficult to achieve the goal via this set up and we will 

discuss this set up first and explain why this set up is difficult. 

The wet tissue sample was sandwiched by a bottom sapphire window and a glass 
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slides on top in the chamber and was kept flat by adding a proper weight (such as a steel 

gasket in Fig. 3.10(b)) on the top glass slide. The sample chamber was kept wet by 

adding a few drops of water. The laser beam passes through the bottom sapphire window 

with negligible power loss and is focused into a certain depth inside the wet tissue to 

ablate the wet tissue inside. To ensure that the focal plane was inside the tissue sample, 

the focal spot was firstly adjusted to the top surface of the bottom glass slide through the 

observation of the third harmonic generation of green spark; and keep focal spot moving 

towards the sample until the green spark almost vanished, then the desired depth was 

adjusted through the Z-axis motion inside the sample. Then we used repeat area scanning 

method to try to separate the tissue into layers like the PDMS thin layer separation in 

Chapter 2.  

Figure 3.10. Alternative Set up of Wet Dermis Separation. 

(a) Experimental Setup Sketch, and (b) Top View of the Sample Chamber. 

Figure 3.11 shows the picture of the ablation spark during the area scanning 

processing. The laser beam was focused about 100 μm deep into the tissue and the laser 

(a) (b) 
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parameters used are 2.5 μJ pulse energy and 25 pulses/μm overlap rate. We can see from 

Fig. 3.11 that the color of the spark is mainly white surrounded by third harmonic green 

light.  

Figure 3.12 shows the microscopic view of the separation result on the bottom 

window after two times repeat area scanning over the entire wet dermis with 2.5 μJ pulse 

energy and 1 pulses/μm. The sample dimension is about 7 mm long and 2.5 mm wide. 

The laser beam was focused 20 μm inside the tissue for the area scanning. We can see 

from Fig. 3.12, there are fragmentary separated wet dermis layers on the sapphire 

window after the repeat area scanning and the whole piece of separated wet dermis layer 

can not be obtained. Figure 3.13 shows the microscopic view of another separation 

results with 100 μm focal spot inside the sample and five time repeated area scan with 2.5 

μJ pulse energy and 20 pulses/μm. Although more repeated scan and higher pulse overlap 

rate can improve the separation results, the results of separation are not acceptable and a 

whole piece of separation could not be achieved. The main reason why this set up is not 

successful is the strong attenuation of the laser energy inside the tissue because of 

absorption and scattering. The energy attenuation measured when the laser beam passes 

through a piece of wet dermis sample with 100 μm average thickness is around 82%. We 

can see that most of the laser beam energy has been attenuated when focused inside the 

tissue and the plasma-mediated ablation can not be generated continuously.  

So an alternative method for separation together was used, in which a tissue 

feeding and pulling scheme was designed as shown in Fig. 3.1(b) in experimental setup II 
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such that the separation interface was always exposed to the laser focal spot through the 

pulling of two opposite tension forces. Therefore, one does not have to focus the beam 

into deep tissue and the strong attenuation of biological tissues against light was not a 

concern. With laser ablation at the exposed interface, the two opposite tension forces pull 

and split the dermis into two separate layers. In order to avoid the deformation, a 

moisture chamber that keeps the tissue wet during the laser processing was utilized. 

 

Figure 3.11. Ablation Spark from Wet Dermis Separation with 100 μm Deep into Dermis and 250 
kHz Repetition Rate. 
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Figure 3.12. Microscope View of Separated Wet Dermis Layer on Sapphire Window after 2 times 
Repeat with 20 μm Increase (40X). 

 

Figure 3.13. Microscope View of Wet Dermis Residue on Sapphire Window (20 pulses/μm & 2.5μJ, 
40X) 

The USP laser thin layer separation of wet dermis is demonstrated in Figs. 3.14 

and 3.15. Figure 3.14 (a) shows one original wet dermis sample before laser ablation. The 

sample was 30 mm long, 8 mm wide and 1.4 mm thick. Then the tissue was processed 

with experimental setup II with pulse overlap rate 5 pulses/μm and pulse energy 1.5 μJ. 
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Figure 3.14(b) shows the two separated layers that are about 500 μm and 800 μm thick 

with about 10% unevenness, respectively for the upper and lower pieces. Both layers are 

slightly deformed because of two reasons: tension forces applied to the tissue during the 

feeding and pulling process and dehydration of the separated layers due to long-time back 

and forth motion with the work stage. The separation procedure took about 4 hr in the 

current instrument.  

 
Figure 3.14. Wet Tissue Separation by the USP Laser Ablation. 

(a) The Dermis before Laser Ablation, and (b) The Two Separated Thin Layers. 

 

Figure 3.15. An Image of a Partially Separated Dermis. 

The separated dermis layers can be further split. Figure 3.15 shows the partially 

separated result of another dermis layer of 20 mm long, 6 mm wide and 560 μm thick 

(a) (b) 
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with the same laser parameters. The thickness of the further separated dermis thin layer is 

about 220 μm with about 20 μm unevenness. Inspection of the separated layers in Figs. 

3.14 and 3.15, no severe thermal damage like charring or melting was found. However, 

the color in part of the separation surface turned into light yellow. Minor lateral thermal 

damage to the level of about 0.01 mm might have happened in the light yellow region. 

One big issue is that the current tissue feeding and pulling system is not very precise and 

optimal. For example, adjustments to keep the tissue moving and addition of water to the 

moisture chamber were needed during the processing, which may cause unexpected 

irradiation of the separated edge area. Further improvement of the experimental setup to 

eliminate the thermal damage and distortion to the separated dermis layer is the future 

direction. Table 3.3 lists several dermis tissue separation results via the current 

instrument and methodology. The separated layers have a uniform thickness with less 

than 10% uncertainty. 

Table 3.3. Results from Several Dermis Separation Tests. 

Sample No. 
Thickness of the Original Dermis 

(mm) 
Thickness of the Separated 

Thinner Layer (mm) 

1 0.56 0.22 ± 0.02 

2 0.60 0.23 ± 0.02 

3 0.80 0.32 ± 0.02 

4 0.80 0.33 ± 0.02 

5 1.40 0.50 ± 0.03 

6 2.00 0.56 ± 0.03 
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3.4. Summary 

In this chapter, In vitro human dermis separation into thin layers for enhanced 

usage has been studied via the USP laser ablation for the first time. Several dermis 

samples are separated into thin layers with thickness ranging from 200 to 600 μm. The 

unevenness of the separated layers is under 10%. The plasma-mediated ablation 

mechanism is found to cause less thermal damage to the ablation lines and separation 

interfaces. The histological evaluations reveal that there is no thermal damage in the 

single line ablation results when the pulse overlap rate is 5 pulses/µm and below. In the 

100-line repeated ablations, the lateral thermal damage zone is insignificant and generally 

within 5 µm. In the layer separation with millions of line ablation, the thermal damage is 

also confined in a small zone of 10 µm. There is no severe thermal damage like charring 

or melting existed in the multi-line ablation and layer separation results. The slight 

thermal damage is caused by the current crude device for tissue feeding and pulling 

during the laser processing. Design and fabrication of a precise work stage is required in 

future studies. 

The fundamental ablation features of wet dermis are investigated. The ablation 

threshold for the dermal tissue is found to be 9.65±1.21 J/cm2. The accumulation effect is 

very obvious in dermis ablation and its incubation factor is found to be 0.46.  The rough 

surface of the dermis leads to strong scattering of light at the surface. When the pulse 

overlap rate is 5 pulses/µm, the calculated effective spot radius is about 15% larger than 

the diffraction-limit prediction. With further increasing of the pulse overlap rate, the 

accumulated fluence increases and the deviation between the calculated effective radius 
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and the diffraction-limit prediction widens. The ablation width and depth increase as the 

pulse energy and/or overlap rate increase.  In terms of cutting efficiency, it is desirable to 

operate the laser tissue processing system at high irradiation pulse energy, high pulse 

repetition rate and high speed of scanning. In the same time, the pulse overlap rate must 

be controlled to avoid thermal damage. There exists a trade-off of balance between the 

productivity and the minimization of thermal damage. 
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Chapter 4. 

Freeze-dried Dermis Tissue Cut and Stripping via USP 

Laser Ablation 

4.1. Introduction 

In Chapter 3, we have investigated the ablation and separation of wet human 

dermis with no obvious sign of thermal damage to the surrounding materials via the USP 

laser plasma-mediated ablation. However, soft tissues like wet dermis are deformable and 

apt to dehydrate during laser processing. Deformation degrades the ablation accuracy and 

increases the difficulty of manipulation. Undesired dehydration may alter the tissue 

morphology and property. To overcome these shortcomings, it is worth considering soft 

tissue lyophilization. Freeze-drying is a common method for tissue preservation that has 

many advantages, such as decreasing of both surgical time and surgical morbidity, 

eliminating antigenicity and preventing a foreign body type of reaction, and simplifying 

storage and distribution of donor tissues [106]. For freeze-dried bone graft, it may be 

stored in sealed evacuated container for several years and then be successfully used 

clinically [107]. According to private communications with Schuler and Gertzman at the 

MTF [1], freeze-dried soft tissue can be fully re-hydrated in a sterile solution and 

positioned or draped wherever it is needed for implantation.  

By using freeze-dried dermis, the experimental setup and manipulation of tissues 

can be simplified and water absorption of light in the tissue is not a concern anymore. 
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This provides another method for the micro-processing of tissue via USP laser with 

simpler experimental set up, especially for the thin layer stripping of tissue. Besides, it is 

possible to compare the differences of wet dermis and freeze-dried dermis ablation and 

micro-processing of real tissue.  

4.2. Materials and Methods 

4.2.1. Experimental Set up 

The main experimental setup for fundamental study of freeze-dried dermis is 

same as wet dermis tissue experiment. The tissue sample was mounted to a work stage 

and the work stage was fixed to the 3-D automated translation stage through which the 

alignment of optics and laser scanning were realized. For the fundamental study of 

freeze-dried dermis, the experimental setup with a plate fixture for sample mounting as 

shown in Figure 3.1(a) in Chapter 3 was used. An evacuator system (FX225, EDSYN) 

was also employed to collect plasma plume residue and debris during the laser processing. 

The power loss through the beam delivery system is 50%, which has been accounted for 

in the irradiation pulse energy values stated hereafter. 
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Figure 4.1. Experimental Setups for the USP Laser Freeze-dried Tissue Layer Stripping. 

For freeze-dried dermis stripping, the setup shown in Fig 4.1 was adopted 

designed by Raydiance, Inc. The tissue sample was sandwiched by two glass slides in the 

sample chamber and was kept flat by adding a proper weight on the top glass slide. The 

laser beam passes through the bottom glass slide with negligible power loss and is 

focused into a certain depth inside the tissue for stripping by area scan ablation. To 

ensure that the focal plane was inside the tissue sample, the focal spot was firstly adjusted 

to the top surface of the bottom glass slide through the observation of the third harmonic 

generation of green spark; and keep focal spot moving towards the sample until the green 

spark almost vanished, then the desired depth was adjusted inside the sample for the focal 

plane. 
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4.2.2. Tissue Sample Preparation 

Freeze-dried dermal tissues were prepared from wet dermis samples packaged in 

hydrated state provided by MTF. The wet soft tissue was precut into proper portions and 

put into a freezer (-20°C). The tissue will become completely dry over a period of 12 

hours and the samples can be stored at room temperature over a long period - months to 

years. Water absorption of light that impedes laser ablation inside wet tissues can be 

avoided in the freeze-dried dermis samples. Nevertheless, light scattering still exists in 

the freeze-dried tissues. 

4.2.3. Measurements 

Following the ablation experiment, an upright digital microscope (National 

Optical DC3-156-S) was utilized to examine the micro topography and surface quality of 

the ablated tissue samples. Precise inspection and measurement of the ablation features 

were conducted by SEM (AMRAY 1830I). The ablation depths and thin layer tissue 

thickness were measured by a surface profiler (DEKTAK 3030). For histological 

evaluation, the samples were routinely processed as the wet dermis tissue preparation in 

Chapter 3. The analysis and photograph were performed by a Nikon ECLIPSE E600 

microscope system.  
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4.3. Results and Discussion 

4.3.1. Single Line Surface Ablation 

Similar to wet dermis sample, we have used line scanning surface ablation on the 

freeze-dried dermis tissue to determine the ablation threshold. Because the ablation crater 

for single spot ablation on the freeze-dried dermis surface is still hard to check and the 

energy level of the laser system is not high enough to exceed the ablation threshold for 

single pulse ablation and easily generate ablation crater, although it is dry and not 

deformable.  

Multiple tissue samples have been chosen to study single line scanning ablation 

features on sample surface with different laser parameters. After irradiation, digital 

microscopy was used to inspect the ablated features of the tissue sample and the 

measurements of ablation line features were conducted by SEM. Figure 4.2(a) shows the 

microscopic view (400X magnification) of four laser scanned lines on the surface of 

freeze-dried dermis with different irradiation pulse energies (0.75 μJ - 2.5 μJ) and the 

same pulse overlap rate - 20 pulses/μm. Figure 4.2(b) shows the microscopic view (400X 

magnification) of five laser scanned lines on the surface with the same pulse energy (2.5 

μJ) and different pulse overlap rate (1.25 - 20 pulses/μm). Each line was scanned only 

once. 

However, further inspection of the ablation lines from SEM reveals that there are 

bumps along the edges of the ablation grooves which can not be seen from microscopy 
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view, as shown in Fig. 4.3. So the microscopy view of the freeze-dermis tissue gives us 

misleading measurements that can not provide accurate results for ablation line width 

because of the bumps on the edge. To obtain accurate measurement of ablation features, 

such as ablation line width or depth, SEM image section view could be a proper way to 

check and measure the features. 

Figure 4.2. Microscopy View of Single Line Ablation at the Freeze-dried Dermis Surface with 
Different Laser Parameters. 

(a) Different Pulse Energy (20 pulses/µm), and (b) Different Repetition Rate (2.5 µJ). 

Four representative SEM images of the ablation lines shown in Fig. 4.3 were 

generated with different irradiation pulse energies and the same pulse overlap rate 20 

pulses/μm (500 kHz repetition rate and 25 mm/s stage moving speed). Figs. 4.3 (a) and (b) 

show the top-view images for the cases of 2.5 and 2.0 μJ irradiation pulse energies, and 

one can measure the ablation line width as 17.8±1.1 μm and 14.9±0.5 μm, respectively. 

The measurements were averaged from three experimental samples and the deviation 

represents the uncertainty. Figures 4.3 (c) and (d) show the SEM views with a tilt angle 

(a) (b) 
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for the ablation lines of 1.5 and 1.0 μJ irradiation pulse energies, respectively. One can 

see the surface roughness of the tissue samples. Bumps along the edges of the ablation 

grooves in the freeze-dried dermis are more obvious. This is different from our previous 

wet dermis ablation results [108], where no such bumps were formed. The height of the 

bulge is about 2-5 μm. What caused the bulge is still not very clear; but similar 

phenomenon was observed in laser micromachining of grooves in silicon by Crawford et 

al. [109] and in laser cutting of FPCB by Shin et al. [110].  

The measured ablation line widths and depths (represented by the symbols) for 

various pulse irradiation energies are displayed in Figs. 4.4(a) and (b), respectively. After 

obtaining the line widths, the effective radius, effr , of the focal spot and  the ablation 

threshold thF  can be calculated from Eq. (2.1-2.2). The linear fittings of the square of the 

ablation line width versus the logarithm of the pulse irradiation energy are also drawn in 

Fig. 4.4(a). The calculated effective radii of the focal spots and ablation thresholds are 

listed in Table 4.1. The effective size of the focal spot increases with increasing pulse 

overlap rate and is in a range of 9 - 19 µm, showing the same tendency and similar range 

like the wet dermis ablation [108]. It should be mentioned that the accumulated fluence 

for the present ablation lines is very high, especially for the case with 20 pulses/µm pulse 

overlap rate; and thus, the equivalent pulse number N is very large as calculated in Table 

4.1. As mentioned by Bonse et al. [103], the data at high fluence points should be 

excluded from the linear fitting as for wet dermis sample in Chapter 3. Therefore, only 

low fluence points in Fig. 4.4(a) are adopted for the linear fitting to obtain the slope of 

the curve with 20 pulses/µm pulse overlap rate. 
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Figure 4.3. SEM Images of Single Line Ablation at the Freeze-dried Dermis Surface with Different 
Irradiation Energies. 

(a) 2.5 μJ, (b) 2.0 μJ, (c) 1.5 μJ, and (d) 1.0 μJ. 

Table 4.1. Effective Focal Spot Radius and Ablation Threshold for Different Pulse Overlap Rates. 

Pulse Overlap Rate, /f s  
(pulses/μm) 2 5 10 20 

Equivalent Pulse Number, N  18 51 124 372 

Effective Focal Spot Radius 
effr (μm) 4.4 5.1 6.2 9.3 

Threshold, thF (J/cm2) 2.21 1.41 0.92 0.56 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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From Table 4.1, it is seen that the ablation threshold decreases as the pulse 

overlap rate increases. The incubation factor ξ  calculated from the data in Table 4.1 is 

0.54±0.01 for the freeze-dried dermis. Further, the ablation threshold (1)thF  for the 

freeze-dried dermis is determined as 8.32±0.37 J/cm2. Comparing the freeze-dried dermis 

results with wet dermis experimental results in Chapter 3, it is found that the ablation 

threshold of the freeze-dried dermis is smaller than that of the wet dermis (9.65±1.21 

J/cm2). This is because there is no water absorption of light in dry tissues. A similar 

difference was noticed by Daminelli et al. [111] for silicon ablation in air and in water. 

As for the incubation factor, the current value for the freeze-dried is bigger than that of 

the wet dermis (0.38±0.03). It means that the accumulation effect of continuous pulses for 

the freeze-dried dermis is not as profound as for the wet dermis.  

Figure 4.4. (a) Square of Ablation Line Width versus Pulse Irradiation Energy, and (b) Single Line 
Ablation Depth versus Pulse Irradiation Energy. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.5. Incubation Effect on Freeze-dried Dermis Single Line Ablation with Different Pulse 
Overlap Rate. 

4.3.2. Multi-line Surface Ablation 

Figure 4.6 shows the microscope view of multi-line scanning surface ablation on 

freeze-dried dermis sample (100X magnification) for different number of repeated lines 

ablation (1 line-200 lines) with 20 pulses/μm pulse overlap rate and 2.5 μJ pulse energy. 

Figure 4.7 shows the SEM images of multi-line surface ablation results (10 - 200 

repeated lines) as shown in Fig. 4.6. During the processing of multi-line ablation, the 

ablation interface was always renewed by adjusting the laser beam focal spot position so 

that the laser ablation can be continued to the deep bottom of the grooves. As shown in 

the top-view images of Figs. 4.7(a) and (b), the ablation grooves become more clear and 

deeper when more repeated lines are scanned. However, the opening in the repeated 

scanning was not widened so that the repeated line ablation width is similar to that due to 

single line ablation. The SEM images viewed with a tilt angle in Figs. 4.7(c) and (d) 
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show details of the ablation line walls. Again bumps along the groove edges are 

observable.  

Figure 4.8 shows the measured ablation line features due to multi-line repeated 

ablation. It is seen that, with increasing repeated lines, the ablation line width increases 

and the width increase slows down. The ablation depth increases rapidly when the 

repeated lines increase from 1 to 10 lines. However, statistically there is no change when 

the repeated lines increase from 50 to 200 lines. Thus, the ablation depth due to multi-line 

repeated ablation is not a simple multiplication of the corresponding single line ablation 

depth. This can be attributed to several factors. A major factor is the partial blockage of 

the laser beam to deep tissue due to the narrowness of the ablation channel and/or debris.  

 

Figure 4.6. Microscopy View of Multi-line Ablation at the Freeze-dried Dermis Surface with 
Different Repeat Lines (20 pulses/μm, 2.5 μJ). 
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Figure 4.7. SEM Images of Multi-line Surface Ablation at Freeze-dried Dermis with Pulse 
Irradiation Energy 2.5 μJ and Overlap Rate 20 pulses/μm. 

 (a) 10 Repeated Line Scanning, (b) 50 Repeated Line Scanning, (c) 100 Repeated Line Scanning, and 
(d) 200 Repeated Line Scanning. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 4.8. Ablation Depths and Widths Subject to Repeated Line Ablation with 2.5 μJ and 20 
pulses/μm. 

4.3.3. Thermal Damage Investigation 

In order to judge the degree of thermal damage, the histology of the ablated tissue 

samples was analyzed. Figure 4.9 shows the routinely stained sections (1000X 

magnification) of slots cut in the freeze-dried dermis samples with same laser parameters 

(20 pulses/μm & 1.0 μJ) and different repeated lines. The irradiation surface in the 

pictures faces up and the beam spot is around the middle in each picture. No thermal 

damage occurs for the single line ablation, as shown in Fig. 4.9(a). A clear cut to a certain 

depth can be observed in Figs. 4.9 (b) and (c) for multi-line ablation, in which a darkly 

stained lateral layer near the cut is observable. The thickness of the lateral thermal 

damage layer is less than 10 μm for the 100 repeated line ablation. The more repeated 

lines scanned, the larger and the severer (darker) is the thermal damaged zone, because 

the accumulation of irradiation fluence is the key factor for causing thermal damage.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.9. Histological Views of the USP Laser Ablation in the Freeze-dried Dermis with Pulse 
Irradiation Energy 1.0 μJ and Overlap Rate 20 pulses/μm. 

 (a) Single Line Ablation; (b) 50 Repeated Line Ablation and Cut; and (c) 100 Repeated Line 
Ablation and Cut. 
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4.3.4. Freeze-dried Dermis Cut and Stripping 

After parametric study of freeze-dried dermis, thin layer cut and stripping have 

been performed. Figure 4.10 shows the microscopic view (400X magnification) of 

partially successful cut through for a freeze-dried dermis sample with repeated line 

scanning (2.5 μJ pulse energy and 1 pulse/μm pulse overlap rate). The average thickness 

of the original freeze-dried dermis sample is about 0.2 mm. The tissue sample was 

repeatedly line scanned for 300 times and during the experiment, adjustment of the Y-

axis position of the tissue sample was necessary to re-align the deeper un-ablated tissue to 

the laser beam focal position. At the edge of the tissue sample, about 50 μm long scanned 

line has been totally cut through, which is indicated by the solid arrow in Fig. 4.10, since 

the edge area is thinner (about 100 μm). The hollow arrow refers to the ablation area with 

partially cut inside the sample since the total depth is larger than the ablation depth limit. 

As shown in Fig. 4.10, no visible thermal damage was found in the cut edges after 

experiment. Figure 4.11 shows the microscope view of the back side of the partially cut 

of the freeze-dried dermis by repeated line scanning ablation, and discontinuous ablation 

dots can be seen. 

To demonstrate a potential of the USP laser ablation in freeze-dried dermis for 

enhancing the harvest of donor tissues or for preparing grafted tissues for proper 

transplantation and/or therapies, stripping of a thin-layer dermis slide has been performed 

and the results are shown in Fig. 4.12. The original freeze-dried dermis sample was about 

12 mm long, 4 mm wide and 0.5 mm thick. The tissue sample was processed using the 

experimental setup shown in Fig. 4.1(b) by five times repeated area scanning (2 μm apart 
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between successive scanning lines) with pulse irradiation energy 2.5 μJ and pulse overlap 

rate 1 pulse/μm. After the laser processing, the top glass slide was removed and the 

sample was peeled off from the bottom glass slide. The stripped thin-layer dermis in the 

photo of Fig. 4.12(a) sticks to the glass slide, remaining its shape and dimension. The 

stripped thin layer is 12 mm long, 0.6 mm wide and 0.027 mm thick. It could be re-

hydrated in water and peeled off from the glass slide when it is to be used. The removed 

tissue showing in the top of the photo is somewhat distorted and cocked up because of the 

force applied to during the peeling process. The stripping leaves a clear imprint in this 

tissue piece. Figure 4.12(b) is an SEM view of an edge in the stripped freeze-dried dermis 

layer.  

 

Figure 4.10. Freeze-dried Dermis Cut by Repeated Line Scanning Ablation (Solid Arrow: Cut 
Through Area; Hollow arrow: Partially Cut Through Area). 
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Figure 4.11. Back Side Freeze-dried Dermis Cut by Repeated Line Scanning Ablation. 

 

Figure 4.12. Thin-layer Stripping from a Freeze-dried Dermis. 

(a) Photo of the Dermis Sample (Upper Part) and Stripped Layer (Lower Part); Arrows in the 
Sample Show Where the Stripe Comes from, and (b) SEM Image of an Edge of the Stripped Thin 
Layer. 

Because of the strong attenuation of light scattering, there is a depth limit for the 

laser beam to be focused inside the freeze-dried dermis. So the thickness of the stripped 

(a) (b) 
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layer using the present method is limited to about 40 µm for the freeze-dried dermis. 

Several freeze-dried dermis samples have been successfully stripped via the current 

instrument and the thicknesses of the thin layers are listed in Table 4.2. It is seen that the 

stripped dry dermis layers are much thinner than the separated thin layers of wet dermis 

in chapter 3. As compared with the wet dermis thin-layer separation, the present 

instrument for freeze-dried dermis stripping is simpler and more efficient. In particular, 

no specific feeding mechanism or design is needed. 

Table 4.2. Results from Several Freeze-dried Dermis Stripping Tests. 

Sample No. 
Original Thickness of Dermis 

(μm) 
Thickness of the Stripped Thin 

Layer (μm) 

1 460 22.3 ± 8.1 

2 500 26.9 ± 7.7 

3 400 32.5 ± 9.5 

4 380 33.8 ± 9.9 

4.4. Summary 

In this chapter, we have successfully achieved in vitro cut and stripping of freeze-

dried human dermis via the USP laser plasma-mediated ablation. Firstly the parametric 

study of single line surface ablation was conducted to obtain the ablation threshold and 

incubation factor. Results were compared with previous study on wet dermis ablation. It 

is found that the threshold of single pulse ablation for the freeze-dried dermis (8.32±0.37 

J/cm2) is slightly smaller than that of wet dermis (9.65±1.21 J/cm2) due to the light 

absorption of water in wet tissues. The incubation factor of the freeze-dried tissue 
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(0.54±0.01) is bigger than that of the wet dermis. Then the ablation features of multi-line 

surface scanning ablation were investigated. After that, histological examinations were 

performed and no thermal damage was found in the single line ablation results. Even in 

multi-line ablation, thermal damage was insignificant and the lateral damage zone was 

generally within 10 µm in the results for continuously multi-line scanning. Finally the 

stripping of thin dermis layers was demonstrated by the USP laser ablation. The thickness 

of the stripped freeze-dried dermis was in the range of 20 - 40 μm. No severe thermal 

damage like charring existed in the cut and layer stripping results. This project has 

provided a simpler yet effective method that can precisely and non-intrusively process 

soft tissues via the USP laser plasma-mediated ablation with minimized thermal damage. 
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Chapter 5. 

Theoretical Analysis of Thermal Damage 

5.1. Introduction 

From a practical point of view, ultra-short pulse ablation suffers from the problem 

of relatively small amount of ablated tissue per pulse. Attempting to increase the ablation 

rate by increasing pulse fluence is frustrated because of plasma shielding effects. More 

importantly, when ultra-short laser pulses are applied at high repetition rates, residual 

heat remaining in the non-ablated tissue may accumulate and lead to larger zones of 

thermal damage if the laser beam is applied to a single spot or even to laterally scanned 

line during ablation. This excessive heating at high pulse repetition rate as well as 

excessive mechanical stresses generated by each pulse significantly limits the ability of 

USP laser systems. A high repetition rate of the laser pulses can evoke an additional 

increase in temperature if the rate of heat transport is less than the rate of heat generation. 

When multiple pulses are delivered to a single location, both the extent of the thermal 

damage zone and the degree of thermal damage are influenced by heat accumulation 

from previous pulses. The time gap between continuous pulses for higher repetition rate 

is not large enough as compared with the thermal relaxation time. The thermal relaxation 

time is usually defined as the time needed for the temperature drops to 37% of the peak 

temperature. And generally if the time between two consecutive pulses is larger than the 

thermal relaxation time, thermal damage is minimized. However, for cases in which high 

peak temperatures are expected, the temperature value may still be sufficiently large to 
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induce thermal damage after thermal relaxation time has elapsed. For example, assuming 

an initial temperature of 20°C and a laser induced temperature rise to 80°C, the peak 

temperature will be approximately 42.2°C after the thermal relaxation time has elapsed. If 

another laser pulse is applied to the tissue at this point, thermal effects could be severer 

due to the superposition effects.  

A practical USP laser tool must incorporate a pulse train of high pulse repetition 

rate. To anticipate the effect of such high pulse energy, high pulse repetition rate systems, 

the possible interaction between the pulses must be considered. For low repetition rate the 

effect of importance can be material modification by previous pulses. However, for USP 

laser the seed electrons for avalanche are produced by the multi-photon absorption and 

energy deposition are not sensitive to defects and impurities. The single pulse damage 

threshold is controlled by multiphoton ionization and electron avalanche development. It 

depends only on the pulse duration. For fixed pulse duration, the threshold is well defined 

and independent of beam size and repetition rate. An alternative source of decreased 

thresholds is ‘‘incubation’’ of electronic defects with finite absorption. This mechanism 

exhibits repetition rate dependence because of the finite lifetimes of the defects.  

Modeling indicates that the thermal damage to tissue ablation is from material 

modification due to heat accumulation, rather than to incubation of electronic defects. 

Thus, thermal damage can be very important for high repetition rate USP laser ablation. 

The dependence of temperature on repetition rate of the laser pulses was modeled by van 

Gemert and Welch [112]. The significance of the repetition rate becomes evident when 
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the laser beam was focused on the same spot of a human tooth at a repetition rate of 1 

kHz. Although, usually such short pulses do not evoke any thermal effect, radial cracking 

and melting obviously occurred at the surface of the tooth [39]. Roider et al. [113] 

studied the selective damage to absorbing structures with repetitive exposure and pulse 

energies below ablation threshold by a 5 μs pulse laser at 500 Hz. And a thermal model 

was developed and applied to the experiments. Choi et al. [114] in vivo clinically 

investigated the raster scans of pulsed CO2 laser skin irradiation and it is found that 

although the time between pulses was greater than the thermal relaxation time of the skin, 

the peak temperature can reach 400 °C due to pulse stacking. And it is also shown that 

the concept of thermal relaxation time does not adequately provide a measure of time that 

can be used during multiple-pulse irradiation of tissue [115]. Neev et al.  [116] showed 

that the thermal heating by the ultra-short (350 fs) pulse train caused much smaller 

collateral damage and small temperature increase compared with long pulses (1 ns). And 

Feit et al. [117] indicated by calculations that repetition rate of over 1 kHz should not 

result in serious thermal problems in most cases for 0.5 ps ultra-short pulses. Kim et al.  

[118] reported that the ablation threshold decreases with higher repetition rate and larger 

beam size due to heat accumulation and thermal damage can be important for high 

repetition rate ultra-short pulse laser ablation. 

When intense pulses of laser radiation ablate biological tissue by depositing the 

energy in a very narrow layer near surface, the incident laser energy is partitioned into 

several components: part of the pulse energy is reflected by the plasma created during the 

pulse; part is ejected with the vapors during the ablation; part is used to break the bonds 
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in the material; and the rest is for material heating. To study the thermal effects in the 

irradiated tissue, we consider the absorption coefficient 0α , which corresponds to the 

portion of the incident energy transferred to the material heating. If phase transition does 

not occur, an alternation in heat content QΔ  induces a linear change in temperature 

TΔ according to a basic law of thermodynamics 

Q mc TΔ = Δ ,                                              (5.1) 

where m is the mass and c is the specific heat capacity. During the laser-tissue interaction, 

the main cause of the resulting thermal damage is the heat transfer, which includes heat 

conduction, heat convection and heat radiation. Usually, due to the moderate temperature 

achieved in most laser-tissue interactions and the low perfusivity of most tissues, heat 

radiation and convection can be neglected. Heat conduction is the primary mechanism by 

which heat is transferred to unexposed tissue structures. 

The spatial extent of heat transfer is described by the time-dependent thermal 

penetration depth (δ ), and the thermal penetration depth is the distance in which the 

temperature has decreased to 1/e of its peak value and can be obtained by  

4 tδ α=                                                         (5.2) 

where α is the thermal diffusivity defined by 
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k
c

α
ρ

=                                                         (5.3) 

where ρ is the density. The thermal relaxation time is obtained by equating the optical 

penetration depth to the thermal penetration depth, hence 

2

4
dτ
α

=                                                         (5.4) 

where τ is the thermal relaxation time. For laser pulse duration, pt τ< , i.e. for USP lasers, 

heat does not even diffuse to the distance given by the optical penetration depth d . 

Hence, the thermal damage to non-decomposed tissue is negligible. For pt τ> , i.e. for 

long-pulsed lasers, heat can diffuse to a multiple of the optical penetration depth, and 

thermal damage to the tissue adjacent to the decomposed tissue is possible. From the 

thermal relaxation time of water [39], the shortest thermal relaxation time of 

approximately 1 μs occurs at the absorption peak of water near 3μm. It was concluded 

that laser pulse durations 1 sτ μ<  are usually not associated with thermal damage and this 

statement is also referred to as the “1 μs rule”. For real human tissue like dermis, the 

thermal relaxation time may be much larger due to the smaller thermal diffusivity. 

For the heat effect, the first mechanism by which tissue is thermally affected can 

be attributed to conformational changes of molecules. These effects, accompanied by 

bond destruction and membrane alternations, are summarized in the term “hyperthermia" 
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ranging from 42 - 50°C. If hyperthermia lasts for several minutes, a significant 

percentage of tissue will undergo necrosis as described by the Arrhenius relationship [39]. 

A measurable reduction in enzyme activity is observed beyond 50°C, resulting in a 

reduced energy transfer within the cell, immobility of cells. At 60°C, denaturation of 

proteins and collagen occurs, which leads to coagulation of tissue and necrosis of cells. 

At even higher temperatures (>80°C), membrane permeability is drastically increased, 

thereby destroying the otherwise maintained chemical concentrations. At 100°C, water 

molecules contained in most tissues start to vaporize. The large vaporization heat of 

water (2257 kJ/kg) is advantageous since the vapor generated carries away excess heat 

and helps to prevent any further increase in the temperature in adjacent tissue. Only if all 

the water molecules have been vaporized, and the laser exposure is still continuing, does 

the increase in temperature proceed. In excess of 150°C, carbonization occurs, which can 

be seen by the blackening of the tissue and the escaping of smoke. 

In general, the exact temperature for the onset of the cell necrosis is rather 

difficult to determine. As a matter of fact, it was observed that not only the temperature 

achieved but also the temporal duration of this temperature plays a significant role for the 

induction of irreversible damage to the tissue. For the quantitative approximation, we use 

an Arrhenius relationship to quantify the severity of thermal damage [39]: 

0
0

E
R Td A e

dt

Δ
−Ω

=                                                (5.5) 
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where Ω  is the index to quantify the severity of thermal damage; 0A is Arrhenius’ 

constant, 0R is the universal gas constant, EΔ is specific tissue property constant. For skin 

tissue, we assume complete necrosis occurs when Ω =1. By inserting an appropriate 

value of the tissue constants, it is capable to calculate the probable damage degree (°C) as 

a function of time t . Some experimental data for the two parameters 0A and EΔ  can be 

found in literatures, although it is difficult to obtain due to the inhomogeneity of most 

tissues. For skin tissue, 98 13.1 10A s−= ×  and 56.3 10 /E J molΔ = × and the critical 

temperatures for the occurance of cell necrosis is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1. Threshold temperatures for thermal damage as a function of exposure time [119]. 

In this study, the pulse repetition rate is relatively high (usually above 20 kHz) 

and the time gap (2 - 50 μs) between two continuous pulses is less than the thermal 

relaxation time of dermis tissue (56 μs for characteristic length of the focal spot radius). 
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Meanwhile, the pulse overlap rate is usually above 5 pulses/μm and for a given location 

along the scanning path, there are tens of equivalent pulses irradiated on this unit area as 

calculated and a condition where ablation may occur at pulse fluence smaller than that 

required for ablation with a single pulse. So because of this and the fact that the tissue 

may not cool completely between continuous pulses, a cumulative temperature build up 

can take place, resulting in thermal damage of the tissue. 

The study in this chapter is trying to find the analytical formulation between laser 

parameters (pulse energy, repetition rate and pulse overlap rate) and thermal damage 

zone size and give a proper range of laser parameters used for larger material volume 

removal while, at the same time, still confining and minimizing thermal damage and the 

cumulative thermal effects will not be generated. USP laser systems could, therefore, 

become practical tools in many hard and soft tissue applications. 

5.2. Physical Model 

For USP laser line scanning ablation with higher pulse overlap rate, there are 

intensive pulse overlap for a unit focal spot location, and multiple pulses are deposited on 

this unit area and the ablation depth and width increase with the pulse numbers, as 

described in Chapter 3 & 4. Furthermore, the plasma-mediated ablation process is very 

complicated and the laser energy is mainly absorbed by non-linear absorption. Figure 5.2 

shows an ideal 2-D sketch of multiple pulses (three) ablation processing, for the first laser 

pulse, ablation volume No.1 will be generated as a cylinder and the ablation depth and 

width will be increased for the second and third pulses. In this processing, the thermal 
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heating processing is also coupled and the part of laser energy for thermal heating will be 

absorbed along the ablation volume edges. The tissue domain is very large compared 

with the ablation volume and constant temperature may be assumed for the outer tissue 

boundaries, except for the top surface there is convection heat transfer with ambient air. 

So this is a complex 2-D heat conduction problem with non-homogeneous boundary 

condition. In this study, the analytical solution to the 2-D inhomogeneous heat 

conduction equation will be very complicated, so one simplified 1-D physical model was 

established to analyze the thermal effect. 

To simplify the analysis, several assumptions have been made as listed below: (1) 

The plasma-mediated ablation processing is not considered here and the side effects such 

as shock wave, cavitation and jet formation are not considered. It is assumed that there is 

no influence for the boundary conditions of this problem from the electron temperature in 

the ablation process, and only the portion of the incident energy transferred to the 

material heating will be considered as the energy source for thermal damage analysis; (2) 

The lateral directional temperature increase and thermal damage (radius direction) is 

considered only and the vertical direction is not considered since the sample will be 

separated vertically finally; (3) It is assumed that the material is homogeneous and the 

thermophysical properties are independent on temperature, even though thermal and 

optical properties may change during the pulse and for consecutive pulses; (4) It is also 

assumed that there is no phase change for the lateral directional temperature increase. 

In this study, the physical model for the thermal damage analysis is based on 1-D 
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cylindrical coordinate’s heat transfer problem with consecutive laser pulses as the heat 

source. The studied domain is shown in Fig. 5.3 and the analysis is based on a 1-D heat 

transfer problem with a r b≤ ≤ . 

5.3. Initial and Boundary Conditions 

For the initial conditions, since the experiments were conducted in the room 

temperature and the tissue has the same temperature with the room temperature - 20°C, 

the initial temperature difference for the tissue domain with air is zero.  

 

Figure 5.2. 2-D Cylindrical Coordinates Domain Sketch for Multi Pulse Ablation. 
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Figure 5.3. 1-D Cylindrical Coordinates Domain for Thermal Damage Analysis. 

For the boundary condition, we can firstly consider that the convection heat 

transfer for the top surface is negligible here; the boundary condition for the top surface 

is thermal insulation. We can use the effective thermal conductivity and diffusivity when 

considering the convection term for the top surface, and available reference data for the 

effective thermal conductivity can be found for cool human skin tissue or in vivo skin 

tissue with blood perfusion [120, 121]. For the left boundary ( r a= ), since the laser 

pulse will be deposited continuously, there is an instantaneous heat flux for left boundary 

as the pulses are deposited. Meanwhile immediately after the pulse incidence (pulse 

duration), thermal insulation is assumed for the time between two consecutive pulses 

since the ablation volume is so small compared with the whole domain and the heat 

transfer for the left boundary can also be neglected. For the right boundary ( r b= ), the 

temperature (T∞ ) is assumed to be constant as 20°C since the tissue volume is very large 
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compared with the ablation volume.  

5.4. Mathematical Formulation 

Considering the cylindrical ring domain ( a r b≤ ≤ ) in the 1-D model shown in 

Fig. 5.3, the net rate of heat gain by conduction minus rate of heat loss by convection 

equals the rate of energy stored. So the heat diffusion equation can be obtained as: 

1 2
( , ) ( , )( ( )) [ ( , ) ]T r t T r tA dr h T r t T A c V

r r t
ρ∞

∂ ∂ ∂
− − − − = Δ
∂ ∂ ∂

                     (5.6) 

where ( , )T r t is the temperature of the domain with time and space (radius) variables; h is 

the convection heat transfer coefficient with air on the top surface; 1A  is the surface area 

for conduction; 2A  is the surface area for convection on the top surface; VΔ is the 

confined volume considered. And we can have the Eq.(5.6) simplified as: 

2

2

( , ) 1 ( , ) 1 ( , )( )T r t T r t h T r tT T
r r r kd tα∞

∂ ∂ ∂
+ − − =

∂ ∂ ∂
                          (5.7) 

If we define ( , ) ( , )r t T r t Tθ ∞= −  for the temperature difference and firstly consider 

the situation without the heat convection term, Eq. (5.7) becomes: 

2

2

1 1
r r r t
θ θ θ

α
∂ ∂ ∂

+ =
∂ ∂ ∂

                                               (5.8) 
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For the situation with heat convection term, we can use the effective thermal 

diffusivity effα  to simplify the solving processing of the non-homogeneous equation. The 

boundary conditions and initial conditions are described as Eq. (5.9)-(5.11): 

''
1( , )ink q f r t

r
θ∂
= =

∂
, at r a= , t>0                                        (5.9) 

( , ) 0b tθ = , at r = b, t > 0                                           (5.10) 

0θ = , in the domain region a r b≤ ≤ , t = 0                                  (5.11) 

where ''
inq  is the heat flux from laser pulse energy and 1( , )f r t  is the distribution function 

for the heat flux term for thermal heating. 

Since the boundary condition (Eq. (5.9)) is non-homogeneous, different 

methodologies can be used to solve this partial differential equation, such as Duhamel’s 

theory and Green’s function. Duhamel’s theorem provides a convenient approach for 

developing solution to heat conduction problems with time-dependent boundary 

conditions and it is based on superposition principle. Green’s function method is flexible 

and systematic and it can give 2-D and 3-D transient problem solutions by multiplication 

of 1-D cases. Here we used Green’s function since the Green’s functions for pulse 

incidence situation and between two consecutive pulses situation are the same and it is 

convenient for future 2-D problem analysis. We firstly obtain the solution of the Eq. (5.8) 
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with homogeneous boundary conditions Eq. (5.12) to replace Eq. (5.9), and by using 

Green’s function, the solution to the non-homogeneous problem can be obtained. 

0k
r
θ∂
=

∂
, at r a= , t>0                                          (5.12) 

For the homogeneous heat conduction problem in the cylindrical coordinate 

system, by using separation of variables, it can be solved as a space and time-dependent 

functions. And for the time variable, the function is given by 
2
mte αβ− , and for space 

variable, the space-variable function is ( )R r  and listed as Eq. (5.13)-(5.15) [122].  

2
2

2

( ) 1 ( ) ( ) 0m
R r R r R r
r r r

β∂ ∂
+ + =

∂ ∂
                                       (5.13) 

( ) 0R r
r

∂
=

∂
, at r a=                                              (5.14) 

( ) 0R r = , at r = b                                               (5.15) 

Finally, the complete solution ( , )r tθ  can be written as Eq. (5.16): 

2

1
( , ) ( , )mt

m m
m

r t C e R rαβθ β
∞

−

=

=∑                                    (5.16) 
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'1 ' ( , ') ( ')

( )
b

m mr a
m

C r R r F r dr
N

β
β =

= ∫                              (5.17) 

and 

 
2 '2 4 22 2

0 1
'2 2 2 2 2
0 0 1 0

( ) ( )1
( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )

m m m m

m m m m m m

J a J a
N J a J b J a J b

β β β βπ π
β β β β β β

= =
− −         (5.18) 

where mβ are the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions are shown as Eq. (5.19): 

0 0 0 0 0( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m m m m mR r J r Y b J b Y rβ β β β β= −                 (5.19) 

The eigen-values are the positive roots of Eq. (5.20): 

' '
0 0 0 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0m m m mJ a Y b J b Y aβ β β β− =                            (5.20) 

The desired Green’s function is obtained by replacing t by ( )t τ−  in the Eq. (5.16): 

2 ( )
0 0

1

1( , | ', ) ( , ) ( , ')
( )

m t
m m

m m

G r t r e R r R r
N

αβ ττ β β
β

∞
− −

=

= ∑                    (5.21) 

So, finally the solution of the non-homogeneous problem (Eq. (5.8)-(5.11)) is in 
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terms of the above Green’s function as: 

0'

1 ' ' 20 0

( , ) ' ( , | ', ) | ( ', ) '

( , | ', )[ ( ', ) ' ( , | ', )] | [ ' ] | ( )
'

b

r a

t t

r a r b

r t r G r t r F r dr

G r t rf r r G r t r d r f d
k r

τ

τ τ

θ τ τ

α ττ τ τ α τ τ

==

= == =

=

∂
+ −

∂

∫

∫ ∫
                   

(5.22) 

The first term on the right-hand side of the Eq. (5.22) is for the contribution of the 

initial temperature distribution; that is, Green’s function evaluated for 0τ =  is multiplied 

by ( ', )F r τ and integrated for 'r . The second term represents the contribution of the non-

homogeneous term 1( ', )f r τ  for boundary condition of the laser irradiation at r a= ; the 

third term represents the contribution of the non-homogeneous term 2 ( )f τ  for the 

boundary condition on the temperature at r b= . 

So for the first pulse incidence, the temperature increase for the non-

homogeneous problem can be obtained from Eq. (5.22): 

''
1 '0
( , ) [ ' ( , | ', )] |pt

r a inr t r G r t r q d
k τ

αθ τ τ==
= ∫                            (5.23) 

where ( ', ) 0F r τ =  for the initial condition 0θ =  for t =0, and ''
1( ', ) inf r qτ = is the part of 

the laser energy flux for thermal heating; So after obtaining the eigenvalues from Eq. 

(5.20), the temperature increase 1( , )r tθ for different location ( r ) and time ( t ) can be 
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solved after the first pulse incidence by Eq. (5.23).  

Then after the first laser pulse, there is a time gap gt between two consecutive 

pulses before the second pulse so that the first laser pulse energy will be dissipated during 

this period. During this period, the heat conduction problem can be solved using the same 

method and the Green’s function is the same as Eq. (5.21) since the homogeneous 

problem is the same. But for the final temperature increase 2 ( , )r tθ , the initial condition is 

different since there is a temperature increase 1( , )r tθ  after the first incident pulse and 

there is no heat flux for the left boundary. So the final temperature increase after this 

dissipation time can be obtained by the following equation: 

2 0 1'
( , ) ' ( , | ', ) | ( , ) '

b

r a
r t r G r t r r t drτθ τ θ==

= ∫                          (5.24) 

So the temperature increase 2 ( , )r tθ for different location ( r ) and time ( t ) can be 

solved after the first pulse incidence by Eq. (5.24). For the second pulse incidence, we 

can use the same heat flux for the left side boundary for the domain, and the temperature 

increase for the non-homogeneous problem can be obtained from the Green’s function 

and the Green’s function is also the same as previous situation. In the same way, we can 

have temperature increase 3( , )r tθ for different location ( r ) and time ( t ) by Eq. (5.25). 

''
3 0 2 '' 0
( , ) ' ( , | ', ) | ( , ) ' [ ' ( , | ', )] |pb t

r a inr a
r t r G r t r r t dr r G r t r q d

kτ τ

αθ τ θ τ τ= == =
= +∫ ∫   (5.25) 
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For the rest of consecutive pulses, we can obtain the temperature increase 

immediately after the thN laser pulse incidence - 2 1( , )N r tθ −  from Eq. (5.26): 

''
2 1 0 (2 2) '' 0

( , ) ' ( , | ', ) | ( , ) ' [ ' ( , | ', )] |
b t

N N r a inr a
r t r G r t r r t dr r G r t r q d

kτ τ

αθ τ θ τ τ− = − == =
= +∫ ∫

 (5.26) 
 

In the above equation, there are totally (2 2)N −  integration for 'dr  and m 

integration for dτ . This iterative formulation gives the final solution immediately after 

the thN pulse incidence together with ( 1)thN − dissipation time between two consecutive 

pulses. And after the thN pulse incidence, there is a diffusion time and the temperature 

increase is: 

2 0 (2 1)
'

( , ) ' ( , | ', ) | ( , ) '
b

N N
r a

r t r G r t r r t drτθ τ θ= −
=

= ∫                        (5.27) 

So the final problem is to try to find the maximum maxr where 

2 max( , )N criticalr t Tθ > Δ , 0,t a r b> ≤ ≤ , where criticalTΔ is the critical temperature increase 

for thermal damage. 

Meanwhile, the pulse number for a single pulse with pulse energy E  and assume 

the laser energy is approximated by time average for the pulse duration, the energy flux 

for thermal heating ( ''
inq ) by this pulse can  be obtained by Eq. (5.28): 
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'' 0 *
*2 * *in

p r

Eq
t r Z

α
π

=                                              (5.28) 

where  rZ  is the Rayleigh length of the laser beam - the distance along the propagation 

direction of a beam  from the waist to the place where the area of the cross section is 

doubled (
2

r
rZ π
λ

= ). 

So the final formulation for the temperature increase with laser parameters is: 

Find the maximum maxr , where 

2 max 0 (2 1) max
'

( , ) ' ( , | ', ) | ( , ) ' 40
b

m m
r a

r t r G r t r r t drτθ τ θ= −
=

= >∫ , 0,t a r b> ≤ ≤ . 

For different pulse overlap rates used in the experiment, we can have the 

equivalent accumulated pulse number N from Eq. (2.4) for the same focal spot, and we 

can have the laser pulse energy and other information, such as the time gap between 

pulses for the specific repetition rate. Then from the analytical solution, we can get the 

temperature distribution for the whole processing, especially the temperature distribution 

after the total number of accumulated pulses incident on the target area. From the 

temperature increase for all the laser pulse incidence - ( , )final r tθ , we can obtain how 

large is the region where ( , )final criticalr t Tθ ≥ Δ , and this region is defined as the thermal 

damage zone. 
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5.5. Results and Discussion 

5.5.1. Wet Dermis Tissue Sample Ablation 

Firstly and most importantly, the temperature distribution and thermal damage for 

line ablation of human dermis tissue were analyzed. It is assumed that 7% of the total 

pulse energy ( 0 0.07α = ) is the part of energy for thermal heating, which is in the same 

range compared with results from experimental study and numerical modeling [39, 116, 

123]. And the part of laser energy for thermal heating is divided by the fraction of the 

column size of the hollow cylinder to the whole ablation volume area, and we can assume 

the ablation crater diameter is equal to the ablation depth, so we can have 

'' 14 22.36 10 /inq W m= ×  for pulse energy E = 2.5 μJ, 900pt = fs, and 4r = μm). For the 

analytical calculation, initially 0θ =  and at a certain time (1 μs) the laser pulses begin to 

incident. And the pulse duration is 900 fs. The other properties of dermis tissue are listed 

in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Thermal Properties for Dermis Tissue [35]. 

Parameter ρ  k  α  

Values 1125 kg/m3 0.30W/(m*K) 7.21×10-8(m2/s) 

 

From the domain in this study, we have calculated the temperature distribution 

from 4 400m r mμ μ≤ ≤  (a=4 μm is the left boundary and b=400 μm is the right 

boundary). Before the analysis, model verifications with different domain and grid size 
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and time step have been checked to make sure the variation of the results are acceptable. 

For the different pulse overlap rates used for wet human tissue single line ablation, 

the equivalent pulse number can be obtained by Eq. (2.4) and the total time for this N 

pulses deposition is usually in the time scale of 10-4 s, for example, for 0.8 pulses/μm 

pulse overlap rate: the repetition rate f  is 20 kHz, the time gap between two pulses is 50 

μs and the equivalent pulse number is 7. The total time ( totalt ) for this 7 pulses incidence 

is: 47 3.5 10
20 1000totalt s−= = ×
×

; for 2 pulses/μm pulse overlap rate, the repetition rate f  

is 50 kHz, the time gap between two pulses is 20 μs and the equivalent pulse number is 

16. The total time ( totalt ) for the total pulse incidence is: 43.2 10totalt s−= × . For this time 

scale, the critical temperature needed for thermal damage from Fig. 5.1 is at least 75°C, 

so the critical temperature increase should be larger than 55°C. 

Figure 5.4 shows the temperature increase with time for the pulse overlap rates -

0.8 pulse/μm (totally 7 pulses), 2 pulses/μm (totally 16 pulses) and 5 pulse/μm (totally 

45 pulses) for different location. In Fig. 5.4(a), the top curve represents the temperature 

increase for r =4 μm and the lower curves represent r = 5 - 13 μm with 1 μm step 

increase for r . In the same way, Figure 5.4(b) represents the temperature increase for 

r = 4 - 11 μm for the curves from top to bottom. From Fig. 5.4(a) and 5.4(b), we can see 

the temperature increase after the total pulses does not exceed 55°C  for at least 10-4 s, 

so there is no thermal damage zone for these two pulse overlap rates.  
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(c) 

Figure 5.4. Temperature Increase with Time for Different Location( 4 13m r mμ μ≤ ≤ ): 

 (a) 0.8 pulses/μm, (b) 2 pulses/μm, and (c) 5 pulses/μm. 

However, Figure 5.4(c) shows the temperature increase of 5 pulses/μm ( r = 4 - 11 

μm for the curves from top to bottom) for the left region exceeds the critical temperature 

increase - 55°C for over 10-4 s, so there is thermal damage zone for this pulse overlap rate. 

Figure 5.5 plots the temperature increase profile versus different location (radial direction) 

with different pulse overlap rates (0.8 - 20 pulses/μm) and 2.5 μJ pulse energy right after 

all the pulse incidence. And as shown in Fig. 5.5, the temperature increase for the same 

left boundary location becomes larger with the increase of pulse overlap rate since the 

incident pulse number becomes larger, and for higher pulse overlap rate (5-20 pulses/μm), 

the temperature increase is above 100°C or even higher. By selecting the critical 

temperature increase - 55°C, we can obtain the thermal damage zone size as indicated by 
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the red horizontal broken line. Table 5.2 lists the thermal damage zone size for different 

pulse overlap rates and 2.5 μJ pulse energy. As shown in Fig. 5.2, for lower pulse overlap 

rate (0.8 pulse/μm), even for the highest pulse energy, there is no thermal damage zone. 

With higher pulse overlap rates used, the thermal damage zone becomes larger in the 

lateral direction. 

Furthermore, there is convection heat transfer with ambient air from the top 

surface and this will decrease the thermal damage zone. This can be considered with 

effective heat thermal properties. Table 5.3 lists the thermal damage zone size considering 

the convection heat transfer with the ambient air for different pulse overlap rates and 2.5 

μJ pulse energy. Here the effective thermal conductivity effk =0.55 W/(m*K) and the 

effective thermal diffusivity is effα =1.32×10-7(m2/s) [121]. And the thermal damage 

zone size becomes less for the same pulse overlap rates since the convection heat transfer 

with ambient air will dissipate the heating energy from laser pulse and reduce the thermal 

accumulation in the tissue target. 
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Figure 5.5. Temperature Increase along Different Location for Different Pulse Overlap Rates. (2.5 μJ 
Pulse Energy) 

Table 5.2. Thermal Damage Zone for Different Pulse Overlap Rate. (2.5 μJ Pulse Energy) 

Pulse Overlap Rate 
(pulses/μm) 0.8 2 5 10 20 

Thermal Damage Zone 
(μm) 0 0 6 39 58 

 

Table 5.3. Thermal Damage Zone for Different Pulse Overlap Rate with Effective Thermal 
Properties. (2.5 μJ Pulse Energy) 

Pulse Overlap Rate (pulses/μm) 5 10 20 

Thermal Damage Zone 
(μm) 5 31 47 
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5.5.2. Comparison with Experimental Results 

Figure 5.6 shows the comparison thermal damage zone size between analytical 

results and experimental results. The isolated symbols represent the experimental results 

and the continuous curves represent the analytical results without considering convection 

heat transfer term. A good agreement is found between histological view results and 

analytical results for the increasing trend. But the thermal damage zone size from 

analytical result is relatively higher, one possible reason is that in the real experiments the 

absolute temperature in the tissue sample target area may be above 100°C and there is 

water evaporation in this region and this will consume large amount of energy for thermal 

heating and reduce the thermal damage zone. And another reason is the convection heat 

transfer with the ambient air has not been considered yet. If we consider the convection 

heat transfer term by using the effective thermal conductivity and diffusivity, the thermal 

damage zone size as listed in Table 5.3 becomes smaller and closer to the experimental 

results. 
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Figure 5.6. Thermal Damage Zone Size Compared with Experimental Investigations for Different 
Pulse Overlap Rates.  

5.5.3. Key Laser Parameters 

For line scanning ablation, there are many laser parameters that can influence the 

size of thermal damage zone, such as pulse energy ( E ), pulse repetition rate ( f ), stage 

moving speed ( s ), laser beam focal spot size ( r ), absorption coefficient ( 0α ) and pulse 

duration ( pt ). All of them are very important for the thermal damage zone, such as 

absorption coefficient - 0α , it depends not only on material properties, but also on pulse 

duration, laser intensity, and other time dependent beam parameters. It is, therefore, 

difficult to reliably estimate and researchers have used the experimental data to define it 

[39, 116, 123]. Meanwhile, from the thermal damage check and measurement by 

histological view, we can estimate the absorption coefficient through the theoretical 
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analysis in this model. From the comparison of thermal damage zone sizes from 

histological view and theoretical calculation, the absorption coefficient used in the 

analysis is reasonable and can be used for further estimation of thermal damage 

zone.However, for a given laser system already focused, the pulse duration and the focal 

spot size are constant, and there are some key laser parameters that we can choose in real 

experiments, such as E , f and /f s , and they have stronger impact for the thermal 

damage severity and the relationship between these parameters and the thermal damage 

zone size is desired. 

5.5.3.1. Pulse Energy 

The first important parameter for the thermal damage zone size is the pulse 

energy - E  since it determines the total energy for thermal heating during the pulse 

incidence. With higher pulse energy for individual pulse, the portion of energy for 

thermal heating will become larger and the thermal damage will become severer, 

especially for higher pulse overlap rate since the ablation threshold is reduced due to the 

effects of accumulation by previous pulses. So the pulse energy level should be chosen to 

be close to the ablation threshold to ensure the ablation can happen continuously and the 

thermal damage is reduced or even eliminated. As shown in Fig. 5.6, the thermal damage 

zone size increases with the increasing of pulse energy for different pulse overlap rates. 

And for higher pulse overlap rate, the increase of thermal damage zone size is steeper 

since the ablation threshold for higher pulse overlap rate is reduced and the portion of 

pulse energy becomes larger for thermal heating in target in the ablation processing. 
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5.5.3.2. Pulse Overlap Rate 

Differed from pulse repetition rate, pulse overlap rate determines the total pulse 

number for the unit deposited area and it represents the combined effect of pulse overlap 

rate and stage moving speed for line scanning ablation.  

As shown in Fig. 5.4, the more pulses deposited, the higher temperature 

accumulated. And the thermal damage zone becomes very large for extremely high pulse 

overlap rate, such as 20 pulses/μm, and this is also consistent with previous histological 

results for single line and multi line scanning ablation.  

Pulse repetition rate determines the time gap between two consecutive pulses and 

the length of this time gap determines how much heat will be dissipated further rather 

than stored locally. If the pulse repetition rate is small enough, the time gap between 

consecutive pulses is large enough for the energy dissipation from the edge to the inner 

materials, so the temperature increase will have an obvious reduction after the laser pulse 

incidence, such as for 0.8 pulse/μm as shown in Fig.5.4(a), for the first three pulses, the 

temperature drops about 2 - 3°C in the dissipation period; later on when the temperature 

goes higher, the range of the temperature drop also goes up to above 5°C, and this largely 

reduce the temperature increase and shrink the thermal damage zone. However, if the 

pulse repetition rate is high, the time gap between two consecutive pulses is very small 

and there is almost no dissipation for the instantaneous temperature increase on the edge 

between two pulses, as shown in Fig 5.4(c) for 5 pulses/μm, the temperature increase 

very fast as more pulses deposited in the same area, so the thermal damage zone becomes 
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larger. 

5.6. Summary 

In this chapter, an analytical solution based on Green’s function method is 

developed to analyze the temperature distributions and heat effected zones in materials 

irradiated by line scanning. We have theoretically analyzed the relationships between 

thermal effect and laser parameters based on several assumptions and a simplified 1-D 

physical model in cylindrical coordinates was established to solve the non-homogeneous 

heat conduction problem in the thermal heating processing. An analytical formulation 

was given to describe the temperature increase in the studied domain which considers all 

the laser parameters used, and the thermal damage zone criteria was defined by an 

Arrhenius relationship which considers both the achieved temperature and the temporal 

duration of this temperature. 

To compare with real experiment, different temperature profiles and thermal 

damage zone was calculated with different laser parameters for wet dermis line scanning 

ablation. And the thermal damage zone size was also compared with the experimental 

results from histological check in Chapter 3. Both results show that the thermal damage 

can be confined in a small zone about 10 µm with proper pulse energy and overlap rate. 

The significant effect of two key factors - pulse energy and pulse overlap rate were 

specifically discussed with relation to the thermal damage zone by parametric studies. 

This study gives a criteria for how to obtain the relationship between laser parameters 

(pulse energy, repetition rate and pulse overlap rate) and thermal damage zone size for 
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line scanning ablation, and it also provides guidance and proper range of laser parameters 

used for larger material volume removal while, at the same time, still confining and 

minimizing thermal damage. USP laser systems could, therefore, become practical tools 

in many hard and soft tissue applications. 
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Chapter 6. 

Near-field Nano-fabrication Based on Monolayer 

Spherical/Cylindrical Particles 

6.1. Introduction 

Laser, as a monochromatic and coherent light source, has been widely used in 

various areas such as tissue engineering, chemistry and biology, and for broad 

applications, such as optical imaging, laser surgery and laser fabrication. Examples of 

these applications have been introduced in previous chapters - polymer fabrication and 

tissue micro-processing. However, most of the applications are limited to micro scales, 

which results from the optical diffraction limit associated with classic optics. The classic 

optics, however, has the difficulty in confining optical fields to volumes sufficiently 

small for the purposes of characterization and fabrication in nano-scales. The smallest 

volume of a laser beam generated by conventional optics is governed by the optical 

diffraction limit.  

Meanwhile, nanoscience and nano-fabrication of various materials have attracted 

growing scientific and industrial attention in the past decades due to their potentiality and 

applications in communications, biomedicine, chemistry, space exploration, tissue 

engineering and biomedical engineering, such as high-resolution lithography for nano-

devices, nano-biotechnology applications, ultra-sensitive sensors and high-volume data 

storage. Therefore, to deal with structures with features less than 100 nm, fundamental 
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scientific breakthrough is needed if we want to apply technologies to nanoscience and 

nanotechnology. Several technologies have been investigated for nano-fabrication, such 

as the electron-beam lithography and imprint lithography. But for electron-beam 

lithography, it is a serial process and has low sample throughout and high sample cost; 

and for imprint lithography, mold is needed and hard to fabricate. Therefore an 

alternative approach is desired wherein a massive and parallel pattern in nano-scale can 

be achieved with high throughout and low cost. Optical near-field enhancement 

technology is one of the most promising techniques to circumvent the optical diffraction 

limit and produce nano-scale structures on the substrate. The main objective of this 

chapter is to explore the possibility and extend the capability of USP laser technology 

into this rapid developing field. 

6.1.1. Near-field Optics and Intensity Enhancement 

Near-field optics is a branch of optics that considers configurations that depend on 

the passage of light to, from, through, or near an element with subwavelength features 

and the coupling of that light to a second element located a subwavelength distance from 

the first. A strong local optical field is established in the subwavelength region between 

the two objects, usually between nano-particles and substrates. This intensity 

enhancement is mainly due to the scattering and near-field effects by the nano-particles 

when the light travels through the particles and reaches the substrates. 

Due to the intensity field enhancement in the near-field region, the optical power 

on the substrate surface can exceed the ablation threshold of the substrate material and 
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nano features can be generated. And this would lower the ablation threshold of the 

substrate material with direct irradiation and the feature size fabricated by this technique 

can be smaller than the half size of the incident light wavelength. As an evanescent wave, 

the optical field from near-field optics exhibits exponential decay with distance along the 

optical propagation direction. Due to their rapid decay, they are of importance only close 

to the interface. 

6.1.2. Approaches to Achieve Near-field Intensity Enhancement 

Different approaches and techniques to achieve near-field enhancement 

techniques have been reported, such as near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) 

patterning technique, laser-assisted atomic force microscopy/scanning tunneling 

microscopy (AFM/STM)-tip patterning technique, nanolithography and nano particle-

assisted near-field technique. In NSOM and AFM/STM systems, near-field enhancement 

can be achieved from an aperture or an apertureless metallic tip by creating a localized 

optical field in nano-scale at the tip apex. A strong local optical field is established 

between the sample surface and the sharp tip when the surface-to-tip gap is a few 

nanometers. Structures with dimensions below the minimal resolvable feature size of half 

a wavelength of the light were produced underneath the tip. However, this kind of near-

field technique is difficult to control the sophisticated hardware systems used in these 

systems and the throughput is limited and has rarely been used in an industrial setting. 

Nanolithography needs a nanometer-scale circular- or square-shaped aperture as the mask, 

and suffers from extremely low light transmission.  
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Instead of tips, nano-particles can be used for creating nano-structures by utilizing 

the intensity enhancement in the near-field region. When the laser beam is incident on the 

top surface of particles, there is a field enhancement around the particles. This optical 

field enhancement by nano-particles can be explained by Rayleigh and Mie scattering 

theories. Such optical enhancement can lead to ablation of the substrate materials for 

nano-scale surface patterning. By using nano-particles, the diffraction limit of light has 

been circumvented and nano-features can be created on different substrate materials. In 

addition, this method is simple and is capable for massively parallel nano-fabrication on 

the surface. 

6.1.3. Literature Review  

For near-field enhancement techniques, the study by Grigoropoulos et al. [124] 

performed NSOM surface nano-structuring with minimum lateral dimension of ~10 nm 

and various complex nano patterns; Yi et al. [125] used laser-assisted STM to fabricate 

nano-scale dots and lines with high electrical conductivity on p-type silicon substrate 

with 30 nm dimension; Hong et al. [126] reported laser nano-fabrication with the 

combination of AFM, NSOM and transparent particles mask with feature size down to 

~20 nm; Murphy-DuBay et al. [127] demonstrated experimental results of NSOM field 

enhancement using bowtie shape ridge antenna apertures for nanometer size structures 

manufacturing; Srituravanich et al. [128] demonstrated high-density nanolithography by 

utilizing surface plasmons and generated 90 nm dot array patterns with 365 nm 

wavelength light source. 
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For nano-particle assisted near-field fabrication technique, Heltzel et al. [129] 

reported micro-sphere based near-field nanofabrication with femtosecond laser irradiation 

with 300 nm and 250 nm for the feature diameters and depths, respectively. Huang et al. 

[130] both experimentally and theoretically studied the near-field effects of monodisperse 

silica and polystyrene spheres on Aluminum substrate using 248 nm and 23ns laser light 

with different particle size and laser fluence. Sakai et al. [131] reported dielectric 

particles sized mounted on glass surface by femtosecond laser pulses to produce 84 - 170 

nm nano-hole overcome the diffraction limit. Munzer et al. [132] showed the results of 

utilizing small particles to produce holes on silicon and glass surfaces with femtosecond 

(100 fs) and nanosecond (8 ns) laser pulses; Guo et al. [133] demonstrated laser parallel 

writing of different profiled nano features on a 20-nm-thick eutectic Sb70Te30 film coated 

on a polycarbonate substrate with multiangle scanning of laser irradiation. Li et al. [134] 

obtained 90 nm diameter of cavity by laser nano-imprinting with 0.16 μm silica particles. 

Above all, the existing spherical particle based technique is usually a single-angle 

(normal to the sample surface) processing technique. And parallel continuous nano 

features, such as nano lines on substrates have not been demonstrated yet.  

6.1.4. Objectives 

The purpose of this project is trying to develop an effective, precise nano particle 

assisted nano-fabrication method by near field enhancement. By the alignment of the 

nano particles, we can further demonstrate parallel fabrication of nano line which is a 

very attractive and promising method for large volume nano-fabrication. The specific 

aims of this project include: (1) Design and build of a high-precision laser near-field 
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nano-fabrication set up; (2) Develop a cylindrical nano particle assisted near-field nano-

fabrication technique on different substrate materials; (3) Analyze both with simulation 

model and experiment to study the mechanism (field intensity distribution) and influence 

of laser conditions and particle size for the nano feature fabrication, and optimize the 

fabrication process; (4) Establish a parallel large volume nano feature fabrication 

technique by using alignment and array of particles deposition method and laser scanning 

method. 

The successful completion of the project provides an effective method for nano 

line fabrication, in particular for parallel large volume fabrication. And it will also 

provide a clear understanding of the physical basis to achieve more efficient and precise 

laser nano-fabrication with nano particles. This near-field laser fabrication technique has 

the following advantages: (1) It is simple and clean, with very straightforward and simple 

set up. Only a lens and a scanning stage are needed. (2) It can ensure precise surface 

processing with limited heat affected zone with the USP laser; (3) It is low cost and 

efficient for parallel large volume fabrication for industrial applications; (4) It can 

generate nano line pattern with controlled or even user-defined pattern; (5) It is material-

independence due to the USP laser ablation mechanism; 
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6.2. Experiment 

6.2.1. Experiment Set up and Design 

In this study, a Tsunami mode-locked Ti:sapphire USP laser from Spectra-Physics 

(Fig. 6.1) was used as the laser source. It is pumped by a Millennia Vs J diode-pumped 

CW visible laser. The wavelength turning range for the Ti:sapphire laser is 710 - 980 nm 

and the repetition rate is 80 MHz. Its average power is to 800 mW at 790 nm wavelength. 

And the pulse duration can push to 80 fs. The optical delivery and alignment system is 

simple. An objective lens with short focal length (5 mm) is needed to focus the laser 

beam to be less than 10 µm (from Eq. (1.1)) for the focal spot diameter so that the energy 

flux in the focal spot is strong enough for the experiment. A high-precision translation 

stages is needed for the sample position control and laser scanning. So the experimental 

set up is same as the set up for the USP line scanning ablation of tissue sample, as shown 

in Fig. 3.1(a). 

Since the focal plane position is very critical to the near-field enhancement and 

the fabrication, the enhancement factors for different relative locations towards the 

particles are different. So by changing the focal plane position towards the particles, we 

can study the enhancement factor by measuring the fabricated features and give a relation 

between the focal plane position and the fabricated nano feature dimensions.  

Furthermore, the nano particles should be scanned by the laser beam to generate 

nano line feature, so the high-precision translation stage should have high resolution of 
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around 10 nm and a good stage movement control system is also important for 

continuous nano feature generation. Nano line near-field fabrication is different with 

nano-hole fabrication with spherical particles since the length of the nano rod may be 

larger than the focal spot size and the laser beam should scan along the cylindrical 

particles to fabricate continuous lines.  

 

Figure 6.1.  Ti:Sapphire Femtosecond Laser System. 

6.2.2. Particle Sample & Deposition Method 

Firstly nano-hole fabrication demonstration was conducted by using spherical 

particles. The spherical particles used in this study are silica particles with 0.54 µm 

diameter and 1.43-1.46 index of refraction (Bangs Lab). The deposition of nano particle 

is the first step for the near-field nano-fabrication. For monolayer spherical nano particles 

deposition, different methods and techniques have been tried, such as spinning and 

evaporation method [130, 135, 136]. One simple method is to use the self-assembly 

characterization of the spherical particles with tilt angle on a hot plate. For this method, a 

simple chamber consisting of a hot plate (30°C - 35°C) and a glass cover was used to 
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control the temperature and humidity for the evaporation processing. As shown in Fig. 

6.2(a), the sample substrate was placed on the hot plate and covered by the glass cover. 

The chamber was tilted with an angle of 7°. The glass cover provided a relatively good 

thermal stability as well as protected the surface from the external air flow, which could 

disturb the self arrangement. The substrate materials used include PDMS and silicon in 

this study. A few drops of 0.05% colloids of silica spheres were applied onto the silicon 

or PDMS substrate. The monolayer silica spherical particles deposition has been 

developed very well and large area of monolayer deposition on silicon and PDMS can be 

achieved so far for further fabrication. Figure 6.2(b) shows the microscope view of 

monolayer silica spherical particle on silicon substrate. The monolayer particles can 

aggregate with each other and can be aligned very well with hexagon shape, as shown in 

Fig. 6.2(c). 

For nano line fabrication, cylindrical particles were used, such as Carbon Nano-

Tube (CNT) or silica fiber rod. And the substrate materials used include PDMS and 

silicon. It is important to investigate the laser nano line processing with a single isolated 

cylindrical particle on the substrate at first. So for single cylindrical CNT particle 

deposition, we used the same method (Fig. 6.2(a)) as spherical silica particles to obtain 

single isolated cylindrical particle deposition on substrates.  For single cylindrical silica 

fiber particle, a simple bond method was used with tape on both ends and ethanol was 

used to help the attachment of the tiny silica fiber rod on the substrates. 

For large area multiple nano line fabrication, a particle deposition method to 
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obtain monolayer cylindrical particles on the substrate is needed. Here the deposition is 

different with spherical particles because self-assembly is not suitable for cylindrical 

particle alignment. There are different ways to align the particles. One simple way is to 

add an electrical field during the evaporation processing so that the cylindrical particles 

will be aligned with the same angle due to the electrical field force, as demonstrated by 

Park et al. [137] for the alignment of single wall CNT along the applied electric field.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.2. (a) Set Up of Monolayer Spherical Nano Particle Deposition; (b) Microscope View of 
Monolayer Silica Spherical Particle on Silicon Substrate (0.05% DI Water Suspension, 200x); (c) 
SEM Image of Monolayer Deposited Spherical Particles on Substrate. 

Multi layer Mono layer 
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Furthermore, Bangar et al. [138] and Nocke et al. [139] demonstrated the 

dielectrophoretic alignment method for the alignment of Ppy nanowire and polymer 

compounds, respectively. Yan et al. [140] successfully fabricated silica nanowire arrays 

through a self-supplied vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism by a sandwich-like structure 

and gas-flow. In this study, we consider the electric field method for the alignment of 

cylindrical particles since it is simple and low cost, and only an AC power supply and 

two electrodes are needed to provide the electric field. 

6.2.3. Experimental Results and Discussion 

Firstly, we have demonstrated the nano-hole fabrication results with spherical 

particles on the substrates. After the monolayer deposition of the spherical silica particles, 

we used the Ti:sapphire USP laser to irradiate the particles on the substrate with area 

scanning. The laser parameters used include 810 nm wavelength, 100 fs pulse width and 

10 nJ pulse energy. The focus lens has focal length of 5 mm and the diffraction limit spot 

size is 9.4 μm. The laser beam was focused on the top surface of the spherical particles. 

We used multiple line scanning ablations with 3 μm space between two lines to form an 

area scan so that the target area with monolayer particle deposition can be irradiated. The 

stage moving speed is 5 mm/s and the whole area was scanned only once. 

After irradiation the samples were put in ultra-sonic bath for 30 minutes to 

remove the remaining particles, and put on hot plate to dry for 10 minutes and then the 

samples were checked for the substrate morphology with SEM. The nano-holes can be 

observed on PDMS substrate and silicon substrate, as shown in Fig. 6.3(a) & (b) 
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respectively. And as shown in Fig. 6.3(b), the nano-hole array is in the same hexagon 

shape as the deposited spherical particles before the irradiation. The size of the nano-

holes are about 268 nm which is about half of the diameter of the spherical particle. 

For nano-line fabrication, we firstly used multi-wall CNT as the cylindrical 

particle, and the diameter of the CNT is about 110 - 170 nm and the length is about 5 - 9 

µm. Firstly, we tried to use the same method as spherical silica particles to obtain single 

isolated cylindrical particle deposition on substrates. The isolated CNT particles were 

randomly distributed on a specific area of the silicon substrate and monolayer particles 

can be seen on the silicon substrate, as shown in Fig 6.4(a). 

The monolayer CNT particle deposited area has been irradiated with Ti:sapphire 

laser at 810 nm wavelength with area scanning (5 mm/s stage moving speed). Before the 

experiment, the silicon substrate was adjusted so that it is perpendicular to the laser beam. 

The particles on the substrates were put in the focus position and during the experiment, 

occasional white sparking can be seen when the laser was scanning in the CNT 

deposition area because of burning of the CNT particles in ambient air. The target area 

with monolayer particle deposition was irradiated by area scanning with 3 μm space 

between two lines. After irradiation, the samples were cleaned with ultra sonic bath for 

one and half hours. Then the substrate surfaces were checked by SEM. As shown in Fig. 

6.4(b), we did observe the nano line segment feature on the silicon substrate after 

irradiation. But the repeatability of the experiment is not good for this nano line results. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.3.  (a) PDMS Substrate with Nano Holes after Irradiation; (b) Silicon Substrate with Nano 
Holes after Irradiation and Particle Removal. 

Because of the burning of the CNT particles, another cylindrical particle - silica 

fiber nano rod has been used for nano line fabrication. The silica fiber nano rod can be 

fabricated by pulling the optical fiber core together with oxy-hydrogen flame (2400 K) 

heating beneath the fiber after removing the cladding of the fiber. Usually the stretched 

fiber rod diameter reduced to several hundred of nanometers. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.4. (a) CNT on Silicon Substrate; (b) Nano Line Feature on Silicon Substrate. 

The first step desired is to demonstrate the feasibility of nano line fabrication with 

a single isolated cylindrical particle on the substrate. At first, a single silica nano rod with 

1 - 5 mm length and less than 1 μm diameter was successfully deposited on the silicon 
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substrate, as shown in Fig. 6.5. Then the silica nano rod was irradiated with femtosecond 

laser pulses with multi-line scanning. The scanning lines were perpendicular to the 

outstretched direction of the rod to ensure part of the rod length was covered during the 

area scanning and there is 50 um space between two lines and the stage moving speed 

was 5 mm/s. The focus position was on the nano rod as well. After experiments, we 

removed the nano rod and checked the substrate underneath the rod for the scanned area 

underneath the nano rod. Since we have marked the area around the fib tip so that we can 

know the line ablation trace and by tracking the scanning lines we can know where the 

scanned fiber covered area is and check whether there is any ablation feature, such as line 

segments. So far, we have not succeeded to achieve nano line segment feature by using 

this method. 

There are several possible reasons. The first one is that the laser irradiation 

direction is not scanning along the cylindrical particle outstretched direction. To better 

demonstrate the feasibility of nano line fabrication by using single cylindrical particle on 

the substrate. Precise control may be needed to let the laser focal spot follow the nano rod 

outstretched direction and a full length scanning is a better way to generate the nano line 

features; Secondly, the laser focus position is critical for the enhancement factor and the 

current experimental set up (lens and stage) is not accurate enough for the focus position 

control and measurement, especially when the laser beam is scanning over the rod; 

Finally, the laser energy level is a low (10 nJ pulse energy). Using higher pulse energy 

can enhance the possibility of exceeding the ablation threshold although the enhancement 

of laser intensity has reduced the ablation threshold. 
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After the demonstration of nano line fabrication with single cylindrical particle on 

substrate, we can further study the influence of various laser parameters and conditions 

for nano line fabrication. This includes laser beam focus position, cylindrical particle size, 

laser wavelength and laser fluence. We can check the differences for the fabricated nano 

line features including different line widths and depths to get the relationship between the 

laser parameters and the nano features, respectively.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.5. (a) Silica Nano Rod on Silicon Substrate (260 nm diameter); (b) Another Silica Nano Rod 
on Silicon Substrate (500 nm diameter). 
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(a) Laser beam focus position 

With different laser beam focusing position, the enhancement factor in the near-

field region is different as demonstrated for single silica micro-sphere particle on 

substrate by Cai et al. [141]. So for cylindrical particle, the shift of laser beam position 

laterally or axially will also induce the enhancement factor change in the near-field 

region and the fabricated feature (line width and depth) will also be changed. 

And the laser beam irradiation angle is also important to the fabrication process. 

There are two possible angles: perpendicular to the substrate (90º) or parallel to the 

substrate. It is desirable to investigate the impact of the irradiation angle for the 

fabrication for future experiment. 

(b) Cylindrical particle size 

Since the cylindrical particle size fabricated can vary from 100 nm to 1 μm or 

even larger, the influence of cylindrical particle size on the nano feature fabricated can be 

studied by using different particle size. As demonstrated by Huang et al. [130], Sakai et 

al. [131] and Zhou et al. [142], the intensity distribution in the near-field region with 

different particle sizes is different by calculation and experiment for spherical particles. 

(c) Laser wavelength and pulse duration 
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Like the particle size, the laser wavelength can be adjusted to study the relation 

between the enhancement factor and the wavelength. The Ti:sapphire laser wavelength 

range is 710 - 980 nm. Besides, the pulse duration can be also adjusted (50 - 80 fs), these 

different conditions can be summarized for the influence of the near-field fabrication.  

(d) Laser fluence 

The pulse energy can not be adjusted for the current laser system. But with 

additional amplifier or attenuator later, the effect of laser fluence for the nano line feature 

can be also studied. 

(e) Substrate materials 

Two kinds of substrate materials will be used for the fabrication - polymer 

(PDMS) and silicon. PDMS is one of the common materials for the fabrication of micro-

fluidic system and its property is stable and PDMS will be the primary material for the 

nano-fabrication study. 

After these parametrical studies for the nano fabrication, we can demonstrate the 

feasibility of parallel large volume fabrication of continuous nano line features. With 

good alignment of cylindrical particles, we can demonstrate parallel large area nano line 

fabrication on substrates with designed pattern.  
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6.3. Simulation 

6.3.1. Introduction 

Meanwhile, it is desired to know the optical field distribution in the near-field 

region along the light propagation direction to optimize the experimental conditions 

under which the enhancement can be maximized or the smallest nanostructures could be 

achieved.  

For the near-field enhancement calculation and simulation, different algorithms, 

including the Finite-Different-Time-Domain (FDTD) method, the Discrete Dipole 

Approximation (DDA) method, the Multiple Multipole (MMP) method, the Finite 

Element method (FEM), and the Modified Long Wavelength Approximation (MLWA) 

method, have been developed to calculate the field distribution underneath the tip or 

around nano particles when illuminated by lasers. 

Yi et al. [125] conducted numerical simulations based upon the FDTD algorithm 

to study the spatial distribution of the enhanced optical field underneath the tip and the 

results show that the optical field can be more strongly enhanced with silicon substrate. 

Chimmalgi et al. [143] also used FDTD method to obtain the electric field intensity 

distribution underneath the tip and the simulation results confirmed the high spatial 

resolution observed experimentally and suggest that the enhanced electric field under the 

tip is the main mechanism for the nano-fabrication results. Bohn et al. [144] investigated 

the near field of an apertureless NSOM with the Multiple Multipole method to obtain 
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optical fields underneath the tip, and they found that if a certain geometric condition is 

satisfied, an enhancement factor of 250 can be achieved. Cai et al. [141] presented near 

field calculation using a generalized Lorentz-Mie scattering method and demonstrated 

that the consistence of local field enhancement between experimental results and 

numerical modeling. Micic et al. [145] studied the electric field distribution of an AFM 

tip using finite element method and found that the field enhancement changes only a 

factor of 2 when the nano-particle size changes from 10 to 80 nm and the laser beam 

propagation orientation angle is important to the field intensity enhancement.  

Because of the presence of the substrate, the problem of calculating the 

electromagnetic field scattered for particle on substrate is not a simple one as isolated 

particles. Several theoretical approaches and simulation methods have been developed to 

solve this scattering problem, each one corresponding to a particular set of conditions 

affecting the problem. The simplest system, in which the microstructure is much smaller 

than the wavelength, can be modeled by a dipole. This approach is valid when the field 

with the particle is nearly constant and the particle is not too close to the interface. As the 

particle-substrate separation decreases, the dipole model begins to fail because higher 

order multi-poles become significant through particle-substrate interaction. Most simple 

models assume that the dipole is illuminated by the superposition of the direct and 

reflected plane waves. The total scattered field from the dipole is the superposition of the 

direct and image scattered fields. [146] 

Initially researchers have considered particles whose shape conforms to regular 
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geometries such as a sphere, cylinder and spheroid. The Mie theory provides the exact 

analytical description of the behavior of the electric field surrounding isolated spherical 

nano-particles but is unfortunately strictly limited to the spherical geometry. It cannot be 

employed to irregularly shaped structures that are arbitrarily positioned in space. The 

analysis of such geometries requires numerical methods to solve Maxwell’s equation in 

the computational domain via iterative procedures. Nahm and Wolfe [147] used a double 

interaction model to calculate the scattering by a sphere over a perfectly conducting 

mirror. In this model, the sphere is illuminated by the beam both directly and after 

specular reflection from the surface. Some researchers reduce the problem of light 

scattering by a sphere on a substrate to the problems of scattering by a sphere in a 

homogeneous medium and of the reflection of spherical waves by the substrate. They 

solve the first by using the Mie theory, whereas for the second one they use an extension 

of Weyl’s method to calculate the reflection of dipole radiation by a flat surface. Videen 

expanded the interaction field about the image location to solve the scatter from a sphere 

in front of and behind a smooth arbitrary substrate [148], and later provided an exact 

theory for an arbitrary particle system in front of and behind a perfectly conducting 

substrate [149]. For non-perfectly conducting substrates, some numerical method or 

simplifying assumption must be used. Borghi et al. [150] presented a method for treating 

the two-dimensional scattering of a plane wave as an arbitrary configuration of perfectly 

conducting circular cylinders in front of a plane surface with general reflection properties.  

Much research on the problem of the scattering by substrates has been formulated 

in terms of exact integral equations for the electromagnetic fields that are solved by 
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standard numerical methods [146]. It should be stressed that the formulation is exact in 

the sense that no additional physical assumptions or approximations are needed. Integral 

equations are derived from integral theorems that combine differential Maxell equations 

and appropriate boundary conditions. One of the methods most widely used is the 

extinction theorem (ET) of physical optics [151, 152] which produces a surface integral 

equation relating both the incident field to the sources on the surface, and these to the 

scattered fields. Although the ET method was initially used to calculate the scattering by 

random rough surfaces, different authors have extended it to calculate the near-field 

scattering by small metallic particles on flat conducting substrates. The exact character of 

the formulation takes into account multiple interactions between particle and substrate. 

This improvement allows numerical simulation of the scattering from systems composed 

of surfaces belonging to separated bodies of arbitrary shape and with different optical 

properties.  

Many other approaches to the problem of scattering from particles on surfaces can 

be found in the literature. One simple approach among them is the ray-tracing solution. 

From a geometrical viewpoint, a plane wave incident on a metallic objects is a beam of 

parallel rays of uniform density that is reflected by the sphere-substrate system. The 

scattered field is obtained as the coherent sum of the group of rays emerging from the 

surface with a common angle.  
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6.3.2. Mathematical Formulation 

The problem of electromagnetic analysis on a macroscopic level is the problem of 

solving Maxwell’s equations subject to certain boundary conditions. Maxwell’s equations 

are a set of equations, written in differential or integral form, stating the relationships 

between the fundamental electromagnetic quantities. These quantities are the electric 

field intensity
^
E , the electric displacement or electric flux density

^
D , the magnetic field 

intensity
^

H , the magnetic flux density
^
B , the current density J and the electric charge 

density ρ . 

The equations can be formulated in differential or integral form. The differential 

forms are presented here, because it leads to differential equations that the finite element 

method can handle. For general time-varying fields, Maxwell’s equations can be written 

as 

 
^

^ DH J
t

∂
∇× = +

∂
 (6.1) 

 
^

^ BE
t

∂
∇× = −

∂
 (6.2) 

 
^
D ρ∇⋅ =  (6.3) 

 
^

0B∇⋅ =  (6.4) 

The first two equations are also referred to as Maxwell-Ampère’s law and 

Faraday’s law, respectively. Equation three and four are two forms of Gauss’ law, the 
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electric and magnetic form, respectively. Another fundamental equation is the equation of 

continuity, which can be written as 

 
t

J
∂
∂

−=⋅∇
ρ  (6.5) 

Out of the five equations mentioned, only three are independent. The first two 

combined with either the electric form of Gauss’ law or the equation of continuity form 

such an independent system. 

For dielectric and isotropic media, ρ =0, J =0, and the two constitutive 

relationships are as follows: 

^ ^
D Eε=   and   

^ ^
B Hμ=                                              (6.6) 

where 0rε ε ε=  and 0rμ μ μ= , 0ε and 0μ are the permittivity and permeability of vacuum 

as well as rε and rμ are the material’s relative permittivity and relative permeability 

respectively. 

The equation only of 
^
E can be obtained after taking the curl operation to Eq. (6.2) 

^ ^
( ) ( ) 0E B

t
∂

∇× ∇× + ∇× =
∂

                                       (6.7) 
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Thus, using the vector operation and Eqs. (6.1), (6.3) and (6.6), we obtain the 

wave equation of  

^
^

2 EE
t

με ∂∇ =
∂

                                                    (6.8) 

We set the function 
^
E  has harmonic solution 

^
j tE E e ω

−

=                                                         (6.9) 

With Eq. (6.6), we can derive the equation for E
−

 as follows: 

2^
2

2 0E EE
t t

μσ με
− −

∂ ∂
∇ − − =

∂ ∂
                                      (6.10) 

where σ  is the electrical conductivity. We can transfer the above equation to the form of 

a time-harmonic wave by setting 0( , ) ( ) i tE r t E r e ω
− − − −

= . The coupled set of Maxwell’s 

equations can be reduced to a simple form: 

2 21 0cE Eω ε
μ

− −

∇ + =                                            (6.11) 

where we have introduced the complex permittivity 0( / )c rciε ε σ ω ε ε= − =  and 

2 /cω π λ= ; and c  is the speed of light in the medium and λ  is the light wavelength. 

Here, the complex index of refraction, m n ik= − , is conveniently introduced for the 

treatment of wave propagation; n  is the real part of the refractive index and represents a 
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spatial phase change of the electromagnetic wave; k  is the imaginary part of the 

refractive index (absorption index) and stands for a spatial damping on the 

electromagnetic wave. The relationship between rcε  and m  is expressed by  

2 2 2 2rc m n k i nkε = = − −                                     (6.12) 

6.3.3. Interface and Boundary Conditions 

To get a full description of an electromagnetic problem, we also need to specify 

boundary conditions at material interfaces and physical boundaries. A valid solution to 

the field equations will automatically result in these conditions being satisfied. For no 

surface current present at interfaces between two media, the boundary conditions can be 

expressed mathematically as 

 0)( 212 =−× EEn  (6.13) 

 0)( 212 =−⋅ HHn  (6.14) 

where 2n  is the outward normal from medium 2. In fact, the exact condition formulas are 

dependent on which field you are going to solve. 

One of the great challenges in finite element modeling is how to treat open 

boundaries in radiation problems. The COMSOL Module offers two closely related types 

of absorbing boundary conditions, the scattering boundary condition and the matched 

boundary condition. The former is perfectly absorbing for a plane wave, whereas the 
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latter is perfectly absorbing for guided modes, provided that the correct value of the 

propagation constant is supplied. However, in many scattering and antenna modeling 

problems, it is hard to describe the incident radiation as a plane wave with a well known 

direction of propagation. In such situations, we can consider the use of perfectly matched 

layers (PML). A PML is strictly speaking not a boundary condition but an additional 

domain that absorbs the incident radiation without producing reflections. It provides good 

performance for a wide range of incidence angles and is not very sensitive to the shape of 

the wave fronts. The PML formulation can be deduced from Maxwell’s equations by 

introducing a complex-valued coordinate transformation under the additional requirement 

that the wave impedance should remain unaffected  

For the boundary conditions in this simulation, PML is introduced in the domain 

representing absorbing layers. In the corners the PMLs absorb the waves in both the x 

and y directions; on the sides, only the waves propagating in x direction are absorbed and 

on the top and bottom the waves propagating in the y direction are absorbed. Using the 

absorbing boundary condition at the outer boundaries of the PML regions improves the 

efficiency of the PMLs. As a result, use the scattering boundary condition on all outer 

boundaries. Continuity boundary conditions are used for the particle/substrate interface. 

The incident electric field is used to specify the incident laser beam with a Gaussian 

distribution and is defined as )/exp(* 22
0 ryE − , where E0 is the maximum value and r  is 

the focused beam radius. 
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6.3.4. Simulation Method 

The involved near-field can be described by Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory. 

As described in the previous literature review, a variety of numerical methods were 

considered for modeling the near-field enhancement effect. The FDTD method is 

frequently used to simulate all wave effects including propagation, scattering, diffraction, 

reflection and polarization. It also can be used to model material anisotropy, dispersion, 

and nonlinearities. In comparison, this approach includes the electromagnetic field effects 

on nano-particles by considering the optical penetration to the metal surfaces which will 

affect all the wave properties such as near field, far field, scattering and diffraction. The 

FDTD method solves the time-dependent Maxwell’s equations to calculate 

electromagnetic scattering in both time and space domain. Maxwell’s equations contain 

space and time derivatives of electric and magnetic fields. These derivatives are 

approximated by a finite difference scheme and discretized in both space and time 

domains. This method is popular because of its conceptual simplicity and ease of 

implementation. But it has drawbacks, such as the staircase approximation in the 

treatment of irregular configurations, the time consuming for stationary solutions and the 

large memory requirement.  

FEM is another numerical method to solve the time-domain Maxwell’s equations. 

As compared with the FDTD method, FEM has advantages in the near-field simulations, 

such as meshing method for complicated geometric shapes, controllable for mesh size for 

different sites, and the memory usage is saved and shorter running time. So we adopt the 

FEM to solve the Maxwell’s equations for the propagation of electromagnetic field and 
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the radiation energy transport in the domain system. 

In order to provide guidance for the experiment and understand the mechanism, 

studies over a broad range of laser parameters, particle sizes and materials have been 

conducted. The electric field in the near-field region between the particle and the 

substrate will be obtained and compared for different cases. 

6.3.5. Simulation Models 

We will focus on the simulation of cylindrical particles on substrate to study the 

near-field enhancement with different laser parameters and conditions. For the field 

enhancement by cylindrical particles, the conditions include the particle material, the 

laser beam properties (wavelength, pulse duration, pulse energy and incident angle) and 

the substrate materials (polymer or silicon). And by simulation we can firstly optimize 

the experimental conditions under which the enhancement can be maximized or the 

smallest nanostructures could be achieved. And then we can also compare the 

experimental results with the simulation results for further reference and fabrication 

process. 

The simulations were carried out with the commercial software package 

COMSOL, which is a powerful interface environment for modeling and solving all kinds 

of scientific and engineering problems based on partial differential equations. The partial 

differential equations are solved by using FEM. An important strength of COMSOL is 

the adaptive mesh and can refine the region of special interest, while FDTD method uses 
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equally space meshes. This adaptive mesh functionality makes the computation much 

more efficient and reduces the processing time. 

Because of the huge computational resources required for the 3D simulation of 

spherical particles on substrate, a 2D model is considered since the cylindrical particle is 

located on the same plane as the substrate. Fig. 6.6(a) shows the 2D model domain for the 

cylindrical particle on the substrate.  

In the model, the in-plane TE wave is propagating from left to right through air. 

As shown in Fig. 6.6(a), the smaller circle indicates the cylindrical particle and the larger 

circle surrounding the particle is a defined interested region for finer mesh purpose. The 

rectangle region on the right of the circle is the PDMS substrate sub-domain. The initial 

domain size is totally 7.2 μm by 6.0 μm. The thickness of the substrate is constant (3.0 

µm), and the PDMS domain is 3.0 μm thick and 4.8 μm wide. The center of the 

cylindrical particle is fixed in position (0.5, 0). The distance from the left wave incident 

boundary to the center of the particle is constant (2.7 µm). The complex refraction index 

of the silica particle the PDMS substrate are set as: 1.453-0.005*i and 1.450-0.00006*i 

for 800 nm wavelength calculated from absorption coefficient [153]. 0E  is set as 1 V/m if 

not specified and r  is set as 1.25 μm. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.6. (a) 2D model Domain for COMSOL Simulation Calculation; (c) A Typical Solution of 
Electric Field Distribution for the Whole Domain (Rod Diameter: 300nm, Wavelength: 600 nm). 

6.3.6. Results and Discussion 

The mesh size for the important area is at least 1/8 of wavelength. After the 
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maximum finite element mesh sizes are carefully set, the electric field distribution for the 

whole domain can be solved rigorously. Fig. 6.6(b) shows a typical solution of a 

cylindrical particle with 300 nm diameter on PDMS substrate with no gap between them, 

respectively. After obtaining the electric field for the near-field region, we can get the 

intensity distribution and calculate the enhancement factor. 

6.3.6.1. Model Verification and Comparison 

For the model verification, firstly we need to verify that the computation 

algorithm can always lead to the same results for a specific case with finer mesh size or 

step increase time. For example, we can use the 500 nm cylindrical rod size with 0 nm 

gap on the PDMS substrate and choose different mesh size (7261, 33368 and 72023 

nodes) to see the difference of the resulting electric field distribution. It is observed that 

the distributions of the electric field for the three different computational domains are 

similar. Meanwhile we can also choose the different time step for the solution. The 

results also look almost same for different time steps.  

Another factor that should be considered in this model also include the PDMS 

domain size (length and width), because it will influence the reflection portion between 

air & PDMS interface in the bottom and two sides. And different domain sizes should be 

selected to see whether there is any influence for the scattering result.  

Firstly, we have used the same particle size and different domain size of PDMS to 

see whether there is any difference for the electric field distribution. For different PDMS 
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domain width, we have the following comparison results. We have studied different 

domain thickness from 3.0 - 25 μm. There is no obvious difference for different PDMS 

domain width, and the width almost has no influence. We have also studied the influence 

for different Gaussian beam incident position. We have chosen to increase distance from 

the incident plane to the substrate from 2.95 μm to 3.55 μm, 4.15 μm, 4.75 μm and 5.35 

μm. And check the absolute scattered electric field distribution. 

Furthermore, the model has been compared with analytical or simulation results 

from other methods. Valle et al. [151] calculated the exact electromagnetic components 

of the near-field wave scattered from a subwavelength metallic cylindrical protuberance 

on a conducting substrate by applying the extinction theorem. The scattering geometry 

used in this research is similar to the model in this study. The cylinder and substrate are 

assumed to be made of the same material - gold, the wavelength is 600 nm, S 

(perpendicular) or P (parallel)-incident waves were used for comparison and the y 

component of the electric field of the scattered wave in the near field as a function of x 

for different z has been plotted, as shown in Fig. 6.7. 

For the model in this study, the same parameters were used to compare the 

electric field distribution results. The parameters we used in COMSOL model include: 

Gaussian beam radius - 4.8 um; incident beam wavelength - 600 nm; cylindrical rod 

diameter - 300 nm; After obtaining the solution, we have checked the component of the 

electric field of the scattered wave in the near field as a function of x for different z, as 

plotted in Fig. 6.8. 
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We can see the damping trend looks very nice compared with previous results. 

And the damping frequency is same as the result in the reference (four peaks for 4λ , 

totally 16 peaks), but for y=0.25λ  the magnitude is only half of it especially for the first 

several peaks. 

 

Figure 6.7. y component of the electric field of the scattered wave in the near field as a function of x 
for different z (S-incident) [151] 

6.3.6.2. Influence of Different Parameters 

The configurations in the 2D model like the cylindrical particle size, the gap 

between the particle and the substrate, the wavelength propagating in the domain and the 

particle and substrate material type certainly affect the intensity enhancement in the near-

field region. To investigate the parametric influences, we can obtain the enhancement 

factor in the near-field region with varying propagating frequency for different 

cylindrical particle sizes, gap distances, and different material properties, respectively. 
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Figure 6.8. Z component of the electric field of the scattered wave in the near field as a function of x 
for y=0.25 by COMSOL (gold on gold substrate) 

 

Figure 6.9. Enhancement Factor for the Center Point Right on Surface of Substrate with 100 nm Rod 
Diameter (Gap Distance Changes from 0 to 100 nm). 
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Figure 6.10.  Solution of Silica Cylinder on PDMS Substrate with Different Gaps (Gaussian Beam 
with 2 v/m Maximum Electric Field for Incident Wave, D=500 nm). 

(a) 0 nm gap (b) 50nm gap 

(f) 250nm gap 

(c) 100nm gap (d) 150nm gap 

(e) 200nm gap
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Figure 6.9 shows the change of enhancement factor of electric field with different 

gap distance and the cylindrical particle size is 100 nm. And we can see, with the 

increasing of the gap between the particle and the substrate, the enhancement factor is 

decreasing and the maximum enhancement factor is about 2.38. 

Moreover, we can choose different rod sizes and different gaps to study the 

change of the enhancement factor of electric field so that we can obtain the relationship 

between the enhancement factor and the rod size and gap. Figure 6.10 shows a group of 

representative results of silica cylindrical particle on PDMS substrate with different gaps 

(0-250 nm) with particle diameter of 500 nm. The maximum electric field for the 

Gaussian beam distribution is 2 V/m for incident wave, and the wavelength is 800 nm. 

And we can see from Fig 6.10, the maximum enhancement factor is found as 3.46 for 200 

nm gap between the particle and the substrate. Figure 6.11 shows the maximum 

enhancement factors in the gap with different gap distance for different rod diameters 

(100-500 nm). Figure 6.12 shows the maximum enhancement factors in the gap with 

different rod diameters (0-400 nm gap distance). 
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Figure 6.11. Maximum Enhancement Factors in the Gap with Different Gap Distance (100-500 nm 
Rod Diameters) 

 

Figure 6.12. Maximum Enhancement Factors in the Gap with Different Rod Diameters (0-400 nm 
Gap Distance) 
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6.3.6.3. Comparison with Experiment Results 

With the simulation results for different parametric cases, we can obtain the basic 

relationships between the enhancement factor and different particle sizes, gap distances, 

propagating wavelength and materials, respectively. And this can give us guidance for the 

experiment to obtain the maximum enhancement factor. And for the experiment results, 

we can also compare the resulted nano line feature properties (width & depth) with the 

simulation for future reference of nano-fabrication. This part will be one portion of the 

future work. 

6.4. Summary 

This project has addressed a systematic analytical, numerical and experimental 

study of the near-field enhancement properties between nano spherical/cylindrical 

particles and substrates. Nano-hole array with about 268 nm which is about half of the 

diameter of the spherical particle has been fabricated on PDMS and silicon substrates via 

the near-field enhancement effect. The diffraction limit of light has been circumvented by 

using nano cylindrical particles assisted near-field fabrication. And this gives potential 

applications of parallel large volume nano line fabrication on different substrates for nano 

devices, ultra-sensitive sensors and high-volume data storage, because this method is 

simple, precise and low cost. 

To investigate the near-field effect phenomena in detail, simulation models based 

on Maxwell’s equations and finite element method were introduced to investigate 

different parametric cases - particle sizes, gap distances, wavelength and material 
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properties. This simulation work analyzed the mechanism (field intensity distribution) 

and influence of laser conditions and particle size for the nano feature fabrication, and 

provided a solid foundation and guidance for the experiment work. Nano line fabrication 

with single particle on substrate was firstly studied by experiment and the generated 

feature sizes were summarized for fabrication purpose. Finally, with proper method of 

cylindrical particle deposition, we can further demonstrate parallel fabrication of nano 

line which is a very attractive and promising method for large volume nano-fabrication. 

The study provides an effective method for nano line fabrication, in particular for parallel 

large volume fabrication. And it also provides a clear understanding of the physical basis 

to achieve more efficient and precise laser nano-fabrication with nano particles. 
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Chapter 7. 

Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1. Conclusions 

This dissertation has addressed a systematic experimental investigation of the 

USP laser ablation of polymer material and human skin tissue materials, especially for 

the potential applications of the USP laser micro-fabrication of polymer, micro-

processing of tissue including separation, cut and stripping and nano-fabrication via 

monolayer nano particles. For polymer ablation study, the ablation thresholds for single 

spot and single line scanning ablation were both determined and the two results are 

coincident with each other very well. It shows that both methods can be used to 

determine the ablation threshold. The ablation threshold reduces with increasing pulses 

due to the accumulation effect and the incubation factor was also determined. The 

ablation line width, internal ablation interface depth, and ablation surface quality with 

different pulse overlap rate and irradiation pulse energy were completely conducted. A 

parametric study was used to obtain a proper range of laser parameters for PDMS 

separation. Based on it, thin layer PDMS separation was completed and a multi-width 

micro-channel interconnected network by USP laser internal ablation was also 

demonstrated.  

To investigate real human tissue (dermis) ablation and separation, single line 

surface scanning ablation was used and SEM was used to character the ablation features 
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such as ablation line width and depth. Ablation threshold and incubation factor were also 

determined. Histological examinations were performed to find proper laser parameters 

for tissue micro-processing with minimal thermal damage. With the proper pulse overlap 

rate and pulse energy, the thermal damage zone can be less than 5 μm which is very small 

compared with CW or long-pulsed laser processing. Both in vitro wet tissue separation 

and freeze-dried tissue stripping were demonstrated by the USP laser ablation with 

different experimental set up design and mechanism. No sign of visible thermal damage 

was found for both types of tissue after processing. The cohesion and morphology of the 

separated tissue layers were not altered and the freeze-dried dermis could be re-hydrated 

to the original status for future usage.  

Furthermore, an analytical solution is developed to analyze the temperature 

distributions and heat effected zones in materials. We have theoretically analyzed the 

relationships between thermal effect and laser parameters based on several assumptions 

and a simplified 1-D physical model in cylindrical coordinates was established to solve 

the non-homogeneous heat conduction problem in the thermal heating processing. An 

analytical formulation was given to describe the temperature increase in the studied 

domain which considers all the laser parameters used, and the thermal damage zone 

criteria was also defined and compare with real experiment with different laser 

parameters. Both results show that the thermal damage can be confined in a small zone 

with proper pulse energy and overlap rate. The significant effect of two key factors - 

pulse energy and pulse overlap rate were specifically discussed with relation to the 

thermal damage zone by parametric studies. This provides a method for how to obtain the 
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relationship between laser parameters (pulse energy, repetition rate and pulse overlap rate) 

and thermal damage zone size, and guidance of selecting proper ranges of laser 

parameters used for larger material volume removal with minimal thermal damage.  

Finally, monolayer nano particles based near-field nano-fabrication by USP laser 

has been developed. The monolayer spherical silica particle has been successfully 

dispersed on different substrates and nano-holes were generated after laser irradiation on 

silicon and polymer substrates. Then CNT and nano fiber rod have been deposited and 

studied for nano line fabrication. To investigate the near-field enhancement phenomena, 

simulation models based on Maxwell’s equations and the finite element method were 

introduced to investigate different nano rod size, materials properties, and laser 

parameters. Influence of various laser parameters and conditions for the intensity 

enhancement in the near-field region has been studied. The gap effects were emphasized 

and studied in detail to find an optimal gap for maximum intensity enhancement. Initial 

experiments were conducted on the silicon and PDMS substrates and the USP Ti:sapphire 

laser was used to do the fabrication. We did not obtain enough experimental results to 

compare and support the simulation results. However, the theoretical and numerical work 

provides a solid foundation of this near-field nano-fabrication. 

7.2. Future Work 

For the tissue separation and micro-processing, the thermal damage investigation 

and analysis can be applied to many other materials, such as hard tissues and other 

dielectric materials. In future study, the formulation including all the laser parameters – 
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pulse energy, repetition rate, stage moving speed, focal spot size and tissue properties can 

be summarized to provide a criteria for thermal damage zone characterization for USP 

laser ablation. Furthermore, the proposed analysis can provide solutions for cases with 

temperature dependent heat generation due to the variation of optical properties such as 

absorptivity and transmissivity. Also, the solution can be extended to a three-dimensional 

analysis with use of a three-dimensional Green’s function with consideration of the 

dynamic ablation processing, such as the temperature of the ablation volume, ablation 

width and depth change and phase change.  

Another focus of future work should be devoted to the near-field nano-fabrication 

experiment and modeling, and it includes these parts: 

 Further investigation of the theoretical models to better understand and reveal 

the properties of the near-field enhancement; 

 Systematic studies of the simulation models to enrich the parametric study 

and provide guidance for experiments; 

 Experimental studies of the nano particle assisted nano line fabrication on 

PDMS and other substrates; 

 Further investigation of monolayer cylindrical particles distribution method 

for large area nano line fabrication and its potential tremendous applications 
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in other related field and industry. 
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